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Terms:

FIRST-CLASS

BUSINESS CARDS.
J. C. WARD,
CARPENTER AND BUILDER.
No. 17 Union ll., Portland.
Doors, Sash and Blinds made to order. All jobattended to.

myl7d2w*

R088 & STURDIVANT,

(ORGANIZED

Sewing Machines

179 Commercial ll., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment to any i>oint desired.
tfapr27

Richardson,
No.

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

3

Co.,

165 NIiddle Street.

Mork supplied

be taken out and made at home.

can

To those not
having Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the select ion of a good machine, from the fact of
having used
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be derived from observing the fanciful
of some
performance
skillful oi»erator.

Sewing Machine,
AS
MAY
BE.

SIMPLE

—AND

—AND

DUHABLE,
NOT [COARSE
%NI»

VET

Will

A. O. Schlotterbeck & Co.,

PORTLAND,

WM.

Book,

Congress

303

M.

st.

apl2tf

HE

MARKS,

Card & Job

Printer,

109 EXCHANGE IT.,

Conformity

Total nmount of Marine

promptly

work

carefully

and

(Formerly

Gregg.)

SHIP

BROKER,

1

8

Successors to Warren &

SHIP

Co.,

Gregg.

BROKERS,
MERCHANTS !

->8 Walnut St.,
i{. L. Gregg,

Philadelphia.

Bondsfand Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated
Premium Notes aud Bills
Receivable

Bank.

G.

CLOIIDRIAK,

148 EXCHANGE

ST.

jan22tf
EDGAR 8. BROWN,
Counsellor and Attorney at Caw !
No. 80

MIDDLE STREET.

Particular attention

jan24-ly

paid to collecting.

&

CO-,

2

6

O

.

SEWING _MACHINE.
Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

The

1871

Were

181,260.

dlm-eodllm&w6w

THOSE

OF

ALL

OTHERS

THE

JOST,

maintains It

popularity.
We invite all

those that

Sewing Machine

early

and

Corner of Free
de20 tf

DR W. It. JOII\SO]\,

purchasing

about

to call at

constantly on (baud, a
keep
Machines In the various

a

-FOR-

ap29eodlm

manner.

full

sold nn monthly Instalment*.
J3P“Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
ery
Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “medium machine.”

I.KIJLKK,
Painter.

Frisco

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Cffioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Rearing Block

lOOPJtB,

Vo*. HI it- 1H

Free Street,

Paulob Suits, Lounges, Spbin« Beds,
MA.TTRK88E8,
Bid

V.ounces, Eh*

Chairs, Arc.

q0F"*AU kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furnloe25-’69r T&Stf
ure boxed and nia^ed.

J. II. LA NISON,

PHOTDtiRAPHHSt,

BUBDKTT <fc WOOD’S

PORTLAND,

Manufacturers,

Harness

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

our

this

Harness

of

to

in

State,

OmrelllCONGRIM STREET.

77

4.‘1 PKERLE STREET.
a

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage.and we propose to offer ourcustomersinducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

Pleasure

the sale

of

Lawrence & Old Colony Duck,

Harness,

CALAIS.
W. D.

Hotel,

Simpson,

& 25 Commercial St., BOSTON
Tu&F
ap23 2taw-Gm

Double

Harness,

EXPRESSLY FOR THE RE.
TAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.
Our Booms

are

next

below the Post Office,

ENTRANCE

Middle Street.,

59

TJP

mrl2-d3m

SEED7

GRASS
3200

STAIRS.

bushels Western Timothy.

2500 bushels unhulled Canana
900 sacks Red Top,

Timothy,

12 tons New York and Western

Clover,

bags Alsike Clover,
26H bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
175

150 bushels

Millet,

District of Portland

ap3d t

FOR SALE!

HOUSE,

SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
owner

wants to go West.
D. TEBBETS.

_jan31SAMUEL

STAGE

NOTICE.

THE

Old Line Re-Established!
and after May 1, 1872, stages will leave Portland and Bridgton
every day, (Sundays excepted) at 7 o’clock a. m, passing over the old route.
Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays.
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return
Thursdays and Saturdays.
JSTTickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully attended to. Bonk at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf

Tuesdays'

VTOTICE is
given that sealed proposals
IN will be received at the 17. S. Custom House in
the city of Portland until 12 o’clock meridian, on
the first Tuesday in June next, for the supply of subsistence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
furnished can be had on application to this office.
The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of the articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to
all
articles which, in his judgment, are not of the best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles in their stead, and to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United States reserves the right to
reject any or all bids, and to accept the proposals for
the whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
in the list.
1. WASHBURN, Jr.,

hereby

reject

E8TABLI8HED

1840.

FRANK BACON,

if all its

Office, )
Portland, May 10, 1872. S

proiK>sals will be received at this office
until 12 o’clock noon of Thursday the 6th of
June next, for supplying rations and ship chandlery
for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
States Revenue Marine Service in this collection District, for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1873.
Schedule* of the articles of snip
to be bid
for will be furnished on application at this office.
The government reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., Collector.

SEALED

chandlery

proposals for the Clearing and Grubbing,
Graduation and Masonry upon the Nashua
and Rochester Railroad from Nashua to Rochester
(48 miles) will be received till Friday, May 31st, 1872,
at 12 o’clock M. at the office of the President of the
F. H. Kinnicutt Worchester, Mass., to
Company,
whom all proposals must be addressed, and Indorsed
“Proposals for Graduation and Masonry.”
On and after May 15th, 1872, the plans,
profiles and

SEALED

specifications

may be seen and further information
obtained at the office of the Engineer of the Company,
in the Telegraph Building, Nashua, N. H.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any and
all bids. By order of the Directors
C. O. DAVIS, Eng. N. & R. R. R.
Nashua, N. H., May 13th, 1872.
td

date.

2m*

Here’s

11

H. MAXFIELD.

for
Friends.

Chance

SALE—Te« volume* of

Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

Plate,
notice.

YORKER

NEW
FOllquarto pai>er of 16 pages, tta*
edited and published

[Incorporated

ap27*3to

WILLIAM A.EVAJSd,

in

J. H. Chadwick &
Office

WHITE OATS FOR SEED.
FLOUR. For sale by
GEO. W TRUE & CO.,
116 Commercial »t.
my20d2w

GRAHAM

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Dix Island Granite Co.
Chimney*.
Cement Pll* extensively
jF°nT|FAlUF'tELD.
USE myliOoodlw
for

Prop.

Camels and

an

99,

94 Sc 96

Co., Ag’ts,

Olirer Street,

MANUFACTURERS

Proprietor.

Champion Riders in Christendom, and his Infantile
Prodigy, in their thrilling feats of Horsemanship,
MASTER

Phillips

&

46 & 48

feb6d6m eod

MIDDLE ST.

/UBS

PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
CongrcM. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

ENGLISH and FRENCH
Congress Street.

NORWAY.
Elm I.m, Rain 81. W. W. Whitmarsh,

Having
NO.

The

Proprietor.

Ocean Hoik, R. Deary, Proprietor.
House, E. C. Staple., Propri-

C. S. Hotel, Junction of
Congress and Federal Sts. B. N.

Cushman, Proprietor.

Walker House, Opp. Boston
Bepot, Geo.
Bradgham Jr., Proprietor.

FRANK

H HnMey &Co Pr°-

Elm

Hilton, Proprietor,

Tprirtor*

Pro-

SPBINGVALE.
Tibbetts Hobw,S, F,
Tibbetts, Proprietor
STANDISH.
C"P'-C,M“YORK HARBOR.
Harshall Honse.-N. G. Marshall &
Sons,9

Proprietors.

Wmc?J0hn“N

£ {lie
■

A

MILBANKS,

A

Lead the corps of Tumblers and Leapers.

GEO.

CLARKE,

M.

First Shaksperean Clown.

ED.

DE

HAVEN,

Grotesque and

Jester.

Portland.

GENERAL

on

at
the division line between land of Mrs. S. M. Brackett and James W. Brackett, on Wednesday the twenty-second day of May instant, at said Peaks* Island,
at 3£ o’clock t». m., to hear all parties interested and
then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that a street should he laid out oh said
Peaks Island, aud if they should so adjudge, will then
and there
out a street, and fix the damages as
required by law.

lay

SAMU’L S. RICH,
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL.
Committee on laying ont new Streets.

Copy.

Chime Christmas,
New Year, in the ears of your delighted

will bo

introduced by his trainer, F. J. HOWES.

SENORA

SEBASTIAN,

beautiful Neapolitan Scene of Changes.

BROWN and SANFORD,

Messrs.

EA

the largest, most docile and intelligent of her species,
who will go through all her astonishing performances
under the direction of her trainer.

forenoon will be
Pageants ever beheld.

In town this

one

of the most Superb

THE AFTERNOON

of Portland.

City

Of G. F.

& Co., be iu every respect equal to
that
that-given in the evening,it^is earnestly
those having ladies and children under their charge
will attend the matinee, which opens at 1 o’clock p.
m., in order to avoid the crowd, inevitable at night.
The circus performances, both afternoon and evening
commence one hour after opening the doors, thus
the interval for the
affording an
audience t o make the promenade of the Zoological
tent and inspect the numerous wild beast collection

Bailey

May

Office, )
J
15th, 1872.

Upon the petition of George H. w. Brooks for permission to erect and maintain a portable Steam Engine in his building, No 79 Brackett St.
Notice is hereby given that on Monday, the third
day of Jane, at 7$ o’clock P. M., a hearing will be
had of all parties interested in said petition, at the
Aldermen's Room in City Building,
per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

mylG-d2w
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BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
o fflce, No. 95

Devonshire Street.

Rubber Hose,
Paeking, See.
for
Relts
Cotton
Railway
Mills,

Rubber

Belting,

Rubber

Endless Relts, of anv
act length guaranteed.

required dimensions.

Ex-

Perfectly Spliced.
prepared under McBURN-

jyThese Belts are all
EY’S PATENT STRETCHING PROCESS.,and will
be found superior to any in the market.
CHAS.
RANDOLPH M.

stunt

CLARK,

McBURNEY, Prest.
apl2d3m

Treas.

use

of

Thurston's
Ivory Pearl Tootkpowder.
It is the best Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 56 ceuts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

SDION A.

DYER,

Dr. Lanahan'says Goodenough is not
good
enough, in fact no better than he should be
and Goodenough says the doctor is another.

The raising of tropical fruits in the Southportions of California is a large and growand

promises

to become one of

great importance. Orange, lime, and lemon
trees raised from the seed there bear in their
ninth

tenth

year, and the profits on
larger than those made on any
other fruit, paying at the rate of from $20 to
$50 a tree, seventy-five trees being the usual
or

oranges

are

allotment to

an acre.

The death of Fisk and the failure of Helmbold will

deprive Long Branch

of its most

Christian.—Pope.

my6d3w

$5000'
Deering Bonds !

Town of

FOB SALE

AT

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
ap25tf

Greeley

these

if they are curious in them, they
few shillings in any village; but
rather let this stranger see, if he will, in your
looks, accents and behavior, your heart and
earnestness, your thought and will, what he
cannot buy at nny price at any city, what he
and dine
may well travel twenty miles,
sparely and sleep hardly, to behold. Let not
the emphasis of hospitality be in bed and
board; but let truth and love, and honor, and
courtesy, flow in all thy deeds.—Emerson.
can

things,

get for

a

A Utah paper having occasion to use the
word hauteur kindly interpiets it for its read-

by adding,
periority.”

in a

parenthesis,

“affected su-

The Wisconsin buzz saw crop last week on-

ly amounted to about a bushel and a half of
fingers. It was a poor week for the business,
however, and better returns are promised for
the future.
John

Bright, the great commoner, has replace in Parliament. To avoid

expected,

and

resumed his old seat.

quietly

His illness has left its

impress

on

his outward

His countepancc retains its
appearance.
massive expression of power, and appears as
intellectual as ever, but more spiritual, while
his hair is bleached white as snow.

Voltaire paid the penalty of literary fame

by being pestered with countless questioners
bores.
“A burgomaster, whom I do not
know,” he wrote to Mmc. Du Deffand,

and

begging me

The

34 Exchange
81.
“
_

applesTbutte R.

to answer

by return of post.”

Dangerous Vice-Presidents.
fatality to which Presidents have

been
in cases where the Vice-President was
a man of
very different character, but unhappily made this a serious element in our political calculations. One instance is still fresh in
the public mind. It is a striking fact that
Lincoln countenanced the movement to substitute Andrew Johnson for Hannibtt 'Hamlin for the second term, which made
inducement to murder him. If we could look
through this we should probably find that the
originator of this shrewd plan, which, to the
mind of Lincoln, presented only the policy of
naving me soutn representeu on tne ticket,
was one of that family which has been the
baleful private counselor of Presider ts for two
generations, and which made its aj-ji.ara ice
in life size in the intrigue to foist one of its
members on the ticket with simple minded
Horace Greeley.
There is a striking parallel in the details.
B. Gratz Brown Brown, like Andrew Johnson, is a man of Southern birth and sympathies. Like him, being in a state which was
debatable ground, he drifted to the strongest
side. Like him, he out-heroded all Northern
men in his demands for political
proscription
of the rebels, and for forfeiture of their
goods
and lives. Like him, he embraced the first
opportunity to betray the Republican party
into the hands of the
enemy to gain his own
ends. And then he
sought to procure the
favor ol the South by denouncing all
that had been done to
suppress rebellion and
establish domestic
security. Thus completely
fitted for the purpose, he comes into the Cincinnati convention, in the hands of one of
that family which was the evil genius of Lincoln’s and Andrew Johnson’s administraand
arrogates to himself a

liable,

shamelessly

following sufficient

to secure

Greeley

s

nomi-

and offers it for the nomination to
the Vice Presidency. And he was taken at
his price, although his command of forces

nation,

swindling pretense.

If the majority of the people were so mad
the situation would be
as to elect this ticket,
like this. An honest, simple-minded, vain,
self-willed, eccentric, rash, unstable man in
the Presidential office, elected by the Democratic party, but whom it utterly distrusts
and has always hated. In the Vice-Presidcncy, a man of Southern Democratic blood,
of unscrupulous character and reckless ambition ; an adventurer whom chance has lifted to a place vastly above his moral and intellectual rank, and who will see in this his
last chance; a nlan, in short, who has just the
qualities to make him the facile instrument
of the Southern Democratic leaders. And
for his private counsellors, his relatio is, the
Blair
Under such circumstances, is

family.

IN

ADVANCE.
Who will say that

in

the
Presidency would be
year’s purchase?—Cincinnati Ga__

Our Washington Letter.
Washixotox D. C., April 21th, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press:
We had begun to regard the debate on the
tariff bill in the light of a continued story In
the New York Ledger; and were agreeably surprised to see its termination and the passage
of the bill by the House yesterday morning.
It is now in the Senate Finance Committee,
and will

probably

be

reported at

an

early day

the committee are hard at work upon it.
The passage of this bill was immediately folas

lowed by the concurrence of the House in the
Senate Resolution to adjourn May 29th
which puts the Senate on their speed (they
have been trying their “wind” and “bottom”
all winter) in order to be prepared for the day
to come or rather the day to go, which is thus
so
suddenly accepted by the House. There
will be some good day’s work done between
now and the 29th.
The Senate meets for the
present at eleven o’clock A. M. and often continues in session until eleven or twelve
o’clock at night with a short recess at five or
six o’clock, and it is about the same with the
House except perhaps they do not continue
in session so late.
At first thought It would seem that the
question of adjournment was now defi-

nitely settled

to take

place on the 29th inst.,
large number of members and
others around the capitol who do not think
it will be possible to complete the business of
the session so that it will be prudent to adjourn at that time. Various predictions are
indulged in regarding this matter—some
think that the time will be extended
by a vote
of the two houses, others say that the Presibut there is

a

dent will call another session of both houses
to convene immediately, while still another
class of prophets say that the regular adjournment will take place as a.ready voted and
that the President will then call an extra session of the Senate to settle the new questions
arising from the treaty of Washington. As
for myself I am willing to average the opinions of the wiser ones and to guess (for that
is what the rest do)that the time for adjournment will be extended to June 3d, and that
the Senate will then hold a short executive
session for toe purpose indicated above.
There are several important measures that
must be disposed of before adjournment,
among which are a few of the annual appropriation bills. The Ku-Klux bill is now before the Senate, and it is understood that
they will “set it out” to-night. Last night
Senators Alcom and Ames of Mississippi had
a semi-personal debate which consumed the
whole evening, until twelve o’clock, and the
appearances are that more of the same kind
of thing from other Senators may be looked
for. Thus far we have had speeches from
Senators Scott, Pratt, Blair, Ames,
Alcom,
Bayard and others, all of which are of the
One
campaign stripe.
thing is ftilly proven,
and that is, there is need
enough of something stronger than local law to protect the
lives and property of known
Republicans,
whether white or black in many of the Southern States, and to prevent the re-enactment of
the old scenes of ante-bellum times—as far as
State laws and the presence of local public
opinion can secure that result. Soifte of the
more indiscreet among the rebel
sympathizers, when their favorite beverage has made
them a little too communicative openly avow
that it is their belief and desire that the negroes must sooner or later be reduced to the
old condition of slavery, and I firmly believe
that it is the all-important purpose of the Southern Democrats to bring about that result If
they «;ver obtain sufficient power to do so. It
is not pleasant to picture the bloody scenes
which must surely attend such an attempt,
and the surest way to avoid such scenes is to
see that those who would enact them are never given the opportunity.
IL,

*1.

a_-a-

I'll
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week Mr.

Frye of Maine made his first
speech in Congress. While he was speaking,
the House was perfectly silent, which is by
no means usual, and his voice could be distinctly heard not only in the Representatives’
Hall but in the coat rooms and even in the
corridor beyond. When he had finished, the
leading members crowded around him and
extended their congratulations in a very flat-

tering manner. The Western men are especially pleased with his oratory and their papers
have noticed him handsomely, as have also
of the New York papers.

Among the provisions of the sundry civil
appropriation bill is one item for the construction of a pneumatic tube between the
Capitol and the Government printing office,
for the
rapid transportation of small packages.

This is said to be intended

partially

as

experiment to test the utility of this
method of transportation, although it has
been successfully tried in a number of inan

stances. Its advocates claim that mail matter can be transported at the rate of a thousand miles an hour, by this method and at as
cheap rates as the present. And as I am prepared to believe almost anything in science
that loeks at all reasonable, I will admit that
I freely credit the most wondertul report" of
its promised usefulness.
Among the advocates of the principle by which these results
are attained is Mayor Ben.
Perley Poore—
“Perley” ol the Boston Journal—although I
think he does not favor the particular method
to be first tried here.
I* having been reported In the
Chicago
Tribune that Hon. Henry S. Lane of Indiana
had expressed his intention to favor
Greeley
in the coining campaign, a friend of his here
the
did
not
credit the state
who, by
way,
ment, asked him at once by telegraph to Inform him of its truth or
falsehood, which
elecited the following reply, that shows that
“The old man eloquent” is true
to his
record:

turned to his

any demonstration that would otherwise have
been made, he came in the evening, when un-

life

s
a

zette.

some

True ITospitaxitt.—I pray you, oh! excellent wife, cumber not yourself and me to
get a curiousi rich dinner for ibis man and
woman that have alighted at our gate; or bedchamber made ready at too great a cost;

was a

No. 88 Federal Street.

opportunity during

come, first served.
Doors open at 1 and 7 p. in.
Performances comraeece an hour afterward, giving the audience an opfor
the
portunity
Menagerie of Wild Beasts
inspecting
and other Curiosities previous to the commencement
of the Ring Performances.
os
my22d6t

a great family reJuly at Frankfort-on-the-Main,
when, it is believed, important changes will
be agreed upon in regard to the
management
of the various branches of the great firm.

union next

tions,

FnrnituOr, Rook Cases, Show
Cases, Counting House, Office and Ship
Fnrnitnre. Repairing promptly and neatFirst class

suggested

ffTThe public will bear the In mind that US cents
is the only charge made to visit every part of both
shows, and that there are no reserved seats—first

of the “Dead March in Saul.”

City Clerk’s

ly done.

SHOW

It is

J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec”-d&wtc
[Opposite ibe Conrt House.)

Manufacturer of

THE GRAND PROCESSION

selling “Horace Greeley’s
probably an adaptation

are

whether, in case there be one, he takes any
heed of us; whether matter is eternal; whether it can think; whether the soul is immortal;

a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
the
store of
sale at

SOPHIA,

Besides the numerous exercises given by the EquesGymnastic Troupes, will be introduced the
great Performing Elephant,

Music dealers
Grand March.”

“wrote to me a little while since to ask me in
confidence whether there is a God or not;

PETITE SEBASTIAN and the Juvenil
Troupe in their various acts.

trian and

will not be until Mr. Darwin receives assurfrom the monkeys that they will not
hurt him.
ances

ring the
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRU-

MANUFACTURERS OF

GRANT,

ol the Cali-

A gentleman who professes to have ciphered it up from the statistics states that the
“Peter’s-pence” of Pope Pius IX. have, since
the year 1800, yielded an
average revenue of
twelve millions of dollars. Up to the time of
the “Guarantee Law” ten millions had to be
annually deducted from this sum to pay the
interest of the papal debt. As this expenditure has been assumed by the government of
Victor Emanuel, the income of the head of
the Church of Rome is about as
respectable
as that of any existing terrestrial
potentate.

ers

is
that the Joint Standing
on
new streets, to whom
refered the petition of Isaac C. Morse and others

•

CLEOPATRA,

N. B.

®,le,il®lchael Clark,

ROBINSON.

CLIFFORD

HLLE.

TJ232KS°"“*T*

ANDREWS,

STREET,

praying that a Koad or Street may be laid out
Peaks'Island, in the city of Portland, will meet

WATSON,

Of Acrobatic Renown, in their Wonderful Feats.

H.Springer. Proprietor.

H.

at

hereby given
NOTICE
Committee
laying out

Western firmament

Contortionist.

In her

SKOWHEGAN.
Hotel, E. B. Maybury, Propri-

8*.

of

Scenic and Sensatfonal Rider,

RICHMOND.

IIou»e9 HI.

HIGH

98

City

The famous Performing Horse,

8t-Mo*®l. Cor. Middle and Plum

Richmond Hotel,

rooms

For the purpose of catting and fitting dresses, would
respectfully invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
m., and see the late style patterns she has just received.
Will also sell patterns to those who may wish to
purchase of her.
rayl*lm

NATHANS

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson Sc Wa-

Proprietors’

of the

and THOMAS

Old Orchard
etor.

terhouse

WATSON,

bright particular Star

PHILO

ORCHARD REACH.

OLD

taken

MENTS, and

LUCILLE

morning' papers

fornia of the future.

np

*■ AMBROSE MERRILL, Nn. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. Sc H. H. HIC DUE FEE, Cor. Middle
Sc Union Sts.

or

etor.

in the tone of the

a

.fair..

praetors.

NORTH WINBHAH.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

They have a tribe of Indians in California
who live without sleep. What famous night
editors they will make with a little training,
and what a cheerful war whoop there will be

I never knew any man in my iife who could
not bear another’s misfortunes perfectly like

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, np to immense instruments that produce sonnd6 as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tke
larpe s?ock, so that it may

NORTH STRATFORB N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Sc Co. Pro-

A fashion writer affirms that there are few
articles of dress in which good taste, elegant
appearance and correct fashion can be so well
combined as in a lady’s mantle.

tCHOOL,430

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, IT 1-9 Union Street,

Advertiser

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.
Kearsarge House.

stars and bars these articles invariably excite
much enthusiasm for Mr. Greeley.

noted lions this season.

Schools.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,
MARQUIS F. KING,
chas. McCarthy, jr.,

etors.

They are “firing the Southern heart” for
Hr. Greeley by publishing his old articles
from the Tribune advocating the right of secession. Among the old followers of the

Sliver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

MTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Subscrib•
FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CSNSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION ?
county of Cumberland. dece«ed, and ha* taken noHave you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheu- on
herself that trust by giving bonds as the law dimatism, or pains of any kind? try one of
rects. All persons having demands
upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same
WolU’
Ylnchine-sprcnd
Strengthening and all persons indebted to said estate arc called up’
Plnators.
on to make payment to
MARTHA E. CUSHMAN, Executrix.
They will certainly cure.
Portland, May 7th, 1873.
They are are com noted of ohoice emollient gums
3w
myl8,25Junl
made on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold bv Druggists
For Sale.
L*riee 15. 20 and 30 cents eaeh.
COVERED MEAT WAGON—nearly new, at
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
Sawyer’* Stable, corner of Federal & Mar192 Fulton Street, h
ket sts.
myl8U2w

DO

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

myl5td

•

YOU

greM Street.

was

of the brush of Bonheur.

ing business,

Beal Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, N«. 93 Exchange
Street.
GEO. B. DAVIS Sc Co., No. 301 1-9 Coo-

Sons, Pro-

Co., "p^pHem*"**'

AGENTS FOB THE CO.,

ROMEO,

accomplished Rider and Gymnast of the Sebastian school.

An

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Propri-

we

W. F.

of

NORRIBGEWOCK.
Banforth Honse, B. Ban forth. Proprietor.

Dry and Ground in Oil*

Our Fare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to bo strictly pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not snrpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
age of our Pure Lend. None genuine without it.

names

captain and head-centre of all the Bareback

the

LIHERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Proprietor.
HACHKAS.
Eastern Hotel.—L.K. Corthel,Proprietor.

SOUTH CHINA.
Cake House, A. Savage,
Proprietor.

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.

found the

Signor Sebastian,

KENB ALL’S HILLS.
Kendall’s Hills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard,
Proprietor.

Pure White Lead !

Elephant.

an

Rosa Bonheur, it is vaguely announced, is
painting Kaiser Wilhelm’s horse—whether at
Berlin or Paris, is* not stated, nor is the particular horse indicated which enjoys the hon"

ern

JOHN

Recently organized by SIGNOR SEBASTIAN of the
Roman Corso, has become the model equestrian institution of the age, having among its troupe most of
the leading riders and gymnasts Tn the profession.

PARIS BILL.
OF

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

IVtiss Ada B. "Worth.

Italian Circus Troupe

Ward, Proprietor.

1829.)

Plumbers.
JAMES miLLER,Nos 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

P.

There may be some doubt as to the success
of “strikes” generally, but the
veterinary
blacksmiths of Boston think they’re shoer to
win.—N. T. World, of course.

The Rothschilds will hold

Photographers.
DAVIS A CO., No. 80 middle Street.
Jo Ho IjAIHSON, 159 middle St., cor. Cress.
A. 8.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
ever

GREAT

In the programme will be

61 Exbnnge

Dromedaries !

Ichneumon to

THE

prietor.

prietors.

LOTHBOPJE VENS A CO.,
Sreet mid 48 market St.

R. V.

Wilderness of Monkeys !

quality, from

H IRANI.
Ml. Cutler House,—Hiram Bastou, Pro-

Sc

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

degree and species, from a Ringtailer, to a
filll-grown Chimpanzee ! Besides a variety of other
animals possessing any interest, of every size and

GARDINER.
O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

Honse, Nathan Church

Street.

of every

FALLS, N. H.
Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

BOSTON.

by H. GREELEY & CO., New York.
They are the first ten volumes, extending from
1*36 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Pbess Office
mylOdtf

FOR SEED.

Egyptian
A

ctor.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

quarter of the globe,

Lioness with Litter of Young Whelps.

SEALED

a

Southern White Corn

Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
■OSTOJT, MASS.
at abort

Greeley’s

A

GREAT

Elm

gain

to

Tallent and Handsomest Lion
captured !

GORHAM.
Central Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.
Great Falls

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SHALL A KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

Largest Performing Elephant!

OFFICE OF THE ACT’O COM. SHIPS.
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Fort Preble, Maine. I
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
J
May 9th, 1872.
proposals In duplicate of the forms furPORTLAND.
nished by the undersigned, will be received until
Thursday, the 20th day ofJune, 1872, at ten o’clock Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams,
A. M. ,for all the fresh beef required at this post from
Proprietor.
June 30th 1872, to December 31st, 1872, or such less Albion
Honse, 11» Federal St. J.O. Perry,
time as the Commissary General may direct. DeProprietor.
tails and requirements furnished by the undersi gned.
A true copy of the latter with this advertisement to be American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
attached to each proposal offered.
j
ROLLIN A. IVES.
Uity Hotel, Cor. Congress and ISreen St.
John P. Dacis A Co. Proprietors.
2d Lieut., 5th Art’y,
may 18 dGt
Act’g Com. of Sub’s.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri.

streets had

land for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
Lovell. Through tickets for sa. at G. T. Depot in
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots in Boston.
The morning stage will be disconti med after this

Hotel,

N. E.

not issued at the

Darwin’s “Descent of Man” has been
translated into the Russian language. It has
not yet been rendered into Chimpanzee, and

Masons and Bnilders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congress St.

Only Living Rhinoceros !

NAPLES.

Collector’s

means

The Only Living White Polar Bear !

Dexter House.

Evans

Carpet-Bags.

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

lin Sts.

The

EA8TPOBT.
Passamaq noddy House.—E. Taft,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Only Superb Aviary of Tropical Bird* !

DEXTER.

Revenue Vessels.

my!6eodlw

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf,

Collector.

p25 2awtjune4

Proposals for Furnishing Rations
and Ship Chandlery for IT. S.

BOSTON

and

satisfactory to all marble work-

30,1873.

Notice to Contractors.

figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

As the

1

April 25, 1872.
)
ProptiaU for supplying the 17. S. Marine
Hospital at Portland, with Subsistence
Stores, etc., far the fiscal year ending
Anne

Proprie-

DKXFIELD.

Falmouth,

and Fine Watches.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

of Wild Beast*

have been collected from every
which are to be seen
The

Ac Jacobs,

P.

M.

among

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

2aw6t-tJuG-M&F

bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,

TEBBETS

Hotel, Sanborn

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
SHERRY, Ne. 9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

J.

The Living Wonders of the Monagerie,

prietor.

and

over-

And tho BEST CIRCUS Entertainment combined
that can be seen in the Eastern States this season.

DANYILLE JUNCTION.

Anchors, Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &
Banting:.

everywhere

lack of

a

Only FuII£Menagerie

CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, Arc Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
Importers of

CHAIN

parts of the country wherever tlie Great Show has
appeared, it is needless to assure the public that the
entertainments given in their establishment are of
the highest order, and entirely unexceptionable in
every feature of their performances, presenting such
an exhibition as the beads of the most
respectable
families and seminaries for youth will not hesitate to
encourage those under their charge to visit.
Since the departure of the Combination npon their

the cold for
entrance.
This is conoeded to be tho

CAMDEM.
Bay ViewHiusr, E. H. Dcrnuth, Prop.

Manufacturers of

Menagerie ol G. F Bailey & Co., having been so generally recognized and established throughout all

being left out in

CORNISH.
Cornish House,—P. Dnrgin, Proprietor.

Cordage.

while at the same time it may be 6een at the smallest
charge of adm saion.
The well-earned reputation of the allied Circus and

an

Proprietor.

Maine
tors.

Public,

attended by their respectable and delighted families.
The reasonable price of admission enables everybody to attend, young and old, rich and poor, none

etor.

23

Harness,
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,

Heavy

Bedford

First-Class Public Amusement

Artisans, Laborers, Shopkeepers,
Employes and Operatives of
every description,

AND

New

Troupe
organized.
The proprietors beg leave to state
that,
although
the price of tickets to see their well
organized troupes
has been reduced to the PEACE STANDARD—£5
cents all around, to any and every part of both tents
—the talent of the CIRCUS
Company and the GYMNASTIC Artists has been materially increased, while
the attractions of the GRAND ASIATIC
CARAVAN,
together with the animated wonders of their MENAGERIE, have been nearly quadrupled in number
for the present season. So that the
great Exhibition
°f G. F. BAILEY & CO., now claims to be not,
only
the largest, best, most instructive, amusing, diversified ana interesting, but certainly by far the most respectably conducted and universally popular

the

Upholstering.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds ofUphols .ring and Repairing

Jewelry

25 Cents.

Before

all kinds

to order.

No reserved seats. Only one ticket
required by
to Visit the greatest Menagarie of
n
Wild Beasts, and witness the
and gymhorsemanship
nastic exercises of the most splendid Circus

Now

of

HENJ. AHAmS, cor. Exchange and Fed.
prill Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Past Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOVT, No. 11 Preble Street.
Upholslering done te order.

POPULAR PRICE OF ADMISSION,

Only

Upholstering

order.

Furniture and

& 29

The entire Exhibition is given in Two Colossal
loots, thrown open to the public at the

Eastern tour tne canvass has been
flowing, day and evening, with

ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

STREET.

Fearing, Rodman & Swift,

Business

as

___

E5P"Refining done

MIDDLE

and Custom Made.

or on

No. 33

be obtained at

can

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic Store,

All of Home Manufacture

after Monday May 6th, Stage will leave
oriment of Italian
hand
good
A LL keep
ON
South Paris every afternoon (Sundays excepted)
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
SH
at 3:30,
the arrival of the 1:10 train from Portat
Monumental
of
kinds
prices
all
stock,
cul fo size

W.

All

Agents for

more

he

House, F. S. Chandler Ac Co.
Proprietors.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Pro-

International

Stocks

Largest

public

customers and the

Stools.

es,

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,
Where we invite all
examine one of the

l>e
valuable
Italian & American Marble, WOULD
Cement Pipe Sewers.

to

BETHEL.
Chandler

A

STAIRS),

(TJP

Real Estate in Portland

Wholesale Dealers in

will not lail

Bryant’s

ORGANS! prietor.
(OH Instrument, taken In exchange.)
BRUNSWICK. ME.
CHOICE and large Mock of Sheet Music,
Polios, Wrapper.. Also a flne p- & K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,
lot of Violins, Banjo.,
Proprietor.
Drums, Gnilara,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, Music BoxCAPE
Piano

HUNT & JEWETT,

that

Proprietors.

BRYANT’S POND.
Pond Mouse—N. B. Crockett.

BRIDGTON CENTER, Me.
Cumberland House, Marshall Bacon,Pro

REED

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

ON

ME.

Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Bembraots, Mcda'lion.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.andttie retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
motes, wrinkles, and all i in perfections of the s ;iu
Call and judge lor yonrsHccs.
gj'-' 'Iolio—Good work at Moderate Pric4 in» to Please.may 20
es.

on

Co.

prietor.

CELEBRATED

No 1522 Middle street.

Yard

Mouse. Tremont St. Bingham
&

Proprietor.

OF

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

SADDLE

Portland, April, 1872.

MINUFACTDREK OF

l*ntent

Merchandise,
CONSISTING

Son,

Pro-

BOSTON.

eod3m

Wednes’y, May 28

ever

House, Hanover St. L. Bice
Proprietor.
P“rk«r House, School St. H. D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
-2 Union, or 6 South Street Revere House, Bowdoin Square, Bulflnrh,
Bingham, WrisleyAr Co.. Proprietors
Autnes Hotel—J.P.M. Stetson,7 Propri
Gatley, Sheridan & Griffiths.
etor.

Musical

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

n me led

Pro-

AJXJLJ-

1J PHOu STE HER

ffrDouough

Woodward,

Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

Wrisley

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Henrv Dunn &

jylSdtf

H.

A.

prietor.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
with ill D McLaughlin Ac Son., Prop.

American

&1>30

For sale at lowest market

J.

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J E. Harrimau&Co.,

&

AFTERNOON & EVENING.

tors.

Better and Cheaper than Brick.
Orders left at

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

GIG

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. Ac H. Cony. Proprie-

Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange,

Show,

one

St.

to

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

PORTLAND,
Tuesday

AUBURN.
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. At A. Yonng,

as-

styles of

350

W.

change

Co.,

was

regular time, lately, one of the editors being
on the jury, and the other
having been married. Both expressed their regrets in the

or

Dentists.
JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.

DR. W. B.

done

IN

found.

SIDEWALKS, DRIVES. YARDS, Sagadahoc House, John S. Milliken.
prietor.
GARDENS, WALKS AND
STREETS.

machines

DENTIST,
Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the junction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertainiug to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory

WEEK !

WILL EXHIBIT

Proprietors.

Clonks

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

State, at which.

tor.

Velvet

WALTER COBEV A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, Ne. 50 Ex-

Combined in

the

St.

Indin

Great Circus Troupe.
G. F. BAILEY &

County House, Edmund Wurren, Proprie-

Concrete Pavement

well earned

in

SYmONDS,

dyed nnd Unishcd.

—OF—

BATH.

are

Where we shall
sortment of these
linish.

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
Hale’s,

Dye-House.
F.

AND

ALFRED.

ARCTIC,

331 CONGRESS STREET,

FRESCO PAINTER
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

Gained*’.

CARAVAN

Me.

DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotel?
the Daily Press may alwayg

This Refrigerator is constructed on the most
perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be the
best yet introduced.
Kor further particulars as to
its merits, sizes, style, prices,
&c., call and see or
send for circular.
Ics Chests of all sizes
on hand very low.
constantly
All in want of Refrigerators should call and see before purchasing.
Refrigerating Rooms for markets &e„ built to order. Refrigerators of all kinds repaired.
Manufactured by
JT. F. MERRILL,
Cottou Avenue, between Cross and Cotton Streets.
Portland. Me.
orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.
ap24eod3m

*

MADE

GEORGE" D.

GRAND

NEXT

HOTELS.
HOTEL

ICC CHESTS.

report indicates how well the Singcr Sew-

This

ing machine

Counsellor

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Hass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Natliau Clifford,
Judge of tl\f Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, aud Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Quarter

a

WHITNEY A mEANS, Pearl
Street, opposite Park.

THE

3rd Vlce-Prea’t.

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore St., Portland,

Ep^AU

2,000 !

5

LA W !

AT

Quarter Saved is

A, H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,

HAWLETT,

Bleachery.

Carpenters and Builders.
•‘A

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
Persons who complain at
growing old
would find fault at fruit
ripening on the
trees. Old age is the perfection of human
life.

next issue.

SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, Ne. 131
middle Street.

S

*217
386*739

REFRIGERATORS!

IMPROVED

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Attorney and

Street.

3 370 050 00
500 00
41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 24, IS72.

An Alabama paper

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, Nn. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

8fi.143.240 00

a

Six per cent interest on the
outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
iegal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will l»o redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after
the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
Tuesday at
win cease,
xhe certificates to be produced
the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red
for
scrip)
gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
•*
P«r Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
21st December, 1871, for which certificates will he issued on and after
^ear..en<*"J&
Tuesday the Seeond oi
April next.

7, 1872.

BREED, No. 91 middle

Bonne' and Hat

at

J. D.

A

Street.

*5,375,793 21

*2 135 980 63

814,806,812 37

T
J.
D JOhES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

Machines.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG

—-—

Total Amount of Assets,

Feb.

Sewing

W. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

disconnected with

DAMARISCOTTA.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

upon Fire Risks

by Stocks, and otherwise,
I^aF2*8?cure<*
Real Estate and
Cash in

for

ANNUM,

worth

Repairing.

l"

---

HEAVY,

“THE SINGER”

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

janSt-ly

nor

we

1,

A1TD

COMMISSION

along

$7 446 452 6£

Patented by D. W. C. Sanford.

Jan31

H. L. GREGG &

come

Agency

TERMS $8.00 PER

THE PRESS.

W\ 9. DYER, No. 979 middle SI. All
kinds of machines for sale and to lei.

85.412.777 51
2,033,675 1J

Premiums,

Marine Risks.

No- 105 Middle St., Portland.

aplt

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

_

Elephant

NEXT WEEK!

Coiner.of William, New York.

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

you

MITCHELL

434

PHILADELPHIA.

rT

E

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affair*

the Beard,

guarantee to Bell
TO A LI. WHO WILL BUF OF US.

CHAS. A. WARREN,
Warren &

Gr

for the Big Show when

BCe

7ou

is1

A

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Bakers.

Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st
December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
Returns of Premiums and
Expenses,
8973 211 84
The Company has the
following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock,
City, Bank and otLer Stocks,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of

to the

1872,_

__

Such

aplO

executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

COMPANY.

1871.
Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.

DEL A T.

ready

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 5 Deering Block.

Have

STREET,

24,

1843.)

IN

--

FROM PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS AND

SCHUMACHEbV

Having just returned firom Europe, would inform
bis customers and friends that he has resumed bis
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT

YET—

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,

EXCEEDING

FRESCO_PAINTER

YET—

Veruntile in Fncilitic. nnd Adjustments,
EAST OF OPERATION.

eodCm

CHA8. J.

WALL

The Trustees in
the 31st day of December,

A Reliable

ORDER® for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22

whereby

to pay for the
Machine when desired.

The work

D

Premiums received on
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Free Instruction given In
Inexperienced
Operator*.

sold, and

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSIT® received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTION® of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCE® made on approved ollaterals.

51

—

on

Boston.

BUIINRII PAPER Bought and

At

—

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

Hill &

INSURANCE

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, iu
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or
less, $1 00; continu“Kevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after,
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per
square for first insertion,
and 50 ceuts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all cemmuuicationB to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

bing promptly

MUTUAL

MAY

entertainments.

ATLANTIC

-OF-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is published every Thursday Morning at
$2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

MOKNING

MISCELLANEOUS

Free Exhibition

Exchange St, Portland.
a Year in advance.

Eight Dollars

FRIDAY

__POKPLAND,

PRESS.

“Brooklyn, N. Y., May 20, 1872.
Esq., Assistant Door-keep-

To T- T. Scott,
er, U. Senate.

There is no truth
am for Grant and
so remain.
I

whatever in

the report.

against Gree ley and

shall
H. S. Lank.”

The above shows to what straits the liberal
fiction are put to find wind with which to
blow the Greeley Horn.—Such mistakes (?)
are now so common that
sume the character of malicious

they begin

to

as-

and slander-

lies which are always reacting upon the
parties of whose forlorn hope they are the in-

ous

dications.

Minot.

A Cool Relation.—How touching

was

the grief displayed in B———at a funeral a
little out of town ! The undertaker, who was
directing matters in a very professional and
proper way, noticed a man giving orders.and,
as he
thought, rather encroached upon the
duties and privileges of his own office.
“And who are you, my friend, that are so
busy about here?”
“Oh! you don’t know me?”
“No, I don’t.”
“Well, I’m the corpse’s brother.”—Editor’s
Drawer, in Harper’s Magazine for June.
BI?RI.VEM NOTICE*.
Were man to conform more to the laws of
health and of nature, and be less addicted to
the gratification of his passions, it wonld not
be necessary to advertise Fellows’ Compound
Syrnp of Hypophosphites as a restorative'for
the powers of the brain and nervous system,
while the world’s progress in enlightenment
would indeed be marvellous.
ml8dlw&wlt
1HB v AU9B OF lXMPERANCE finds
801116 of
its most insidious and
dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics” and “appetizers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker's California Vinf-oar Bitters, are none of these.
They are not a beverage, but a genuine medifrom Califor
cine, purely vegetable, prepared
uia herbs by a regalar physician. Fot all dis-

eases of the stomaeh, liver, kidneys, bladder,
skin and blood, they are an infallible and un-

rivalling remedy.

apr30-4wt

Steamer Sebaqo will commence running
over the Lake between
Ilridgton,
Harrison and Naples and Sebago Lake station

regular trips

on

Monday, May 20th, 1872, connecting daily

with trains over P. & O. Railroad, arriving in
Portland at 11.30 a. m. and trains leaving Portland at 3.15 p. m.
mylStf
The Panacea for the ailments to which the
female sex are liable is Duponco’s Gulden Pill.

m'-U-oodlwAwlt
Colgate & Co.’s Cathmere Bouquet -c «ip has
a novel but very
delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artimr4-eod3m
c]eg
This is the season of the year when ths
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould's Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.

feb28-2m8tw
The most sanguine expectations are fully
realized by the use of Duponco'e Golden Pill.

mlH-sodlw&wlt

*

THE PRESS.

the religion of a country had something to do I
with the prosperity of the people.
1—The house of the Lorn is the iudex of the
community in which it is, and if the old church
wears a forsaken wo-be-gonc look within and
without, amt&he people arc well satisfied with
it, you may conclude that they are on the way
to ignorance and rudeness and will soon become
half civilized and barbarous. On the other !
hand, if the house of the Lord is in a prosperous condition, becoming the dwelliug place of
the Most High, you may conclude that the people are prosperous and that peace, good order
aud morality are common blessings. Shrewd
business men understand this and establish
their business hard by the house of God and
contribute large sums to build and support
churches, knowing that church going people
are better persons to employ than rum drinkers,
gamblers, Sabbath breakers and scoffers.
2. —The house of the Lord is the foster mother of uH civilizing and
enlightening agencies
and instrumentalities. In itself it is an institution of learning established on the broadest
and wisest bases, its doors open to all, and its
lessons of instruction adapted to all and free to
all. It is superior therefore to the common
school system, which is itself the glory and safety of the country. Common schools and academies owe their very life to the fostering influences of the house of God. New York.
Brooklyn and Cincinnati in this country anti
France, Italy, Spain and Ireland abroad,
show the influence of superstition, ignorance
and sin. Poor school houses and poor meeting
houses go together. If the people love the
house ot God they will love the school house
and nobly sustaiu both.
He next referred to the Sabbath as a valuable
institution and its observance as both scriptural
and
philosophic. Spending Sabbaths at home
will lead to secular pursuits and unwarrantable
recreation. He forcibly urged the better observance of the Lord’s day aud a more liberal
giving to the support of the church aud gospel.
He drew a life-like picture of the mean man,
“the poor mean nipping professor of religion
whose chances of squeezing through the gates
of Heaven are little if any better than the miller’s who sometimes took double toll or the
Deacon’s who was accustomed to commence
the weeks business by watering his ruin and
sanding his sugar.” Even those who refuse to
sustaiu the
gospel and are prosperous will suffer
through wicked sons and daughters, who will
waste the wealth they have so suugly hoarded.
The influence of religion upon the early
founders and leaders of the government, in-

Re-dedication of Bnxton Baptist Ckureh.
Buxton Centre, May 22,1872.
of Buxton Centre on
Wednesday was the scene of a very interesting
the Baptist
occasion
the le-dedieation of
of a century
thrse-quarters
Church, for nearly
the sacred shrine of many a worthy family c*
The pleasant

1872.
FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 24,

villago
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S
A Frank Confession.
the proofe
to
us
dispute
for
idle
be
It would
that good old town.
TUB DAV.
exhibited by the Argus of the inconsistent
on
the 7th of May
utterances of this paper
The day was beautiful, the rain of Tuesday
and on the 21st of the same month. On the
having laid the dust, invigorated and purified
the air, and rendered more delightful the verfirst day we laughed at our neighbor for precipitating itself so madly into the Cincinna- dure of spring; in faot it was one of the loveliest days of the season, thus adding greatly to
ti movement. We predicted that it would
the success of the occasion. It is well amid Gube obliged to take the back track when it
din and rush of this busy life to stop for awhile
heard “from the men who have some princiaud refresh the soul with inspiration from
ple in their Democracy.”
On the 21st we
events superior to traffic and trade, above the
confidently predicted that Greeley would be sordid
things of existence and thus “renew the
adopted by the Democrats, thus making it inward man.”
be
comnot
would
certain that the Argus
HISTORICAL.
pelled to

recant.

We admit that it was a stupendous blunder. The idea of basing an opinion on so
wild a conjecture as the existence of principle in the Democratic party was inconceivably stupid. The whole transaction does
smack of inexperience, as the Argus says.
It knew i's own party better than we did, of
course, and went singing on its way, rightly
trusting to the straightforward recklessness

unswerving lack of principle which from
intimate association, sympathetic union and
long experience it knew to be characteristic
and

of its party.
Having thus

frankly confessed

its error the

Press is now entitled to claim that its reasoning, from the false premises it was so unfortu-

adopt, was correct. Given the fact
that there is principle in the Democratic party,
and the endorsement of Greeley is impossible. And to show that Republicans alone do
not cherish this opinion we are induced to
nate as to

make two or three extracts from the New York

World, the leading Democratic journal oi
country and the reputed organ of Mr.

the

Belmont,

the

the National
The World pro-

chairman

of

Democratic Committee.
fesses to have some regard for

consistency,

reference to principle in the view it
takes of the existiug situation. It declares

some

preferable

that defeat is

to

dear a sacrifice as the

so

victory bought by
pretended abandon-

ment of all the theories of government and
all the political dogmas that Democrats have
cherished for half
we

make are

only

century. The extracts
lew of the hundred that

a

a

might use to illustrate its position.
The chief and controlling reason why the
Democratic party cannot, and will not, nominate Mr. Greeley, is, that, of all the public men
of the country with any kinds of pretensions to
the Presidency,he is the very farthest from rep•
•
»
resenting its principles.
The nomination of Mr.Greeley by the Democratic
party is the moral, political, social, and
economical impossibility, which every self-respecting Democrat would have instinctively declared it to be at any time previous to the Cincinnati Convention'
we

**e*o

But if

Mr.

lias no
Kepublican
strength, why should Democrats support him?
Laying principles and consistency quite aside
(and we should be sorry to think these count
for nothing in Democratic estimation), but laying them aside and looking only to mere success, it is obvious that the Democratic party
would make a losing bargain by endorsing Mr.
Greeley when it is so evident that he cannot
split the Republican party. He is eertain to
drive off multitudes of Democratic voters who
value their principles: and unless he has an
outnumbering body of Republican supporters,
it would be an unspeakable folly to adopt him
as our candidate, even on the sordid calculation
of bartering principles for votes. If he is certain to repel three or five Democratic votes for
every Republican vote he brings us, it would be
an egregious blunder for us to take him
up. It
is mortifying enough to descend from the high

Greeley

/ieOlltl/7 nf nw'tloiVi/a on<1 sliaonuo fkia

nnooSinn

on

arithmetical basis; but as Mr. Greeley’s
Democratic supporters have nothing else to
stand upon, we consent to meet them on their
own ground.
In this low view, it is a mere matter of arithmetic; a simple question whether
his Republican supporters outnumber his irre*
*
*
*
concilable Democratic opponents.
Was there ever such a piece of political
folly
and impudence as to ask the Democrats of this
State to support Mr. Greeley for President,
when there is no proof that he can detach any
considerable number of Republican voters,
white or black, from Gen. Grant? If there be
such proof let his friends produce it! It there
be none, why should Democrats sacrifice their
principles and self-respect by adopting an outside candidate who can add nothing to the ihdependent strength of the party?
*
The Argus is heartily welcome, then, to all
a mere

the self-congratulation it feels like bestowing
on itself on account of
forming a lower estimate of the morals of its own party than a

political

could,

and proving to be right 1
special pays that the entire Maine delegation were before the Senate
Finance Committee Thursday afternoon,
making a united effort to save the portion of
the tariff bill putting shipbuilding materials
on the free list, and it is
thought that they
enemy

A Washington

will be successful. An effort will be made to
extend the time to three months in which
vessels built under the provisions of the bill

may engage in the coasting trade. The shipbuilding interest will appreciate the continued
efforts of our representatives in its behalf.

Some Democrats carry that ennobling
fundamental principle of their present canvass, “Anything to bjat
extreme. Seymour, for
to have

written

a

Grant,” to a curious
instance, is reported
letter inclining toward

Greeley,

at the very moment when the New
York papers are reproducing the latter gen-

tleman’s editorials headed “Governor Seymour

as

a

Liar!”

Wjs don’t have much faith in votes taken
railroad trains, as they do not elect Presi-

on

dents, but as our late Democratic friends are
fond of publishing them we present a “straw”
picked pu on a train from Boston to this city
Wednesday. The vote being taken on preference

for President resulted

as

follows: Grant

72, Greeley 22.
Political Notes.
It is an unpleasant fact that the blunders
of the Administration have left this country
with no present market for our bonds abroad.
—Eastern Argus.
But perhaps we can find some compensation in the fact that they have left the market glutted with Democratic principles for sale.
—N. Y. Commercial.
The New York Herald says the question
now among Democrats in Washington is
whether it be Voorheesion to old landmarks
or adhesion to the principle of the “cohesive
power of public plunder.”
The Waterbury (Conn.) American contains

this suggestive notice of the work of saving
souls in that community: “Ofthe five lady
converts baptized by Rev Mr. Bailey on Sunday three were gentlemen.” And so out of
every hundred Republicans who support Horace

Greeley, ninety-nine

are

Democrats.—N.

Y. Commercial.
A person signing himself “A Member of the

Liberal Republican Club” writes the President from New Iberia, indicating his willingto accept a certain office under the present Administration.
The President has not
yet decided to give him the office he seeks.
ness

Gen.

Winn,

President of the Mechanics’

State Council of California, and recognized
leader of all the trades organizations in tfce
Golden State, and an ultra Democrat withal,
has informed ths San Francisco Bulletin that
he shall oppose
all others, if a
says the

Greeley, preferring
Republican must be had.

Grant to

He

laboring men of California are nearly

all of the same mind.
TheN. Y. Herald says that
during
Grant’s second term of office the

Gen.

Greeley

let-

ter, neatly printed and framed, will be an interesting addition to the walls of the farmhouse at Chappaqua.
News and ftther Items.
The Canard steamships
rifa" will sail from

“Hecla” and “TaLiverpool for Boston Thursday May 23d. The friends of passengers by
the Tripoli will he gratified to learn that
they will be forwarded at once on the above
named steamships.
John Cochrane flies a white hat. —Herald
John always was “on the
flv," and will be
“caught out’ that way yet.—JT. T. Commercial.
The City Physician of Boston reports the
small pox in that city on the increase.
The slyest thing out—The Boston Post winking at the nomination of Greeley.

Congressman Davis,

West

Virginia

Democrat says he will not
support H. G. under any'
circumstances.
Commissioner Douglass has instmeted
the
Internal Revenue Collector at Albany, X Y
to seize #500,000, the
of
the New York
property
a

Central Railroad Company for taxes.

M. Pavy, concerning whose projected venturesome voyage to the North Pole on a raft we
gave intelligenoe some time
since, starts from
San Francisco on the
25th inst., with three
companions. Of his
associates, one, Captain
l'le dating seaman who
cro-sed the
'?ans’’*
ie on the
raft Nonpareil. The
present
raft is of similar
construction with that. The
exped.tton goes hmto
Petropaulowski, thence
to Wrangei s Island
After this they
expect to
make the.r way to the open
Polar Sea, launching tlieir raft in which they hope to
reach the
coast of Greenland.

The Baptist church was first built in June
1802 on the same site as the present one. The
lot was secured by Major Thomas Harmon and
by him sold to a Committee of the parish, consisting of Brice Boothby and others, for $45,
The deed was signed May 20, 1802, and recorded April 21, 1807. Tho first house was larger
than the present one, being some 80 feet long
and 00 feet wide with some 00 to 75 pews, a
deacons’ seat, a high pulpit and a sounding
board not quite as large as “Noah’s Ark.”
Some parts of tho house have been dedicated
and re-dedicated to the service of God three
times.
This edifice

built in 1831 aud cost from
$2000 to $3000. It is about 50 {pet long with an
alcove for the pulpit recess, and 40 feet widei
with a projecting vestibule in front. The building
committee and leading spirits in the erection ol
was

the church in 1831, were Deacon Appleton,
Samuel Parker, Thomas Emery, Samuel Dunnell aud Phinehas Hanson, the latter ja'esent on this occasion, in vigorous old age. In
the spring of 1845, a steeple and bell were add-

cluding Roger Williams, Jefferson, Washing-

ed, “calli ng the worshipers to the house of God
with tones of inspiration.”
Other improvements were made and tho house furnished with
needed articles, the ladies, as usual, being firs!
and foremost in the good work.
Decades came and passed away and the desolating hand of time caused the church to be-

and Lincoln, and the
imperiative demand
for deeper religious conscientiousness was next
considered.
3. —The house of the Lord is the best of reformatory institutions. Its laws are just and
true, aud its governmeut is one of mercy and
clemency combined with inflexible justice.—
There should be more houses for God and less
watch houses, jails and state prisons, more
faithful watchmen on the walls of Zion and
less policemen and State constables. The antagonism and war between the house of God
and all forms of sin and wickedness were
graphically portrayed, and the cessation years
since of certain rum shops in the village was
owing to the influence of the church.
(Then followed a history of the church and
description of the improvements, which we
have condensed and given in the first part of
this report.)
In conclusion lie said: “This entire structure we now jointly aud severally and unreservedly dedicate to the worship of Almighty
God, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit”
ton

the eye, and uncomfortable
generally. The wear and tear of years worked
a sad change in this, as in many another goodly temple. Things material perish and such was
the inevitable experience of this time honored

come

unpleasant

to

sanctuary.
THE

RE-BUILDING.

Last summer the idea was broached that the
church should be rebuilt, reconstructed and
made modern and attractive. The new and
excellent

minister, Rev. J. M. Burt,
earnestly led oif in the worthy cause, aud the
work began early in September. It was expected that some few improvements would be

at once

DEDICATORY ADDRESS.

The address of Rev. A. K. P.

made at moderate cost and that the place
would be re-opened Thanksgivingjday, but under the inspiration of the enterprise, other and

Small, of

Port-

land, was very appropriate and felicitous, inspiring all with glorious emotions. He referred

the fact that the organ was obtained from
more extensive alterations and improvements
tlie Free street Society, and that the pulpit desk
were decided upon.
The members and their
is an exact duplicate of the present one in that
friends at home, in Portland, Boston, Camchurch- He remarked upon the power of sabridge and elsewhere, sons and daughters of cred associations, and even the temple at Jeruin itself possessed no intrinsic charm,
good old Buxton, were prompt to respond and salem
but those Jewish hearts could there best worthe result is that the church, now completed, is
sliip God and be nearer to Heaven. The room
one of the pleasantest without and most deof a departed mother also is sacred. The Saband
attractive within of any village j bath and the sanctuary lifts us sometimes out
lightful
of
ourselves into higher and purer atmosphere,
;
church iu the State.
Such is the
j and
inspiration of the hour. The sight
sound of that organ brought crowded asso|
brick basement some 9 ft. high, (which has
cations of Free street Church, Portland. The
pulpit, too, also reminded him of his own
been constructed at the expense of two worthy
! church. Then followed a history of the strucsons of honored mothers, of sainted memory in
I ture of the organ, illustrating the growth and
the church) the vestry room, the prayer-meetproper working of a true harmonious church,
ing room, the library, the minister’s study aud gathered faom all kinds of apparently unpromising materials, each having its own place and
other rooms, making a most welcome place for
importance. Want of co-oneration or the ahreligious and social meetings. The main audi- sence of nnsadjustment of some apparently
trivial thing would ruin the whole harmony of
torium is nearly the size of the church, 40x50
and is a very pleasant room. The walls have | the organ. The concordant service of song in
God’s house with a high and noble purpose,
been painted white! and slightly drab tinted;
with the congregation spontaneously joining,
the ceiling (gently straw tinted ground) aud
was a glorious form of worship.
The speaker then remarked that some works
cornices are tastefully and beautifully frescoed,
needed considerable praising to help smooth
the pulpit recess also frescoed into arch, colover the imperfect parts, but his scrutinizing
umn aud relief imitation.
All these improvegafce failed to discover an unfinished nook or
corner about this gem of a sanctuary. It is a
ments are gifts of the same large-hearted sons
most delightful illustration of what is possible
of Buxton—one now in Portland. The oldby the union of hearts and hands in the subfashioned windows have given way to new ones lime enterprises of the Christian church, and in
of stained glass of very neat design, with yelsu<:h a success we catch an idea of how the
!
Sovereign Head in due time can bring all the
low, blue, red and purple border. A' new and ! discordant
powers of the universe under the
elegant light bronze large 12-lamp chandelieris , harmonious control of His own loving hand.
pendant from the centre piece, with four smallDEDICATION—EVENING.
er three bnmer lights on each Side of the
pulpit
In the evening the church was again filled
and organ gallery, and three singlo burner
with a large congregation, and the lighting up
lights on each side wall; besides others in the showed the interior off to fine advantage.
entries and vestry rooms,and are the gifts of two
Previous to the evening service a sacred conesteemed sons of the town, one in Portland and 1 cert was
given by the First Parish (Unitarian)
the other in Cambridge, Mass. The pews arc 1 choir from
Portland, composed, viz.:—Mrs.
removed and new slips substituted, and painted i Harriet C.
Wetherbee, soprano; Mrs. C. S. Norin imitation chestnut, with black walnut trimcross, alto; Mr. S. Thurston, tenor (on this ocmings, as also is the lower wooden portion of ] casion); Mr. J. L Shaw, basso; Mrs. J. L.
the four walls and also the organ gallery front, 1
Shaw, organist (on this occasion). It was a
all corresponding and in good taste. Upon the
rich treat, and the audience were tlirilled with
entire floor, pews and all, is a new and cosy red glorious inspiration. It is rare that such beauand black figured carpet, and all the seats are
tiful music is heard in this village.
green cushioned, provided by the Ladies Social
The evening exercises commenced at 7^
Improvement Society. The handsome black- o’clock. The music previous to the sermon was
walnut pulpit, the large red plush chairs, altar
by the Saco choir, and afterwards by the Porttable and chairs, the elegant new Bible and
land choir. The exercises were as follows:—
are
also
from
the
same
pastor’s hymn book,
gifts
Anthem, “Glory be unto the Father;” Readliberal gentlemen as the basement, frescoeing
ing of the Scriptures by Rev. J. M. Burt, pasand other work. The black walnut book racks
tor, iKitli Psalm; Anthem, “Beautiful are thy
were furnished by the children, whose young
towers;” Prayer by Rev. A. K. P. Small, of
hearts opened large and wide to add to the
Portland; Chant, “The Lord’s Prayer;” Hymn
fine
goodly contributions. The
Appleton organ 24, “Shall hymns of grateful love;” Sermon by
recently at Free Street Baptist church in Port- Rev, Dr. W. H. Shailer, of Portland; Selection
land, (the mutual gift of another worthy son of by the Portland choir, “O had I the wings of a
the church, now in Portland, and the Young
dove;” Concluding Prayer by Rev. Dr. Shailer;
People’s Mutual Improvement Society) has Chant by the Portland choir, “From the region
the
suits
been set up in the organ recess and
of a lowly spirit our humble prayer ascends;”
niche capitally. It has been renovated ami
Doxology, “Praise God from whom all blesslooks as bright and cheerful as the sunbeams of
ings flow;” Benediction by Rev. Dr. Shailer.
a perfect day.
Upon the walls left of the pulpit recess is a tasty tablet with the inscription,
The sermon was from the text, Ezra, 5:11:—
“How amiable arejthy tabernacles O Lord God
We are all servants of the God of Heaven and
oi reosts.
tne
wan
to
the
upon
right ot the earth and build the house that was builded
pulpit is a smaller one, with the inscription, these many years ago.”
“I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go
He commenced by alluding to these words
into the house of the Lord." The fresco work
being spoken by those engaged in rebuilding
the temple at Jerusalem after their return from
was by W. L. Keeler of Portland.
The whole
The original temple
captivity.
house, above aud below, is heated by a large Babylonian
only lasted about thirty-five years, the city befurnace, making it warm and comfortable.
an
ing destroyed by
opposing nation. After
The lot on which the church stands is fenced
some 500 years the Jews were released from
bondage and returned and rebuilt the tabernacle
and the front is to be made attractive, trees bewith godly spirit, although poor and depressed.
ing planted and grass cultivated.
Their answer to questioning people is shown in
Such is the new Buxton Centre Baptist
the text. The points of the discourse suggested
Church and its reconstruction. The cost of the
by the text were: 1—The character of the persons engaged in that ancient work; 2—the work
improvements is some $5000 or $6000, all of in which
they were engaged; 3—the reasons
which is provided for, thus making the church
why the servants of God generally engage in
this work. These several points were enlarged
free of debt. With their excellent pastor their
upon and clearly and finely presented.
progress will be sure and steadfast.
He alluded to the definition of the word ser
DEDICATION—AFTERNOON.
vant in its lofty and base meaning. Man by naAt 2 p. m., the services of dedication began.
ture mast serve something.
Serving God with
love is the highest, and slavery to sin the lowThe church was soon filled to completion, inest form. The religious nature of man yearns to
cluding members and friends from adjoining oliey the true and
living God. Amidst povertytowns and Portland.
The services were very
itself are erected costly temples, the voluntarily
interesting, and the First Church Congrega- offerings of even the lowliest people. The Jews
thus felt and rebuilt the temple, God being the
tional choir of Saco, furnished the music,which
architect. Moses had to order the contributions
was of a superior character.
The choir was
to cease, so extensive were they. In after
years,
composed as follows: Mrs. William Abbott becoming prosperous, they rebuilt on an enlarged plan, the magnificent temple.
Honor
and Mrs. C. W. Shannon, soprani; Mrs. B. M.
and love for' God should prompt us also to erect
Frink, alto; Mr. George Grant, tenor; Mr. Al- churches. The service of the
Sanctuary tends
bert Sawyer, basso; Mr. C. W. Shannon, organto improve the intellectual and moral" Dature.
Man’s
social
nature
craves
ist. The exercises were as follows:
religious service.
The religion of Jesus is eminently social, inVoluntary (Heavenly thoughts); invocation
and
rich
alike
in
its benefits—in
cluding
poor
by Rev. J. A. Ferguson of Alfred ; anthem
prayer, song and communion. The influence
“Praise the Lord, O My Soul”; reading of the
of
the
the
church
world
is
all powerful in
upon
Scriptures (132d Psalm) by Rev. B. M. Frink of
lifting up souls. It is not pride or fanticism
Saco, (Congregationalist); prayer by Rev. H.
but something nobler and better that
M. Sawtelle of South Waterboro; response by
prompts
the servants of God to erect these temples. He
choir; Hymn 860, “O God the Father, Christ referred to
such, probably being the reasons
the Son"; Sermon by the pastor, Rev. J. M.
that moved the builders of this house to such a
Burt; dedicatory prayer, by Rev. Dr. W. H.
work. Their memories are sacred and their inShailer of First Baptist church, Portland: adfluence
still lives, and their children “have redress by. Rev. A. K. P. Small of Free Street
huildcd the house that was builded these many
Baptist church, Portland; doxology, “Praise years ago.”
God from whom all blessings flow”; benediction
In conclusion he congratulated the church
by the pastor.
upon their success, not a dollar of debt remainSERMON.
ing. Some may remain, others go away, but
whether here or elsewhere, remember that “God
The sermon by Rev. J. M. Burt (pastor) was
is a spirit and they that worship Him must
from the text, 1 Chronicles, 22:1—“This Is the
him in spirit and in truth.” “There is
worship
house of the Lord God.”
one home, one temple, spacious enough for all
to
ho
alluded
the
house
of
In commencing
such worshipers.
There the good of all
the Lord as being the chief of liumau strucages of all lands shall meet and wherever they
tures, an exponent of the measure of man's may have lived and worshipped on earth, they
sense of obligation to God and of the acuteness
shall be animated by one spirit moulded into
of his
of a sound morality, of
the same image and tlieir varieties shall all be
perception, both
a
of
deand
of
his
estimate
blended in beautiful and perfect harmony. We
policy
far-sightea
voted piety. it is intimately associated with
leave you with our benediction, borrowing the
and cleally allied to all that whieh is most valuwords of the Psalmist, “Peace be within thy
is
emblematic
that
of
much
For
mankind;
walls
and prosperity within thy palaces.
tp
is God
appointed; and is the most attractive my brethren and companions sake, I will now
rallying point of the visible church and eternity say, Peace be within thee.”
can only unfold the results of
its influence.
It was a finely written and beautiful disThough sometimes it is veiled in impenetrable
mists like Mt. >\
course and was listened to with marked attenit is the strong
ashington,
salvation.
bulwak of
Its
foundations are
tion.
rooted and stayed among human interests, and
IN GENERA!,.
rivers
and
of life are
its springs
continually
A large delegation of Portland friends, infreshen
to
and
forth
gladden the vale
flowing
below. Ancient saints regarded the sanctuary
cluding the Portland choir, came out in the afas the dwelling place of the Most High,
ternoon train on the Portland & Rochester road
and
the
to
to
sec
temple
were wont to go
God and
and by private conveyance. Among them were
and
“How
iu
the
sang
amiaprivilege
rejoiced
Lewis B. Smith, Hanson M. Hart, Micali Sampble are thy tabernacles O Lord of Hosts," and
“I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go
son, Geo. F. Emery, J. H. Coffin, Ebcn Wentinto the house of the Lord.” To b« sure the
worth, A. Little, S. A. True, Charles E. Jose,
Divine presence was visibly manifested in the
Mark P. Emery, and others.
There was also
tabernacle of the wilderness and the temple of
Jerusalem; but though unseen, it is not less a large, delegation of ladled from Portland,
whose presence on the occasion was an especial
powerfully and gloriously manifested in modem
In all places where Jehovah has
benediction.
temples.
recorded his name his faithful servants have
I, pon the altar table at both afternoon and
been made deeply sensible of His presence, and
evening services was a beautiful boquet of flowwith fervent emotion exclaimed, “This is holy
the house of God, the gateway of
ers, their sweet fragrance being an inspiring
eaveu.”
welcome.
The house of God is a silent indicator and
The citizens at the Centre kept open house
promoter of the pecuniary interests of inan“*nd- The condition of a town is indicated
and entertained the guests with liberal hospiby
or presence of
churches. Even
tality. Large parties were at the fine residences
scotfers and anti-Christs
sometimes are inclined to sail under Christian
of Mark P. Emery (Maplewood) and Samuel
colors and rest beneath the shadow of Christian
Hanson, the latter the “main stay” of the vilbut
counterfeits should not be the testtemples,
of Wrealilage.
ty. The difference between the prosperity and
The furniture of the church was from the
intelligence of Ragan Mohammedan and Popish countries and Christian lands was forcibly
well known establishment of Walter Corey &
presented. The prosperity, neatness, order and Co., of Portland.
|>eace of New England towns is due to the inA special train convey 3d the Portland friends
fluence of the Christian church. Should a
back to the city at about 9 p. m., makiug the
stranger from heathen and idolatrous countries
visit New England he would soon conclude that
Conrun of fifteen miles in about 32 minutes.
to

j

J®

Sound,

t.i*a'>8ence

ductor Cousens was In charge, and every one
was loud in praise of his courtesy aud accommodation. Your reporter accepted the invitation of one of Portland’s enterprising merchants to a seat in his carriage, and we enjoyed
a

fleet roadster, the
delightful charm to the trip.

hours’drive behind

two

moonlight giving

a

a

The whole occasion was a complete success,
and may the good Baptist Church of Buxton
Centre thus rededicated, thrive and prosper and
accomplish a glorious work in the cause of

righteousness.

We have notes of “matters and things” at
Buxton Centre, which we will defer to another

occasiou.

_B.

Concert at Auousta.—We understand that
arrangement has been made for a concert at
Augusta, by Miss Cary in aid of the Public Lian

The Augusta people have
brary of that city.
been making strenuous efforts to raise a fund
for the establishment of such a library as that
thriving city needs, and propose to complete the
fund by the proceeds of a great concert.

NEWS.

STATE

ANDROSCOaOIN COUNTV.

The Journal says the shipment of boots and
shoes from Lewiston and Auburn for the last
week have been 1490 cases, to 1816 cases for the
previous week.
Bishop Bacon has approved the plan for the
new French Catholic Church in Lewiston.
It
is to be, says the Journal, brick, the style of
architecture being decorated gothic, and 66 by
124 feet outside dimensions.
The audience
room is to be 62 by 92 feet.
The church is to
be erected the present season.
Tlie Iiewiston City Council has appointed a
committee to confer with the Post Offiec Department at Washington, through Hon. W. P.
Frve, in regard to the occupancy of the new
budding for the post office in that city.
HANCOCK COUNTV.

The American says the dwelling house of David Thomas, in Eden, at Otter Creek, was destroyed by fire on Saturday night, May 11th,
and everything in the house burnt.
The house and outbuildings belonging to
Epps H. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, was burned on the night of the 16th inst., with nearly
all its contents. Cause of fire unknown. Insured.
The American says a horse belonging to Rev.
Dr. Tenney was stolen last week and found in
an exhaused condition in the town of Dedham
a few days after.
Mr. James M. Blaisdell of Franklin has a
vessel on the stocks, nearly completed. She is
about 350 tons burthen, built of the best material, and is to be a three-masted schooner.
The town of Orland, at its aunual meeting in
March last, voted to extend exemption from
taxation, provided for by State laws, to all manufacturing capital which may become invested
within its limits.
KENNEBEC

COUNTV.

The Gardiner Journal savs Mr. Frank ScribSaturday, while drilling holes in a water-wheel with an upright shaft, making some
150 revolutions a minute, while reaching round
the shaft got his shirt caught in a set-screw on
the shaft, and was carried around it, or rather
it wound his arm and body around tthe shaft
several times. He caught his hand in the wheel
he was boring, and held on with such a grasp
as to slip the belt on the
pulley. It tore the
sleeve out of his frock and woolen shirt, but he
escaped without any broken bones, though
badly strained and bruised. It was an almost
miraculous escape from death.
The Gardiner Journal gives the following particulars of the wonderful escape of Mr. Joseph
Glazier of that city, from instaut death. He
was examining a
paper mill in Topsham, and
while so engaged the skirt of his coat caught
iu the roll. He immediately bethought himself
to throw off his coat, but in doing so his hand
was drawn into the rolls.
“I’ll let it pull my
arm out,” he
thought to himself, but as the
merciless machinery pulled at the stout muscles and tendons, Mr. G. found that his arm
would not pull off without breaking his neck.
Just think of such a situation for a man to lie
in! Coolly submitting to his fate he turned his
head over on the side to save his nose, and
through the space of about four inches he was
drawn to his hips. He savs as the rolls passed
over his head it made a noise like
grinding cofner on

foil itl

mill

a

ansi

fhaf’c

loaf tin MmarntwiMi

The blood spirted from his eyes, ears and mouth
so its to go on to the
dryer, twelve feet distant
He was taken up for dead, but strange to say,
he is now about the street. The space he went
through was about four inches, we are told, but
the upper roll could rise a little by what give
there was to an 80-inch felt. It hardly seems
possible that any man could go through that
space and live.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Potatoes

Wednesday,
The

dull in the Bangor market last
at 35 a 40 cents.

were

sale of real and

longing to late Hon. S.
Bangor on Wednesday.

personal property beH. Dale, came off at
The new granite store

and lots numbered 41 and 42 West Market
square, Bangor, sold for 330,200.
The store

originally

cost

over

$80,000.

WALDO

COUNTY.

Some suspicions having been excited in the
minds of the relatives of Mr. William P. Burrill of Belfast, who died in March last, that he
was improperly dealt with, an
inquest was held
last Tuesday.
Nothing was disclosed in the
slightest degree implicating any one. The jury
immediately and unanimously returned a verdict of “death from disease of the liver and
hemorrhage of the bowels.”
On Monday afternoon as Llewellyn Lincoln
of Searsmont, was loading hay in a neighbor’s
bam, his horses became frightened and run,
throwing him off the rack, by which he had
his right shoulder broken and much braised.
Tli# Belfast Journal says Mr. Win. Kingsbury, aged 73 years, of Frankfort, had been in
his usual good health up to Friday last, when
on his return from Searsport, while in his barn
unharnessing his horse, was suddenly stricken
down with paralysis, was taken up and carried
to his house, ana died Monday at 4 o’clock in
the afternoon.
James Morley, one of the crew of the ship
R. P. Buck, of Belfast, fell overboard and was
drowned, on the 7th inst., just after the vessel
had left the Mcrsev on her passage from Liverpool to Boston.

CHAWJESTON—Ar Will, sch Ella M Pennell.
Mitchell, Baltimore.
Shi 21st, Bch Henrietta, Leavitt, Quincy. Mass.
RICHMOND—Ar 20th, sch Oliver Jameson, Jaraefion. Rockland.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 20th, brig W H Bickmore,
Biekinore, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Old 21st, ship Uncle Joe, Sewell, ibr
Rotterdam.
Ar 22d, brie H B Emery, Small, C&ibarien.
Slilalst, sch Hattie Coombs, Jameson, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2lBt, brl# D S Soule, Soule,
Cardenas; sch Lyra, Baker, Calais.
Cld 20th, schs M J Mard, Ward, Portland; Majestic, Wyman, Bidileford; G C Morris, Endicutt, Bath.
Cld 21st, schs Chaa Contery, Pinkham, Bath; Four
Sisters, Sheerer, and J Whitehouse, Farnhant, Boston; Wm 'lice, Harris, Augusta; E Nickerttou, Nick-

22d,

Elizabethport.
Ar 22d, sch Eva

> AltE

FROM

RATE

FOR

Missouri.New York.. Havana.__May 23
South America.New York. Rio Janeiro. .May 23

City

of New York. .New York.

.Liverpool.May

China.New York. Liverpool... .May
Prussian.Quebec.Liverpool... .May
Calabria.New York. Liverpool_May
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool... .May
City of Brussels... .New York. .Liverpool.... May

Olympus.Boston.Liverpool
May
Wisconsin.New York.. Liverpool.May
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... .May
MoroCa8tie.New York. .Havana.May

23
22
25
25
25
25
28
29
29
30

Miniature Almanac.Mar 94.
Sun rises.4.311 Moon rises. 9.45 PM
Sun sets.7.23 | High water.12.15 PM

MARIISTK
PORT OF

NEWS.

PORTLAND.

Thursday, Hay 93.
ARRIVED.
Steamer

Achilles, Colburn, Philadelphia,—coal

to

Randall, McAllister & Co.
Brig E E Holbrook, (Br) Mellen, Cienfuegos,—molasses to E Churchill & Co.
Sch Congress, York, New York for Gardiner.
Sch J C Roker, Taylor, Boston.
Sch Arianna, (Br) Hamlyn, Boston.
Sch Emeline, Hanley, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Ciuderllla, Brackett, Bristol.
Sch Grey Eagle, Thompson, Southport.
Sch Willie G. Gray, Southport.
Sch Oregon, Dunton. Boothhay.
Schs Sciota, Sadler, and Governor, Torrey, Ells-

worth for Boston.
Sch Fair Dealer. Snow, Bangor for Falmouth, Mass
Schs Leonora, Spofford, and Peuciuian, Turner
Bangor for Boston.
Sch Luella, Amee, Bangor for Portsmouth.
CLEARED.

Sch Arizona, (Br) Williams, St Johu, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Lottie S, (Br) Roberts, St John, NB— N E
Roofing Co.

Sch Addle, Gooding, Boston—Clias Sawyer.
(FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Philadelphia 23d, brig Hattie S Bishop Webber, Matanzas; sch Bowdoin, Randall, Portland.
Ar at Havana 13th, brig Merriwa, Waterhouse
Ar at

Moreua,
North of Hatteras’
15th, brig Callao, Bucknam, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 14th, sch Ruth H Baker Loring
New York.
Also ar 10th. sch Walton, from Bath.
Sid 14th, brigs Gipsey Queen, Noyes, North of Hatteras; 16th, Eudorus, Pinkham, do.
Sid fin Matanzas 14th, brig Mary C Mariner Durgin, New York; 15th, Carrie Purington, IJnco’ln for
Philadelphia; 16th, E L Hall, Geyer, for Bath; 18th
barque Ellen Stevens, How,New York; Aeacia, Rolv
inson, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 9th, brig Anita Owen, Blanchard, New
York; 11th, barque Evanell, Colconi, Havana; 13th
brig San Carlos, Parker, New York; 14th, barque
Daring, McDonald, Portland; 15th, Sarah E Frazer
Knight, Havana; brig Giles Loring, Pinkham, MaSierra

and sailed 15th for

tanzas.
Ar at St Jago 10th, barque Florence Peters, Skinner, Philadelphia.
Ar at Caibarien 6th, brig Ella Maria, Boyd, Havana
Ar at Cienfucgos 8th, barque
Portland;
H D Stover, Pierce, New York.

sch

Brig Mercedes, Hill, from Cienfuegos for New York
with 393 hhds and 43 tes sugar, is
a total
wreck, tour miles South of Hatteras Light. The cargo will be saved. The vessel registered 344 tons, was
built at Machias in 1864, and was sailing under the
British flag.
Brig Mariposa, Miller, at New York from
a heavy gale off Hatteras 18th and lost and
split sails.
Brig Hiram Abiff, of Wiscasset, lost and split sails
off Hatteras, 18th.
Brig Five Brothers, lost and split sails in the gale
of the 18th, oft Hatteras.
Sch Thos Fish, Young, from Matanzas for Philadelphia. got ashore at Bombay Hook 19th, but came off
next day without damage.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
ORLEANS—Cld 17th. ship Chas A Farwell.
barque Olevia Davis, Herriman,
Boston;
Sraithwick,

Cardenas.

PENSACOLA—Cld 16th, ship Southern Empire,
Owens, Liverpool.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 16th, schs George & Albert.
Woodbury, New Haven; Jas A Crooker, Currier, for
Bath.
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NEW AND SPACIOUS STORE OF

1

DEYENS

LOTHROP,

A

i

CO.,

Their stock

DESIRABLE

Leaf

Cold

and

Especial

DEYENS

A

we

during

the

continuency of this notice.
JOS. II. POOR A BRO.
May 18-m tf

TRACTS,

RECEIVED !

Syrups, Ice Creams, Castards, Pies,
Blanc Mange, Jellies, Sauces,
Soups, Gravies, etc.
The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

9oda

ANOTHER

NEW

pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the
leading
and
hotels,
prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five sixes
—unpaneled, holding more than paneled bottles
appearing much larger.
They are the best
and

cheapest Fruit Extract
Their Standard quantity and

the

market

quality

will

maintained.

affords

be strictly

It is

necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Exto
insist upon obtaining them in order to
tracts,avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT «fc CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendec3sNeod
erally.

FOB

SPRING AND SUMMER.

The Committee will be at Grand Army Hall, on
Tuesday and Wednesday, May 28th and 29th, to receive Flowers or other decorations that maf be donated to the Post for the occasion.
Per Order,
WILLIAM H. GREEN,
Post Commander, and Chairman of Committee of

Arrangements.__myl3eodsntd
POWDER

AGENCY

—AT—
A.

S.

VEBNALD’S, Merchant Tailnr,
91

myl8wi2w

Middle Street.

A Book for Every Nra.

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PBESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner-

and Physical DebiUty,Hypochondria, Impotency,
or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way tohetlth and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only fl. Sent by mail i*>st-paid on receipt cf
vous

Spermatorrhoea

only

price.

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The

author may be consulted on the above as well
diseases requiring skill and experience.

69

B.

LUC A. 8,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

CONSTANTLY ON

HAND

-AT-

MANUFACTURE PRICE
may8sn eod If

On

removed.

CUMBERLAND

A

re-

markable
in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIANo. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mchl6dcm3w

TION,

diana.
PAYABLE

QUAR-

YORK. FREE

OF

CiOYERSHEST TAX, AM)
ABE COIJPOX ASD REGISTERED.
The »ne la limited to $18,300 per mile, la dcuorai-

nationa of $ 1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, « miles long, affords the shortest eilating outlet to Chicago,
Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logan sport, and Intermediate potnt. tor the ctdabrsted Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke
County as,
also, ter the large surplus products of the rich tterlcaltural ami mineral section of the State which It trav-

Toledo,

erses.

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 08
and accrued internal in currency, or will
exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
furnished by us on i>erson&l or written appll-

Maj«,
Jones &

Schuyler,

$9 Pine St,, New York.

Ne.

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANT
mchlM*w3m
wl2

ICE!

ICE!

SEASON 1872.
Leavitt, Burnham
secured

&

Co.,

their stock of

ICE!

Families, Hotels, Stores and Ves>
Mds any quantity wanted
OB POB THE SEASON.
LOWEST RATES.

AT

T-

J*

er ORDEK8

SOLICITED.

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,
POBTLAND, MAINE.

-JUL

Z ftsfX*

HAMPSHIRE

Jf<

Cumberland Coal !

prays

JUST

the

ARRIVED!

And for sale in

course of the following ways In the town of Scarto wit: Road near the house of Abraham
Plummer : Road called the “Hill road” apposite the
house of Eben Libby; Road called tbe ‘‘Hill road"
near the house of S. Bragdon, to facilitate
crossings of
said ways by the said railroad; and that your Honors
prescribe the manner In wbieh it is to be done.
Boston St Maine Railkoad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yeaton.

May 9th, 1872.
Ordered that the thirteenth day of June, 1872, at
ten o’clock A. M., and the Atlantic House, are hereby appointed the time and place for hearing upon tbe
within Petition; that the petitioners cause a true
copy
thereof with this order thereon, to be served upon tue
clerk of said Scarborough, similar copies to be posted
In three public places lu sahl town, and published In
some newspaper In Cumberland
County, three weeks
successively, said service and posting and tint publication te be thirty days prior to said hearing.
WM. R. SKILL1N,
GKO. E. CHAD BOURN,

F*ri

lots to suit, by
V

Janies &,

Williams,

300 COMMERCIAL ST.

_m.v21tf

SPRING
MILLINERY.
NEW

STYLES
-AIVD-

3w

as

land to Gorham, near house of W. S. Skillm near
Cemetery, to facilitate crossings of said ways by said
and that

railroad;
your Honors prescribe tlie manner
in which it is to be don?.
Boston & Maine Railroad,
By its Attorney, Geo. C. Yerton.
May 9th, 1872.
Ordered that the fourteenth day. of June, 1872, at
ten o'clock A. M, and the County Commissioners' Office in Portland are hereby appointed the time and
place for bearing upon the within Petition; that the
petitioners cause a true copy thereof with thin order
thereon, to be served upon the clerk of said Cai*e
Elizabeth, similar copies to be posted in three
places in said town, and published in some newspaper. in Cumberland County,three weeks successively,
said service and posting and first publication to be
thirty days prior to said hesrlng.
WM. B. SKILLIN’.
GEO. E. CHADBOUttN,

public

COAL.

COCOAINE,

Universally acknowledged
Bent and

Cheapest Hair Dressing

Promoter of the

Growth and Beauty af the

AT

COMPOUND

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

We are

Exchange

10U

Hr*.

H.

II.

St.

ARAL,

to the ladles of Portland and vicinity
that she has a line assortment of new uillilnery good. ef all kinds, and all those ladles that flml
U difficult to get a bonnet or hat trimmed to suit
them in stylo and price, will
please call on

WOULD

sav

1HH8. NEAL,
*** *•■«"»• *«■, bead af Caaca.
Bleaching and Pressing done in good order
May 21-d2w

Superphosphate
FOB SALE

BT

The

Conant &

selling winter lots of

now

Best

Lehighs,

nent

aaaa

*f

CHESTNUT
At

myl7

0._0.

JAMES

&

cases.

Give

us a

semi-annual Coupon*, drawing to i»er
^
Interest, selling at prices which net
sas,

IN

Full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

10 lb*,
15
20

a

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
from May isth to Oct. lath.

day,

thin*

will be Drill
Meeting of Machigonne and
Eastern Star
FRIDAY EVENING, at 7J o clock. AI1 members of the Encamiiments are requested to meet at Odd Fellows’ Hall.
May 23-td

Encampments,

“thC

mch2f dtf

I

HOUSE, MARKET STREET
AND

Exrbnage at., Portland

Maine Medical Association.
Annual Meeting ofthe Maine Medical Asso-

the City Building, Porton TUESDAY, June 11th, 1872, at 10 A. M.
Session to continue three days.
I
CHAS. O. HUNT, Sec’y.
my23td

L1XE.

Alexandria, fcJcr«c«.w»,
isgtss, B. C..

F.r

A'

^

Atl IV

Wash-

Regular Packet Schooner N. & H.
For freight or
tloULD. Capt. Baker.

-^^'-•“''^ICKKRSON.
Commercial
my23d3t

Exchange Street,

_PORTLAND, MEl

land,

‘AN

DESPATCH

J®

mm,k

cent

well as a business acquaintance of
twenty yeara at
home in Portland, I am
making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where thev are i**ued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for *ale only those that I consider among the
surest for investment. They are issued in $100, $500
and $1000 sixes,
running ten or twenty year* from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and mest
carefal investors.
They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitallsis
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
Investments.
Particulars furnished cm appUtatiou.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
tar ms.
CIIARI,KM H. HAWKKI,

AA

e*rli*r th*" 15*h M»y »“'l later

ciation will be held at
THE

fro!.,

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acqulntance In the West, at

S3
T

44

tb.'ieaaonV01
ICE

**

TJJSZro-

of Counties and Cities In Missouri
and
BONDS
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri ami Kanwith

D. W. C L A R K,

A

thau

Municipal Bonds.

call

WILLIAMS,

DEALER

STREET,

itt ^,ower

COAL,

300 C.anrritl St.

28

Boston.

R

(OntIRRIIAl.

Wholesale Agents.for Maine.

00.73 per Tern.

Satisfaction guaranteed in all
before purchasing elsewhere.

Rand,

07.30 p«r

makers,

Well will it be for all our race,
When every man has found his place;
Shall 'earn what he’s adapted to,
And only that shall seek to do;
But many make a sail mistake,
Who some position seek to take,
Which they know not enough to nil,
And so sccceed they never will.
But many a Boy this one thing knows—
Fenno’b the place to buy Boys “Clothes,”
Coat, Pant. Vest. Hat and Shoes complete
Corner oi Beach and Washington Street,

133

(NO INFERIOR COALS,)
la Stock ter tke

“WEBER” and other emi-

Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
3 Cnbeen Sleek, eppeaite City Hall,
AT REDUCED PRICES.
mylT
oomly

THERE

146
April

$8.00.

RETAIL

the World#

OTHEB

I.

M. A. BOS WORTH'S,

Uroasdale

COAL

Commercial Street,
Opposite Custom House.
tf_

ap!3sn3mchwk

-AT-

SMITH BARBER,
County Comm’rs for Cumberland County.

roylO 17 24 Fri 3w

QUALITY,

ARRIVED

BURNETT'S

NO

BEST

the course of the following ways in the town of Cape
Elizabeth, to wit;
Main road from Portland to Saco. Road from Port-

60

Hair in

-OF THE-

all

RANDALL, McALLISTER & CO.,

’The

afore** 14.

HOODS,

a

For Blacksmiths’ and steam nsc, for sale In lots to
salt purchasers, at lowest market rates, by

my20sn

Craat)

FRESH

pray* the Boston ami Maine
RESPECTFULLY
'Railroad, corporation duly existing by law,
that it

Carp nf Freak Mined Ceerge’a Creek
Cumberland Cnal,

MaiTiage.

New method ot treatment. New and
remedies. Books and Circulars free,

t'rawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of In-

borough

No. 33

IKappy Belief for Young IVIen from the eflecta
of errors and abuses m early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage

the Investment.

on

Are prepared to furnish

FOUND HIS PLACE.
J.

BONDS.

FIRST MORTOAOE SISKIS’G FUND COLD
BOSDS OF THE

the

mar25-dly

__sn

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.,

9 1-2 Per Cent,

may be authorized to raise and lower and alter

NEW YORK k BOSTON MARKETS,

JEST

29th and 30th.
It is partiularly desired that information reacting
new graves be forwarded as soon as possible to the
undersigned, In order that provisions may be made
for their decoration.

RESPECTFULLY

nienera for the

The Nation’s Dead*
Headquarters Bosworth Post, No. 2,
G. A. R.
Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and Sailors are notified tlutt this Post will decorate the Cemeteries, those within the city on the Morning and
Evergreen Cemetery on the afternoon of Memorial
Day, May 30th.
Donations of Money and Flowers are
earnestly solicited from all who are interested in this
touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.
Boquets, Wreaths, and Crosses of Immortelles, or
other fanciful designs in Flower Work, which may be
intended for special graves, will be sacredlv deposited, if properly addressed, and sent to the Headquarters of the post, on Wednesday and Tknrsdav, May

GOVEENMENT
AND

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.
T# the HsieraMe the Ceiaty Comaei*-

GOODS

FROM

are

THAN

AKD

7'

Security,

MORE INCOME

Caaaty Ctaaiiaforesaid
BoBton and Maine
Railroad, a corptratlon duly existing by law,
that it may be authorised to raise anti lower ami alter

ray 10-17-24

oils and acids which enter

and

Naa.au St., New York.

21

Undoubted

Ta the Hsasrablr the
siaaers far the Caaaty

INVOICE

perfectly free from

poisonous
into the
composition qf many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
are
not
They
only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best qualand
so
ity,
highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
have
stood the test of eighteen years time and
They

wl8

SMITH BARBER,
County Comm, for Cumberland County,

than the

warranted

n*

OF

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross at-

are

Bankers,

ai>30tf

Retail way 88.06
and
will book engage-

ments for Winter Lots

FOR FLAVORING

application in t*i»ou

EURE

STATE OF MAINE.
C(JHBEKLAND, 88.

by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N.
SN
D&W
1Y
Jyll

EX-

on

mrlJdUtf

CO.,

Sold

RIDDLE

These Extracts

7

*’

es

at

parity of the preparations which
flavoring the various compounds prepared

An

EASTMAN BROS.,

superb Hair

ST.AO

remainihg.

—OH—

Mouldings,

#1 Exchange St.

a

mostcarefal investors, ami

Or a. C. PBOCTEB. 03 Exchange Si.,

Batchelor's Hair Dye.
Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous: no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
This

few

339 CONGRESS ST.

LOTHROP,
May 4-siitf

lu»t

W. B. SHATTUCK A €•„ Banki

Having

BLACK SILKS

Papers

the

Messrs. Swau & Barrett,

called.

attention is

A Full Line of

In

for the human stomach.

to the

lu

the Investment of

and for

to

DAILY

;

Bronze

Million

Companies,

small anionut

CALLANDSEE

*

COAL

FLAVORING

by mail,

STYLES

Bankers and Brokers.

STANDARD

a

-AT-

SWAN & BARRETT.

BURNETT’S

Fare Ml.

PAISLEY SHAWLS

comprises the latest and moat

thu

on

lu New York.
One

particulars famished

NEW

Y

STREET.

tbe people.

understand mv business.
A. F. RISK, 1T1

No. 61 Exchange Ml.

7>.

nir8sx mwf

or

gold
over

Funds, and

ty Please bear in mind that I hare no connection
with any other store oa the street, and 1 warrant every article to prove just as represented, as 1

thoroughly

ATCHISON,.TOPEKA

A S. P. Gold

weeks to Trust

now

AT THB

71.

SARK BY

In

We have sold

foan.MMWJtarll.MMok.

ROOM PAPERS!

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Go'd.

FOR

being payable

A Large Lat af All.Waal Vests, worth

The

7>.

yon will buy.
business, and thorough-

A Good Business Suit
For $7.50.

genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye producIMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any ii^urious compound.

NESR. H. Gold.

goods aid

veteran in the
understands the wants of

WOOL
SCOTCH SUITS,
Worth $18.50 for $9.

DECORATIONS, Ac.

Cola

the

an see

a

All of which will bo sold at reasonable prices.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

a

ALL

39 EXCHANGE ST.,

ROOM

call

SISK is

ap2entf_PORTLAND.

COUNTY...

competition,

stock purchased to close the account of
suspended jobbing house in New York.

a

Read the List of Prices !

II. m. PAYS ON,

CHICAGO.

the

Talue!

then

To tlieir

BELFAST.

used in

At Less than tbe Present Market

T’a

f 1,000

April and October, both principal and interest

INTEREST,

Spring
CLOTHING,
Being

for

are

THEY BEAR S PER CEirr.C01.il

and Summer

OF ALL GRADES.

«>,

first of

TERLY IS SEW

T’a
Railroad, Iowa, Cold,
Atchiaon, T.peha tc Manic Fe, Cold
T’a
Northern Pacific, Cold,
T-30’a
SALE

First Mortgage and

Logausport,

A LARGE STOCK

Central

FOB

SISK,

OFFERS FOR SALE

Th

tha

fature fiuncial event.

any

the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, payable

171 FORE STREET

ft

Portland aid P ft K

BONDS!

are

J. F.

Srturday excepted.

Municipal

to invite.

PORTLAND.

are a

the final payment of

as

PAYING 60 PEE CENT.

It will be Mid in lata ta nil purchasers an
etuy terns, nf payment, ar will be exchanged a part, ar the whale far City
Property
Inquire at CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STORE,
No 366 Congress Store.
“>>24 tf

BONDS!

less, vegetable tonic. Such Is the experience of all
who have ever taken it as a safeguard against the

6’.

The bonds

certain

each, have forty years to run, and bear hit w est at

leading ini. ihe Cis^*.f aa.reThaa NOoVt*

cold water. Frescoed in oil
by Schumacher; eellar
cemented, lathed and laatered. Lot orer 5000 feet.
This property is situated in a growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6

not

Interest, and

are as

mayWAwlai

f.
•t

Residence at the
West End.
No. 35 Carlton St., Near Pine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic Mock; built by the dayr in the
best manner; 13 rooms, including hath room; hot and

uuusu-

of projected enterprises, and the prompt pay-

SALEi

FOR

SALE.

as

attended with the uncertain-

ties

BOSTON, MASS.,

a set of patent cement pipe
machinery
purchased of Portland, Me.
my24eodlw

First-Class

and pore and active circulation, are the elements of
health and these signal blessings may be secured and
perpetuated by the use of this powerful, yet harm-

RAINeTT..

They are

GENERAL AGENTS,

Kansas Registered Municipal Bonds.

FOR

a sum

PORTLAND,

CJPORTS

Bond Board, Kansas City) No. TO State st., Boston.
w21
myl8sn3m d&w

sma!l

naff.

my24dlw

TEN PER CENT.

so

We do not'hesitate to r«-commend them

three

kJ

and for

ally

Thou-

water. Will accommodate two families. Price
5000. For further particulars address BOX 905.

ADAMS, tanmpp., lain.
myl4sn eod 2w

to the

seldom in the market.

are

minuvs walk of Post Office and
WITHIN
City Hall—containing eleven rooms, gas, Seba-

Principal anil lnt. paid by the State, in New York
City.
For sale by Cnaa. Dwight, (Agent fbr Weetern

SPECIAL NOTICES.

STATE OF

mile,

paying lines

For Sale.

3use

$18,500

While railroad bonds may be plen-

all its bonds.

on

INVESTMENTS:

SPOKEN.
April 10, lat 5 N, Ion 37 W, ship Louis Walsh, from
Callao for Falmouth.
May 13, lat 40 50, Ion 17 25, ship Pleiades, from Valparaiso for Falmouth, E.
May 13, lat 30, Ion 79 30, barque Tremont, from
Cienfuegos for Boston.
May 18, off Hatteras, barque Commerce, from Trinidad for Boston.

are

Brick K

large stock of

NINE -A.ND

AND HEALTH SAVED I ! !

T TI?I?

Express Wagons, Covered Beach
and Two Seated Wagons, Boggles,Phaetons, dec., dec., at
JOHN

Commtseloners.

Is

paid, much

are

expenses

have but

lill -Eisands rescued from Insanity and the
grave. A sure preventative of “Exhausted drains”
and “Nervous Debility”. Send (3 to Prof. Merritt,
Lock Box, 187, Syracuse, N. Y.
myt7t4w

& CO.,
Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
my 14sn tf

A

tf

mortgage debt

Wore than the Entire Interest

Full

A. G. 9CHLOTTSRBBCK

SELLING AT COST

1872.

Its

road is already earning, after all operat-

The

Trust

JAMES G. TUKEV.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.

May 23,

Prepared by

Ar at Cete 4th lust, barque John
Zittlosen, Wilkinson, New York.
Ar at Deal 11th inst, barque
Wallace,
Adams, Singapore for London, and proceeded.
Ar at Montevideo 15th ult, barque Walter, Smith,
New York.
Ar at Arroyo 2d inst, brig Ambrose
Light, Higeins,
Demarara, to load for United States.
Sid fin Kingston. J, 7th lust, sch Tookolita, Roed,
Boston.

morbid

noon.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles vnd Eruptions from the skin
rendering It soft and fresh, and imparting to It a makblb purity.
Price 50 cent* per bott.e.

Carthagena.

body

Bt.

Schlotterbeck’s Moth k Freckle Lotion t

v

a

Exchange

48

against

lowed for said creditors to he
preeent and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the
of receiving said claims and proof at
purpose
the office of A. A. S trout in
Portland,County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the tldrd
Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock In the fore-

Retail.

BAILEY, Agent for Maine,

myl8sntf

FOREIGN PORTS.
Brcmerbaven 5th inst, barque Presto, Kim£r
ball, Darien.
Sid fin Barcelona 7th inst, ship Messenger, Nichols,

diseases which debility, irregularity and
condition of the solids and fluids of the

of the creditors

the estate of Veranus C. Hanson, late of Portland,
deceased, represented Insolvent, give notice that eix
months from the seventh day of May,a.o. 1872,are al-

Rifle, Spurting and Blasting in any
quantity, and of standard quality.

at

Provide Againt Danger.
At this season all the great lineo of travel
begin to
swarm with human beings intent on business or
pleasure. Are these moving multitudes aware of
the danger which ensues from drinking different
varieties of water and atmospheres to which their
lungs are unaccustomed? Do they realize how Important it is to be pre-armed with an antidote that
will defend their systems from the evil^consequences
of such changes and from all ailments and disturbancos which arise from the miasma so
plentifully
evolved from the soil at this period of the year?
Such an antidote—certain in its protective operation,
and free from everything objectionable in its composition and flavor, has been for twenty years before
the world. No instance can be adduced, during that
period, in which Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters has
failed as an acclimating medicine, or as a preventive
of the bodily ills to which the un<lefended system is
liable in unhealthy localities.
A good appetite, perfect digestion, a vigorous condition of tho nervous Rystem, functional regularity,

Gunpowder

ing

the abortoat

Block Coal fluids of Indi-

by way of Evansville and Nashville with

ana, and

the entire South.

principal,

undersigned commissioners appointed by the
of Probate for Cumberland County to
THEJudge
meet and examine the claim

AGENCY!

Wholesale and

Bramhall st.

28

Indiana, conueoliug Chicago by

ibe richtwt portion.-, of lUlnoi*

of

uu.

ronte with the celebrated

ment of the

Commissioners’ Notice.

May 21-sndtf

Du

proposes!

Railroad

ud

finished;

BOWDOIN,

may 24-tf

cennes
through

mile.

Vin-

Danville &

Run*

to the

depots. Good cellar, Sebago water In both tenements, closets'Ac. Apply to the subscriber, or to
CUMMINGS, LEAVITT A WlDBtk,
Commercial st.

Successor to C. B, Atwood dc Co.

NEWBURYPORT—Sid 22d, sch E H Nash, Cole,
Calais,

tention

Just
A convenient to Commercial House,
st., and the

new

Chicago,

ty, those upon

forTsaleT

invited to attest this State-

are

J.

Ellsworth; Henry Clay, Graham, Franklin; Robert
Woodruff, Williams, Bath.
Cld 23d. schs Stephen Waterman, Boothby, Portland ; EL Dowling, (Br) Stillwell, do.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Campbell. Eaton, Philadelphia; Native American, Agnow, Calais.

Matanzas,

NEW

May 24-d3w

any

as

ment.

Cld 22d, schs Frank & Nellie, Gregory, Windsor,
NS; Metropolis, Babbage, Bangor.
Ar 23d, baroaes David Chapin, Bunker, Leghorn;
Commerce, Fossett, Trinidad ; Talavera, Carver,
Sagua; schs Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, Elizabethport; Bloomer, Moore. Eden; Elizabeil., Murch,

reported

reports

cheap
State.

All

Express, Wass.

Gertrude*,

HE HO RAND A.

as

House in the

Ham, Dover.

IOO

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

one of the
ner
the store
locations
city.
accommodations for four families; gaa,wster Ac.
a
small
lot on
Property now rents for $800. Also
Green street, adjoining the Hull property, suitable
for a small building for a flsli market.
Also lot 20 It
front on Portlaud street, suitable for a small store.
Price low. Terms one-third cash, balsnce on time.
GEO. DAVIS A CO.,
Apply to
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,
Or to
WM. E. TOLMAN, on the premises.

are

I'rolits we guarantee to sell

Hannah Willetts.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Willie Perry, Hoxie, Bamegat; Highland Queen, Sprague, EUswortli; Dray,

COOK

THE
of Portland and Green Streets,
Above
best businc.s
in the

light expenses and Small
goods

Tin

Brick Building and Store for Sale.
three story brick building and store on cor-

A

I

With

L Leonard, Foster, Franklin.
VINE YARD-HA VEN-Ar 21st, schs Addie G
Bryant, Stubbs, Hoboken for Newburyport.
Ar 22d, schs Chas Sawyer, McFarland,
Washington
for Portland; Intrepid, Randall, Portland for New
York.
Sid, schs E L Leonard, Alaska, J B Marshall, and

sure

city,

J. E. MOORE’S,

Streets.
A

Lincoln

on

THREE story brick house, slated roof, 0 rooms,
ns, water, good cellar; carriage-way across
Price only $3800; a portion of
rear of the lot.
which can remain on mortgage for a term of years.
GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.,
to
Apply
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.^
my24eod3w

Corner of Congress and Exchange

ber,

DIED.
In Belfast, May 8, Mrs. Dorcas K. Davis,
aged
50 years.
In Warren, May 9, Miles C. Boggs, aged 62 years
7 months.
In South Thomaston, May 15, Mr. Robert Rivers,
aged 34 years.
In Hoilistou, Mass., 19th Inst,, Capt, Hollis Cloyes,
of Framingham, aged 75 years 9 mos. 10 days.

select from in tbe

Bangor.
Sid 21st, schs Starlight, Hopkins, Bath; Jas Jewett, Coombs, Belfast.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22d, sch Louisa
Smith, WebJacksonville.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar

ol Uie Best Stocks to

one

AT

Beta, Brown, Weehawken for Boston ; Grand Island, McIntyre, Elizabethport for Portland; Angola, Bellaty, Hoboken for
Boston; Addie P S the peon, Stimpson, do for Newburyport; Fred Reed, Woodman. Elizabethan for Boston; LB Sargent, Sargent, Weehawkeu for Salem:
Boston, Kinney, Elizabethport for Portland; Tangent, do for Iremont; Nautilus. Crockett, Rondout
for Newburyport; Abby Weld, Mercer, Elizabethport
for W estport; Gov Coney, Adams, Hoboken tor Boston; FNeison. Holbrook, Elizabethport for Salem:
New Regulus, do for Portland; Chas Heath, Wyman
Hoboken for Newburyjiort.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 22d, sch B L Condon, Lord.

CHICAGO,

In this city. May 23, by Rt. Rev.
Bishop Neeley,
Judge G. F. Shepley and Miss Helen Merrill, both of
Portland.
In Bath, May 16, Charles H. Grant and Eliza J.
Bryant.
In Florence, Italy, April 16. at the American
Church, by Rev. Wm. Cbancey Langdon, Henrietta
W. Dyer, daughter of Alford Dyer, Esq., of
Portland,
to Preston Powers, of Florence.

Will and

MISCELLANEOUS.

A
the

schs

EUROPEAN A N. AH. R. H
MARRIED.

BUYERS of DRY GOODS

Matanzas.
Staples, Matanzas:
sch Emily Curtis, Barbuor. Havana.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, brigs Nellie Antrim, Loud,
Bahia; LM Merritt, Hartman, Trinidad 22 days;
N Stowers. Savage, Humacoa 13 days; T Kemlck
Rose, Cardenas 8 days; Hiram Abltf, Tibbetts, do 10
days; Ramirez. Bernard, Sagua 10days; sells C H
Eaton, Shackford, Omoa, Honduras, 23 days
Daybreak, Blake, Cardenas 7 days; M M Heath, Carta
liulianola; May Mon., Hatch, Peadee River, SC;
Empire, Faguson, Ellsworth; Esperanza McFarland, Rockland; Leonessa, Myers, do; Alice Oakes,
Rideout, Bangor; Fannie & Edltli. Bydcr, Ellsworth ;
Robt N Smith, Smith, Portland; Fannie Keating,
Kane, Apalachicola; Zlnga, Hanley, Savannah; Harriet Fuller, Willard, Portland.
Cld 2kl, ships Golden Rule, Hall, Callao; Laurens,
Snow, Dunkirk; John Bunyan, Gilmore, Turks Islands; barques Annie M Gray, Eaton,Cardenas; Sam
Shepherd, Evans, Cherrylleld ; Eureka, Holloway
Havana; brigs David Bugboe, Stowers, Corunua and
Cadiz; H H Seavey, Mudgett, Galveston; sell BF
Lowell, Aylward, Laguayra.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, Robin, Strout, Elizabethport for Boston; brigs Delmont Locke, Hatch,
Johnson for

Bangor;

Brick House for Male
Street.

CASH

erson, Portland.
Ar 22d, sch Thos Fish, Young,
Below 22d, brig Geo Burnham,

Port

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

SPECIAL NOTICES.

No- 133

st.

Guadoloupe_Tamarinds»
a;q KE«» FREEH EVADOI.OI PE
IA1AR1NDE just arrivedper “J
,,cr
*'•
BICKMOBE.” tor sale by
1

lOO

WM.
■yssdse

ALLEN, JR.,
No*11 ExclM»n*«*

S«*

*

THE PRESS
FRIDAY MORNING, MAY

24, 1872.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Ktjal Eitate—F. O.
Bailey & Co.
Real Estate—K. P.
Riggs.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Picnic and Ball—Lake Sebago.
Joseph Proctor—Music Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Land for Sale—Cushman.
Commissioner’s Notice—James Tukey.
House for Sale—Leon M. Bowden.
Real Estate for Sale—George R. Daria & Co.

facturing enterprises. About three years ago
this property piSsed into the hands of the

Boston, Mass.
Brick House for Sale.

Cumberland Bone Co., who
began the manufacture of superphosphate of lime in connection with woodeu ware. But after a brief ex-

U. II. District Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

FOX.

Steamship Clotilda.—
occupy the Court until
vs.

periment it was found that the power
sufficient for the successful
prosecution

TERM—REFORM

JUDGE LAKE.

Thursday.—State vs. John Kennedy. Cruelty to
a horse.
Verdict, not guilty.
Mattocks.
Neal & Son.
State vs. John McCarthy. Liquor case. After the
evidence was out a not pros, was entered.
Mattocks.
State

bad road.

a

On

Indictment for

now

very prosperous, with quick sales for all
the goods that are manufactured.
About
750,000 feet of pine and oak logs arrf cut up.annually, 35 men and boys have steady employment, and about $12,000 is paid out for labor.
The process of turning a log into
pails and
tubs is very interesting, and
perhaps a description of it is worth while. The
logs are first
sawed at the mill into thin boards for the bot-

trial.
Webb.

Mattocks._
Jottings.

Brief

The steamer New Brunswick will make an
extra trip to St. John
Saturday, leaving Atlantic Wharf at 12 noon.
There will be a conference meeting this even-

ing (Friday,

May 24th) at the rooms of the
Portland Fraternity, 353£ Congress streetr The
public are invited.
A pic-nic and ball will take
place at Lake
Sebago on Wednesday of next Week; the dancs
to be continued into the
eveuing. Fare on the
railroad half-price, with a moderate admission
fee to the ball-rooin:
A refrigerator car is to ruu between
and Boston every Tuesday and
Friday
the summer.
There was no business before the
the Municipal Court yesterday.
Rev. E. C. Bolles delivered the
dress before the Massachusetts

toms,

crosswise into bolts of the proper
lengths. The round bolts are next split into
halves by a circular saw, and the staves cut
out by barrel saws.
These saws are hollow cylinders of steel, with the teeth cut on one
end,
and each stave as it comes from the saw is in

Bangor
during

Judge

of

annual ad-

College of

Phar-

on
Wednesday.
Steamship Carlotta yesterday brought one
hundred and thirty passengers from
Halifax;
she also brought fifteen
shipwrecked seamen,

macy

part of the crew of the American steamship
wrecked on Cape Breton on her

Concordia,

voyage from Liverpool. The men being destitute, the Portland Steam Packet Company forwarded them all to Boston free.
Those public sings, so popular last
summer,
commence again next
Saturday evening at
Plymouth church, with the large organ. All
are invited.
The tickets to the Cary concert are now
ready
for wale at the usual places. It will undoubtedly be desirable to secure tickets
as we are

at

the bottom is dropped into a
pail, a few gentle taps with an oak stick puts it
in its place.
Another workman places the
necessary hoops, the ears and handles are put
on and the finished
pail goes into the painters’
hands. Oak paint pails is
another'specialty,

the United States

Peck,
Haven, CL, R. W. Kernpshall, Brooklyn, J. G. Lloyd, Montreal, C. B.
Davis and wife, Hartford, CL, J. H.
Burleigh,
South Berwick, John B. Cotton,
Lewiston, John
McIntyre, Chicago, are at the Falmouth.
J, H. Sanderson and R. O. Harmon, Charlestown, G. E. Baldwin, Boston, are at the St. JuNew

manufactured by contract chiefly for the paint

and lead works of Messrs.
Burgess, Fobes &
Co. of this city. The annual production of this
class of goods is 15,000 per year, an
equal number of tubs, as many more small keelers, and

lian.

about 6250 doz. water pails.
Fifty thousand
boxes for canned goods are also made.
About
fifteen tons of hoop iron and rivets, six tons of
wire, 1000 pounds of tacks and an equal weight
of ears are consumed yearly, besides six tons of

Sale of Paintings.—Owing
to the bad
weather yesterday very fow people were present
at the sale of paintings at
Schumacher’s, and
the prices at which they were sold were ruinous
the artists. Only one brought anything near
its value, and that was a new picture by Brown
—a coast scene—which was not
catalogued. It
was bid off at 812Q.
His North Coast of Iro
land went for 840. Frost’s Head Waters of the
Androscoggin realized but $25; and the prices
of some others were as follows:—Island Pond
twenty years ago, by Stone of Boston, 850; Cat
and Kittens, by Miss Skeele, 820; Ossipee Talley, by Champney, 821; Koenigsee, by Schumacher, 815; Farm Yard, by the same, 810;
Taking in Sail, by Brown, 810; Fishing on the
to

rye straw and 800 pounds of spun yarn for
packing pails and tubs for market.
Add to
this an unestimated quantity of paints and varnish. Messrs. Kendall & Whitney of the city
are the selling
agents of the firm, and find the
best market in Maine, the local trade of Portland taking considerable amount of the manufactures. Mr. Clement Maxfield is the superintendent of the works, a thorough mechanic,
and very successful manager. To his courtesy
and the politeness of Joseph Walker, Esq., one
of the stockholders we are indebted for a visit

English Coast, by

same, 810; Quiet Nook, by
Hudson (water color) 84.50; Head of a Terrier,
by Batchelder, 87.50; Road Scene in Sandwich,
N. H., by Gerry, 810; Racket River, Adirondacks, by Enneking, 810; three landscapes by
Miss Quincy, 85, 87 aud 80 respectively; Old
Farm House, by Higgins, 80. There were all
very good pictures and worth a great deal more
money. The figures we quote are a fair sample
of the sale. The bidding was dull and heavy,
like the weather outside. Perhaps the audience
were influenced by these outside circumstances.

to

giv-

of the most logical addresses on the
ing
subject that has been delivered in Portland this
season.
He said the reform movement had already made such an advance as to prevent any
one from attempting to injure it; bntthe method of its continuance was a matter for serions
consideration. It had been said by its enemies
that it would be brief. True, there are difficulties in its way; but the efforts of the workers
to give good cheer to the inebriate are entitled
to the prayers of all good men.
The greatest
danger of the movement is too great reliance
on law.
We have to do with the heart; this is
one

heal.

platform. There is no argument for intemperance. No man can take the opposite
position and be an honorable, honest moral
agent in the community. The social drinkers
claimed a,good deal of the speaker’s attention,
whom he spoke of as the guards of the enemy’s
outposts. Over them is placed a higher law—

one

___

Interesting Temperance

Meeting.—Mr.
Woodbury—the “Thrashing Machine"—had
another large audience in the school-house yard
It was larger
on Centre street,'last evening.
than that of the preceding evening, and was

composed principally of the Irish parents and
children in that vicinity. His remarks were
well received, and a more orderly out-door meeting we havonever seen. He told bis hearers of
the sufferings and misery strong drink was inflicting upon those who indulged in it, and upon their families, and urged them to give it up
entirely and adopt total abstinence. He was
frequently applauded in his remarks, and at the
close received cheers from the men and “God
bless ye” from the women. At their urgent request he will speak again this evening in the
attendance of the
same place and a general
Irish, men, women and children is requested.

law

as

ninralifu

a

ml

U

iu
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quite good—as

ly officiating,

assisted by Rev. Edw’d Y. Hincks’
of the State Street Congregational church. It
was strictly a private affair, the compuny present being only the families of the contracting
parties. After the ceremony a splendid wed-

public had a right to expect. All
promised were performed. The vaulttumbling, grotesque acrobat, perform-

the trapez and corde volant and magic
tricks were fully up to the average of circuses.
The performing elephant Bolivar is a clever bit
of burlesque. The outside show, with its gorances on

was served up by Saunders. The
floral decorations were elaborate and elegant.
The newly married pair will sail for Europe on
the 27th of June.

ding breakfast

geous music chariot, and teams of ponies and
trained mules, which took place in the afternoon, was equal to any display of the kind
which has been made in Portland. Taken as a
whole, the circus was under the circumstances,
very satisfactory, and Mr. Murray deserves well
of the public.

Fire.—The alarm of fire at 7.45 o’clock lasevening was caused by the explosion of a kerot
sene
lamp in the store of Joel Prince, in the
rear of No. 314 Cougress street. Mr. Prince was
engaged in filling it when the oil ignited throw-

Dramatic.—Joseph Proctor, the celebrated
tragedian, is announced to appear at Music
Hall on Monday and Tuesday evenings of next

ing

the flames over Mr. P., who would have
been badly burned had it not been for the timely assistance of Mr. William Wiswell. The
damage, otherwise than this, was very slight.
One member of Engine Co. No. 2, was consid-

week in his great characters of the Jibbenainosay and Jack Cade. He will be supported by
good company. Mr. Proctor's many friendi
will rejoice in this intelligence, for it is quite <
number of years since he has made his bow t<
and they will, we believe, give him ai

erably injured by getting

his leg caught in the
wheel of the liose carriage as it was leaving the
house. It was at first reported that bis
leg was
broken, but we were afterwards informed to
the contrary.

them;
enthusiastic welcome.

Cohckut.—Last summer Mis ,
services in ah [
Cary very generously gave her
of the Maine General Hospital. From he r
concert the Hospital realized above all expen
The Cart

see

about 81500.

Miss Cary is to share with th
the concert 0! 1

Hospital in the net proceeds of
Tuesday night and our eitizens

will undoubted

ly express their appreciation of her services
the former concert
by a liberal purchase
ticket* now, that a
portion of the
lire to her benefit.

receipts

A Malarial District.—Those'who
dwell
within a radius of half a mile from the
square
bounded bv May, Danforth,
Emery and Spring
streets are in danger of malarial
fever, unless
measures are taken at once to drain the
marsh
the
on
Boyd estate. Will those in authority
see to it and have it done without
delay?
_
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o
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Gorham, May 22,

Aster, Amaranth,Balsam Stocks and Zinnia
Plants, for sale by Kendall & Whitney.
22—it.
The headqaarters for Cabbage and Tomato
Plante is at Kendall & Whitney’s.
22—ft

BIDDEFORD,

SACO

VICINITY.

Verb County S. A. Court.
MAY TERM, AT ALFRED—CUTTING, J„ PRESIDING.
Thursday.—Ira T. Drew vs. George Pitts. Assumpsit for a $25 note for borrowed money and professional advice and letter to hither, $3. Defence—
I agree to be defaulted for the note, bnt the advice I
never had.
Verdict for plaintiff for $32.86. This
covers note and account both and gives plaintiff full
costs.

Drew—Hamilton.

Kelton, admr.,

vs.

On trial.
Drew.

crowded to its utmost

capacity

upon the
proceeding meeting, yet contained as many as
could be comfortably seated. The character of the
audience however, amply atoned for any lack
of numbers and was such as gave pledge of the
integrity and earnestness of the movement. H.
Fairfield, Esq;, presided in his usually easy and
graceful manner. The meeting was addressed
by Charles J. Smith of Portland, whose remarks evidently made a deep impression upon
his hearers. H. M, Bryant who has attended
some of the previous
meetings of the Reform
Club followed Mr. Smith, in his happy and
earnest style. Of the remarks of T. H. Hubbard, it is enough to say that they did justice to
the gentleman's eloquence and spirit.
as

The officers elect of York Royal Arch Chapwere installed at their hall on
Wednesday
evening, by D. G. H: P. Horace H. Burbank.
As the ceremonies were performed in the Masonic rooms, it was fonnd necessary to limit the
number of invited guests. Each member was
furnished with three tickets and an invitation
was extended to Bradford Commandery, and
though the Knights had received but a few
hours notice they met at their hall in Biddcford in full dress, and proceeded to Saco escorted by a Band which has been lately organized
in Biddeford. After the ceremonies of installation, the company partook of a collation
which had been prepared for them in the spacious dining room of the Lodge and Chapter,
and returned home evidently weil satisfied with
the evening's entertainment
ter,

The following officers were elected at the
annual meeting of Maine Council, No. 7, Royal
and Select Masters, Saco, on Wednesday evening. Elijah Smith, T. I. M.; E. P. Burnham,
R. I. M.; O. P. Carpenter, I. M.; A H. Jellerson, Treasurer; M. Seavey, Recorder; C. F.
Greene, C. G.; J. H. Pillsbury, Conductor; C.
M, Littlefield, Steward; J. M. Noyes, Sentinel.
TELEGRAMS.
of the gold fields in New South

MINOR

The yield
Wales is increasing.
Wendell Phillips has written a letter giving
his reasons for opposing Greeley.
Buchanan’s hardware store in Orillea, Ontario, has been burned. Loss. $17.000: insured
A violent gale passed over the Virginian coast
Wednesday, unroofing houses and prostrating
trees and fences. It lasted thirty minutes and
was accompanied by rain, hail and lightning.
The drug establishment of Messrs. Reno,Espy
& Co., was damaged by fire Wednesday night
to the amount of $30,000.
The House Ways and Means Committee has
postponed till the next session of Congress, any
action on the bill to refund railroad and other
corporations the amounts collected from them
under the income tax law. About $5,000,000
are said to be involved in the question.
The Mormon House missionaries are hoiding
protracted meetings in different parts of the
territory. Elder Mussey, who proposed to burn
Salt Lake City, is prominent among them.
The trial of Rev. Dr. Huston of Trinity
church, Baltimore, is proceeding. The evidence
of Virginia Hopkins bears very strong against
the accused.
The Spanish government is about to resign
because publicity given to documents of secret
funds.
The bill to reduce the fare on the New Haven railroad, which was supposed to have passed the legislature, failed to pass the assembly.
A Havana dispatch says the continuous dry
weather has increased the sugar crop 8 per
cent

The Centennial Commission held a session
yesterday in Philadelphia, President Hawley,
presiding. The executive committee reported

plans,

etc.

Eight

wooden buildings in North East Pa.
burned Thursday, valued at $25,000.
A fire at Warrington, West Virginia, Thursday morning, destroyed the greater part of the
town.
Loss $18,000.

were

The Richmond, Va., municipal election, yeswas
probably carried by the conservaterday,
tives by large majonties. The independent was
the only opposing ticket.
New Jener Republican State Ceaveatien.
Trenton, N. J., May 23.—The Republican
State Convention met to-day and was fully attended and enthusiastic. The resolutions passed
endorse every sincere effort to make the principles of the Declaration of Independence a living reality on every inch of American soil;
commend the 13tli, 14th and 15th amendments
of the Constitution and oppose their repeal or
mollification; approve the action of Congress in
the passage of the amnesty bill; favor civil service refrom; endorse the labors of the civil service commission and the messages of the President thereon; urge the early total repeal of the
income tax and franking privilege and the re
_1

a_a*
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Dak Fortii.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock today at Salesroom a large stock of ready-made

clothing.

War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for tbe benefit of
Commerce.
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Bostoa.29.76
Charles ton.S.C. .30.02
Cheyenne.W. T.29.94

J

58
78
46
Chicago.29.65 58
Cleveland. 29.90 55
Corinue, Utah..30.06 51
Indianapolis— 29.79 58
Key West. Fla..30.08 81
New London... 29.78 60
New Orleans ..29.97 76
New York ....29.88 62
Norfolk.30.01 67
Omaha.29.76 52
Pittsburg.29.87 58
Portland.29.76 49
San Francisco .30.03 57
Savannah.30.03 74
Washington... .29.93 61
Wilmington.29.96 75
Montreal....29.80 53
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Cloudy

Fair
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Clear
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Fair
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Fair
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Cloudy

Fair

Cloudy

Fair
Clear

Cloudy

Clear

9Barometcr corrected for temperature and elevation.

METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Office Chief
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 23 (7.00 P. M.l t
Probabilities—The low barometer over Iowa
will move northeastward over Lake Michigan
into Canada accompanied by brisk winds ovei
the upper lakes to-uigbt, shifting to northwesterly on Friday with clearing weather. Cleai
and pleasant weather will prevail Friday ovei
the New England, South and Middle Atlantic
States and clear and clearing weather with westerly winds for the Gulf States. The area oi
cloud aud rain northwest of the Ohio
vallej
wul extend eastward over the latter and the
lower lake regions.
Dangerous winds are not
anticipated except possibly for the upper lakes.
War

Dep’t,

Signal]

as a

'"tolligent
e-Jel?
National

labor reformer knows that

party, the Labor Reform party is

practically out of the field, even though Judge
Davis has not
withdrawn. So then at
present we are all at liberty to vote any National ticket we
please, without having our party loyalty suspected.”

Republican Convention.

Belfast, May 23.—At a Republican Convention of that portion of the Fifth Congressional
District located on the west side of the Penobscot bay held here to-day Hon. A. G. Jewett,
of this city, was chosen delegate to the National Convention, and John S. Case, of Rockland,
alternate. No resolutions were passed, but the

general sentiment was in favor of Grant
Prightfnl Accident.
Bangor, May 23.—Mr. S. H. Horn, of Omeville, met with a terrible and probably fatal accident yesterday afternoon while at work in bis
mill at Orneville. He accidentally slipped and
fell across a circular saw in motion, by which
he was most fearfully cut and lacerated, both

legs

and one arm being cut off, his head badly
cut aLd his body nearly sawed asunder. He is
76 years old.
Snicide.
Capt George A. Poland, of Bristol, late master of schooner M. C. Sprout of that port hung
himself with a woolen comforter on board of
that vessel while lying at Palmer & Johnson’s
mill in Brewer this forenoon. He was part
owner and had until recently been in command.
Insanity was the cause. He leaves a wife and
children.

by Ballot.
Washington, May 23.—The President has
approved the act amendatory of the election
law. It provides that all votes for representatives in Congress shall hereafter be by written
or printed ballot, any law of any State to the
Election

contrary notwithstanding.
The

Treaty.
The Senate this afternoon had an executive
session of four hours and a half without coming to a conclusion. It has been ascertained
that comparatively few Senators wish to take
part in the discussion, and therefore it may be
ended and a result reached this week.

Appointment.
Archibald Campbell has been appointed by
the President a commissioner to survey and adjust the southern boundary separating Minnesota and Dakota from the British possessions.
Mr. Campbell was United States commissioner
on the northwestern boundary.

XLI1D CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, May 23.—Mr. Trumbull reported from the Judiciary Committee unamended,
the House bills to repeal the iron-clad oath of
office and relating to new trials in the Court of
Claims, and the Senate bill to refund taxes
paid by the State Judicial officers on salaries.
Several unimportant bills were reported from
the same Committee.
Mr. Hamlin's resolution to expel the Reporter
of the Associated Press, was referred to the
Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Mr. Davis of West Virginia, introduced a bill
to remove the disabilities of Charles J. Faulkner.
Referred.
On motion of Mr. Morrill of Vt, the bill to
change the location of the Railroad National
Bank of Lowell, to Boston, was passed.
Mr. Hill introduced a bill to remove the disabilities of certain citizens of Georgia, which
was referred.
Tiill

nnthnnr.incr

flip

niiilitinor

of

flip

claims of Oregon for suppressing tlie Indian
hostilities, was discussed without action.
The Senate then went into executive session.
The Senate discussed the treaty at great
length, and adjourned without action.

HOTJ8E.
The Senate amendments to the House bill for
the duplication of United States bonds, defaced
or destroyed, were concurred in.
The Senate bill to provide trusses for disabled
soldiers was passed and the Senate amendments to the House bill amendatory to the
Agricultural College law, were concurred in.
The Committee on Commerce reported a bill
to make the compensation of guagers and measurers at
the port Boston the same as that of
like officers at New York.
The House then went into Committee of the
Whole on the sundry civil
appropriation bill.
Mr. Coburn of Indiana, offered an amendment to the appropriation bill to pay #1200 for
a transcript of the Buell court martialjproceedings, ami in connection with it, spoke of his
having taken ground in tbe Military Committee
not to take verbal testimony as to the contents
of tbe missing record—for that reason a hired
slauder in the New York Tribune had stated
that he (Coburn) was opposed to the admission
of the testimony of a reporter.
Immediately
on
finding Mr. Pitman had possession of the
sent
for
him
he
without
the
notes,
request of
anybody and without anv action of the comHe therefore branded as utterly
mittee.
and abommably false, tbe report published by
a hired slanderer who occupied a seat in the reporters gallery and who had once been clerk of
the Military Committee. From day to day during the examination in the committee, falsehoods had been uttered, and his only object
now was to show that the coinmitte as well as
himself had been uniformly in favor of getting
at all the truth in the matter.
The am'enment
was

agreed

to.

On motion of

Mr. Starkweather of Ct., after
a long discussion, the appropriation for a naval
station at New London, Ct., was increased from

#5,000
on

to $20,000.
motian ot Mr.

Garfield of Ohio,

an

appro-

inserted
pay the ofRnationandof $100,772
of the lvearsage, by the way of
was

cers

to

crew

fortho destruction of tbe Alabama,
also an appropriation of $15,000 for a pneumatic tube between tbe capital and the government
printing office, also an appropriation of $30,000 for expenses of recoinage,also an appropriation of $250,000 to pay unsettled claims for carrying mails in the Southern States.
On motion of Mr. Pierce of Mississippi, it
was ordered
that in the payment of cotton
claims the internal revenue tax on cotton shall
not be deducted.
The committee then rose and the bill as reported from the Committee of the Whole was

prize money

passed.

During

the consideration of the

appropriation

bill, a message was received from the President
announcing the amnesty bill.
Thereupon Sir.

Rogers,

member elect from North Carolina,
whose name was included in the bill,was sworn
in and Mr. Hoar of Mass., remarked that the
House was now full, with every State and District represented.
Mr. Archer reported a bill providing that no
officer on the retired list of tne navy shall be
employed on active duty except in time of war.
Passed.
Also a bill to pay Chas. W. Whitney, for
work and materials on the iron clad battery
Keakuk, $50,000 in full of all claims. After
much opposition by Mr. Holman, the bill passed.
Evening Session.
The Senate amendment to the House bill for
the appointment of shipping c ommissioners
was non concurred in
auu a conference
committee ordered.
The bills reported from the Committee on
Naval Aaffairs were as follows:
The House bill to promote the securing of
sufficient seamen for the navy and authorizing
the appointment of apprentices to tbe number
of 300 a year, was passed.
The Senate bill granting a pension of $2000 a
year to the widow of Admiral Farragut, was

passed.

The House bill to pay $23,310 to J. H. Underhill in full of claims for work and material
on the
iron-cladj(Kekuk, was passed.
The House bill to abolish the grades of Admiral and Vice Admiral in the navy, and providing that vacancies happening shall not be

filled,

was

upholsterers’
t.*rrnia'*
the
who

passed.

Mr. Scofield of Penn., reported a bill for the
construction of ten steam vessels of war, of iron
or wood, as the Secretary of the
Navy may decide, each carrying ten or more guns of large
calibre, and appropriating $3,000,000 for that
purpose. A vote on tbe bill was prevented by
dilatory motions by Messrs. Holman and Beck,
and the House at 10.30 took a recess till tbe
same hour to-morrow.
Reformers on the Presidency—Letfrom Wendell Phillips.
Boston, Mass., May 23.—8. P. Cummings,
the well-kuowu Labor Reformer, publishes a
letter giving his reasons for
opposing Greeley,
for President, and appends to it an extract from
a letter of Wendell Phillips, in which the
letter says:
“You know I am neither a Republican nor a
Grant man. Whom I shall vote for or whether
I shall vote at all, I do not know. But certainly as against Greeley I am for Grant. Wo have
liad one Andy Johnson. I will not run the
risk of getting another in Horace Greeley. I
want a man with some decided principles.—
Greeley never had any. Besides I consider
Greeley a secession candidate. I believe the
plot to nominate him was hatched by Southern
whi te rebels more than a year ago and has been
mainly nursed by them.' I advised one who
means to vote for him to find ont first what
agreements have been made by Mr. Greeley’s
fnends with Jeff. Davis and his staff, as to
office and patronage. I am perfectly certain
that there is a distinct mutual understanding,
if not a positive contract between them. If
Horace Greeley enters the White House, Jeff.
Davis will be as truly a part of the administration os Seward was in Lincoln’s days. No
negro can vote for Greeley who values his life
or property.
If by a frown of Providence, he
is elected, I shall advise every Southern loyalist
to load the revolver that Grant’s arrest of the
North Carolina Ku-Klux has allowed to be laid
aside. If he is elected let the negroes live in
squads of fifty, whom no coward will dare to
shoot down, and show no property after sunset. Lonely men will be shot and no black will
own a mule
forty-eight hours, if any rebel
knows the fact.
As for Adams I don’t fear him. An aristocrat by birth aud a Democrat from
perverseness.
The love of money makes such a union
possible. He is a Democrat, but fails to confess his creed and wear its uniform.
If any
party allows him to lead it, he will lead it to its
as all the Adamses have
done.—
grave
always
Old Johu Adams vanity, bigotry aiid hate of
Hamilton, put the federal party into its tomb.
John Quincy Adams’s administration was the
death blow of the Whig party, then called ReThe light which gilds the Adams’s
publicans.
is that of sunset. They ensure defeat. Chatham,
Sir
William
says:
Young’s voice was the death
knell of his country. The breath of an Adams’s fame has the chill of the charnel house
in it Let them nurse their money bags like
timid misers and allow bolder and more unselfish men, whose forehead had light by the sun
to help the world forward, undisturbed by theit
greedy ambition or the qureluous crotchets.
For a loyal administration to protect the negro,
awe the rebel,
give workingmen a chance,
Graut’s little finger is worth a baker’s dozen oi

Labor

ter

Greeleys.”
Mr. Cummings

says in his communication.
“I shall vote the Labor Reform ticket if theii
field
on the Columbus
is one in the
platform,

mcetiug

was a suc-

strikers,
expect to resume work
hours per day. Ten additional shops
conceded to their demands
to-day.
Still Another.
At a
meeting of the journeymen street railroad car builders held this
evening, they organized an association and
resolved to strike at an
early day for eight hours per day.
A New York Sentence.
George Riley was sentenced to twenty years
“lson to-day for
highway robbery of
ceubi

Dedlcntion.

T*le' Shakespeare

this

afternoon

poem

WASHINGTON.

Th«

The Strikers.
23.—About 200 strikers yesteraay went to the cabinet shop of Alexander
ateilc and threatened to clear
out the place,
llie police were sent for
and the invaders disP®rs™ ^he stone cutters of Long Island
city
struck
yesterday for eight hours work and four
dollars a
have
day.
been
They
receiving 84.50
for ten hours.
Two yards have acceded to their
demands.
are receiving four dolBrick-layers
r
e,ght hours in the same locality.
a2?,°
llie
carpenters are still holding secret sesand
sions,
is yet believed that a new strike for
Hper day 18 possible.
to

unveiled
with approprioration by Wm,
reading of Stoddard's

"‘eluding

and the

by Edwin Booth.

Park,
an

Heavy Lon of Bonds.
It is reported that
830,000 in United States
bonds were lost last
night.
Anniversary meeting.
The forty-eighth
anniversary of the Baptist
"'hie ai1® Publication
Society was held yesteri
lie
day.
receipts of the society for the past
year were $280,360, being $54,21!) more than the
receipts of any previous year. It was decided
to
^sever the union of the two societies, Bible

■^Publication,
Tke

as

Receipts—6,000

bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 116,000
45,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye, 9,000 bush
barley, 2,000 cattle, 12,000 hogs.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour,57,000 bush wheat, 153,000 bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
rye, 2,000

barley, 2000 cattle, 9000 hogs.
Cincinnati, May 23.—Pork nominal;

June consettled at 14 75. Lard dull and
clroouing 8| (g 8|c. Bulk meats quiet and weak;
shoulders 44c; clear rib sidcsat 6$c; clear sides 61.—
Bacon
shoulders 5Jc; clear rib sides 74c; clear
sides 74c. Live Hogs firm at 3 80 @ 4 00:
good to extra 4 25 @ 4 40; receipts 2500 head. Whiskey dull aud
firm at 84c.
tracts for

City

entertainments.
MUSIC

they prosper

better separ-

Indian Commission.
The Indian Commissioners in session in this
arc
now
city
engaged in making award for Indian goods, for which there is a
specified competition, sixty bids having been received.
Bale nf Cold.
There twenty-five bids to-day for gold amounting to $5,000,000 from 113 33-100 to 114 13-100.
The $2,000,000 will go at 114 2-100 to 114 13-100.
Jndgc SlcCnnn.
Albany, May 23.—Judge McCunn has sent
the beuate an answer. He does not admit
any
charges, but insists that iu case they are shown
to have been committed
they occurred before
his last election, and the Senate,
therefore, has
no jurisdiction to him
upon the charge*.
Farinas Tornado.
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 23.—A tornado of
great fury passed over the country north and
east of this city about 3 o’clock
yesterday afternoon.
Several houses aud barns were demolished. The house of Geo. McMullen, a farmer was taken up and carriad several rods
with
the members of the family in it, all of whom
were injured, but not
The
tornado was
fatally.
a quarter of a mile in width.
A

Mr.

mess

steady;

Toledo, May 23.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Wheat dull ana declined 2 @ 3c; No 1 Red Winter at
1 98; Amber Michigan 191; No 1 Red 1 87
@ 1 88.—
Corn dull aud lower at 54$ for high Mixed; Me for
low do; 59c for White. Oats dull and
lower;
47$c for
for No 1; No 2 at 45c.
Receipts—1,000 bush bush com, 2,000 bush oats.
Shipments—4000 bbls flour, 00,000 bush wheat,17,000
bush com, 3000 bush oats.

FO KEIGN
Disaster to the Steamship Baltimore.
23.—A dispatch from Hastings,
that the North German Lloyd steamsteamship Baltimore, which arrived at Southampton, yesterday, en-route from Baltimore for
Bremen, has met with a disasler which will
probably cause her total loss. At 12 o’clock
last night, when the Baltimore was off the
town of Hastings, she came in collision with an
unknown steamer and bad a bole 18 feet
long
and 7 feet wide stove in her hull. The water
passed in rapidly and extinguished her fires,
not however before the steamer
had run
aground. The Coast Guards at Hastings immediately came to the relief of the distressed
vessel and succeed in rescuing her
passengers
and crew and landing them in safety. When
the Baltimore went ashore she will go to pieces.
The Mexican Trouble.
Maxavobas, May23.—The revolutionists have
appeared in small parties in the vicinity of Oamargo, the headquarters of the government
forces, under Cebello. Yesterday the revolutionists attacked one of the outposts and were
repulsed. It is reported that a small party of
Cortina’s men have joined the revolutionists.
CarlUt Defeat.
Marid, May 23. The government troops in
Gerona have had an engagement with Carlists
and completely defeated them.

London,May

announces

:

Detroit. May 23.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat dull at 2 07 @2 08 for extra; 2 03 for No 1
1 94@ l 95 for Amber Michigan.
Com at M
for State.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 4000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat.
Savannah, May 23.—Cotton firm: Middling
* uplands 22|c.
Charleston,May 22. -Cotton strong; Middling up-

from California, will visit his
Portland friends for

Having just returned

Two

Mobile, May 23.—Cot*.on firm; Middling uplands
at 22|c.
New Orleans, May 23,-Cotton active; Middling
uplands 23$c, held $c higher.
European Markets.
London,May 23—11.30 A. M.—Consols 93$ for money ami account.
American Securities—it. S. 5-20*s 1862, 90; do 1865,
old, 91$ @91$;U. 8. 10-408,89.
Frankeokt, May 23—1 P. M—United States 5-20’s,
1862, 96$ @ 96$.
PARIS, May 23.—Rentes at 3Stl5c.
Liverpool, May 23—11.00 A. M.—Cotton opened
strong; Middling uplands at ll$;do Orleans 1H&1U;
sales estimated at 18,000 bales.
1.30 P. M.—Breadstuff's quiet. Corn 28s 9d. Cotton
strong; sales now estimated at 18,000 bales, of which
6000 are for export and speculation.
London, May 23—6.00 P. M.—The bullion In the
Bank of England has increased £52,000 daring the
week.

London, May 23—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 93$
@ 93$ for money and account.
American securities—U. 8. 5-20’s 1862, 90$; do 18*8
^
Russian

Tallow 82s 6d.

Liverpool, May

23—8.00 P.

Lard 40s.

M.—Cotton Btrong.

Csba Freights sad Market*.

[Per Steamship Morro Castle.]
By Telegraph to Merchants Exchange.
Havana, May 19.—The demand for Freights to the

United States has continued fair. Vessels are more
abundant aud the market is easier.
The last sales of White Pine were at $40$. The
stock of box shooks is light and under active
inquiry,
sales are mado at 9$ rs. The supply of hhds shooks
has diminished, but prices have not
@
improved—18
20 rs. for Sugar aud 21 (aj 22 rs. for Molasses. Portland Hoops are neglected at nominal rates.

Nights Only

MONDAY

EVENING,

Appearing

London, May 23.—The accouchementof MrsAnna I .wan Bates, the Nova Scotian
giantess,
is announced.
She was delivered of a still-born
female child of gigantic proportions.

in

os

usual.

“

“

Japanese
Poplin.,
“
“

PARASOLS.

PARASOLS.

Low Prices—60 cts and upwards.

At very

Cashmere & Paisley Shawls,
extremely Low

At

closed be-

Prices. They must be
fore June.

HOSIERY.

HOSIERY.

At attractive

prices.

COYELL & COMPANY,
Congress, Corner of Brown SL,
my21dtf cod
_PORTLAND.

A

GRAND
AND

LAKE

World’s Peace Jubilee
International Musical Festival,

The Executive Committee of the World’s Peace
Jubilee and Iuternetionml Musical Festival sespectfully announce that the great undertakl g to which
the music-loving people of the
country have been
looking forward for many months, with such deep
interest, will commence in Boston

We challenge comparison with any and every
Spring Bod for durability, cleanliness, adjustment,
ease aud comfort, and healthfulness, and we warrant
the bed to give good satisfaction
We give the privilege for any one to use the Bed, and if it does not
give perfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, at
expense and return the money.

our own

P.

T,

BEALS

CO„

&
of the

Manufacturers

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED.
—

AL80

—

T. P. BEALS & CO.,
27* MARKET ST.,

Fifty seamen

arrived at the Portsmouth navy
yard for the Tuscarora now fitting for sea.
The wool crop of Australia is largely below
that of last year.
The Brooks
Republican Convention of Arkansas nominated Joseph Brooks for Governor and endorsed the Cincinnrti ticket.

CLENFUEGOS.—Brig E E Holbrook—126 hhds, 37
Churchill & Co; 10 hhds molasses

HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Carlotta—It pkgs merchandise to John Porteous; and goods for Canada,
New York and Boston.
Foreigu Exports,
ST JOHN. NB. Scb Arizona—1200 bbls flour, 100
10
tons
shorts.
oatmeal,
Schr Lottie S—500 bbls coal tar.

(Oppo.

the New

Post Office.)

eod tf

may2su

BANK OF DEPOSIT.
F. A. HAWLEY

A CO.,

BANKERS,
Ns.

1 Devonshire,

cor#

State

St., Boston.

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.

Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances

promptly acknowledged.
Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and
Europe. As
do

We

a

securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new.
Virginia 6's, new.
Missouri 6’s.
North Carolina 6’s, new.
South Carolina 6's, new.

ern

73
55
:»6
20
36

New York, May 23—Evening—Money easy at 5 @
6 per cent. Sterling Exchange at 109} ii luof. Gold
dull and easier at H3} pi 113}.
Loans at 1 (53 5 per
cent, for carrying. Clearings were $32,000,000; treasury disbursements $1,069,090; estimated export of
specie for Saturday $150,000. Governments Btrong.
State bonds dull and steady. Stocks dull except Pacific Mail, which was depressed by rumors that parties who bought for election found themselves with
more stock than needed.
Paeittc Mail opened at 80},
fell to 77}, rallied to 79} and closed at 7S}. The rest
of the list is somewhat unsettled with a decline in
line ana yuicssiiver, otherwise the market is steady
despite the quietude and the New York Central and
Indiana Central are strong and higher. An early settlement of the Pacific Mail muddle is
and
will doubtless give fresh life and activity to the general market. There has been large sales of Erie within a few days for foreign account.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s. new.112}
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.119
United States 5-20’s 1862.113}
United States 5-20’s 1864.113}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 114}
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.U5J
United States 5-20’s 1867.1164
United States 5-20’s 1868.116}
United States 10-40’s.,
coupon.Ill}

anticipated

Currency 6’s.116}
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp
Erie.
Erie preferred.

77

78}
98*

93}

69}
84

Harlem.127}
Michigan Central.116}
Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern. 96}
Illinois Central...136
Chicago & North Western. 75}
Chicago «& Northwestern preferred. 94
Chicago & Rock Island.Ill}
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.103}
Union Pacific do. 92}
Union Pacific stock. 40
Union Pacific land
grants.81*
Union Pacific income bonds.
86}
Domestic Market*.
New York, May 23—Evening—Cotton }cc higher;

sales 2060 bales;
Middling uplands 24}c. Flour dull
and heavy and 10 @ 20c
lower; sales 6470 bbls; State
6 60 @ 8 50; Round hoop Ohio 7 95
@ 10 25; Western
6 50 (a) 10 85; Southern 8 50 @ 10 35. Wheat irregular
and unsettled, but closing rather more
steady; sales
59.000 bush: No 1 Spring 173@176; No*2 do at
1 69@1 72 in
store; Winter Red Western 1 90 @
2 04
Michigan 2 00 @ 2 15. Corn steady; sales
74.000 bush; Mixed Western 73 @ 74c. Oats tinner;
sales 78,000 bush; Ohio 60} @ 61}c; Western 58 @ 60c.
Beef quiet. Pork quiet and easy; new mess 13 75 @
13 80. Lard dull 8} @ 9}c. Butter is firm; new 29 @
32c. Wldskcy firmer; no sellers below 9lc.
Rice is
steady at 8} @ 9c. Sugar firm; Muscovado 8} @ 9}c;
refining 8}@9c. Coffee firm; Rio 14 @ 17}c Gold.—
Molasses dull ; New Oreans 60 @ 70c; Porto Rico 50
56c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turj>entine firm at 63 @
63}c; Rosin quiet and firm at 3 60 for strained. Petroleum dull; crude 13}c ; refined 24c. Tallow firm at
9} @ 9}. Linseed Oil 92 k 93c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and heavy; Cotton, per
steam }d; Grain, per steam,
5}d.
Chicago, May 23.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
Spring extra 6 00 @ 8 50. Wheat dull and lower for
cash, out in fair demand and lower rates for future
No 2 Spring closed at 1 52} on spot; 1 53}
seller .June; 1 52 do
Corn dull and lower; sales
of No 2 Mixed 47
@48} seller June; rejected 44c; high Mixed afioat 48Jc. Oats lower and in
fair demand
for
No
2; 41} for fresh. Rye quiet
40}
and weak at 84} @
84} for No 2. Barley dull and lower ; No 2 fall at 57c.
Whiskey steady at 85c. Pork
dull and drooping 12 60; seller June 12 85 @ 12 90.—

July.
cash;'48}

Next.

only affording the highest gratification to all who
hear tbe glorious music to be rendered upon a

scale of grandeur never before attempted, and witness the magnificent spectacle which »uch an assemblage must present, but that it will also confer a lasting benefit upon art, the country, and the age.
While the programme of the first week of the Festival will embrace all the great features to be presented—including the CHORUS OF

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,
invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92*
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsvillo and S. W.. 8s.‘J5

U.

Oswego 7a.95

S. Bonds and other marketable Securities aliowmch23sa eod3m
price in exchange.

omeiin ti

B. BROWN &

SONS,

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
a

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction ol
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily B^uices. Accounts rendered and iu-

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES >F DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
erest

the most powerful orgin

ever

rofenwn,
built, together with

many of the molt eminent American and European
bands and artist! (among whom may be mentioned
IV great maestro,

Jibui Straaaa ami HU Vamiu Amlrlnn
Bu4
of fifty-ilx-performere), the concerts to be
given from
first to last will surpass any series of musical entertainments ever presented to the American public.
Season Tickets, transferable admitting to all
the Concerts from June 17th to July 4th, inclusive,
FIFTY DOLLARS EACH, Including reserved seats,
now ready; and Tickets for
single admission to each
entertainment, during the first week. Five Dollars
with reserved seats, will be ready for sale on and after June 1, and may be had on
application, personally
or by letter, to A. P. Peck, Music
Hall, Boston.
Per order of the Executive Committee.
HENRY G. PARKER, Sec.

my21eod6t

dents.

Agents for the snle of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbnrg B B
8
M4W
jn3

DESCRIPTIVE SERIES,

Parties who have had their Carpets Cleansed on
are disgusted with it, can find a perfect

the floor, and
remedy at

Foster’s Dye & Cleansing Works, No. 24
Union Street.
fly Gents’ Garments Dyed and Cleansed every day
Sundays excepted.
OFFICE 315 Congress St.

my9eod

sn

till

jun2

*

BEST QUALITIES !

LATEST
CHAN

STYLES !

CU9TIS & CO.,

203

ap6sn eod3m

Congress St.

t,t,

my9

MADE

SHIRTS!

TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

CHAN. CCITII A CO.,
294 Congress St.
ap#»n ecHl 3m
a,t,*th
DR. MORSE’S “UTERINE j TONIC" U preparei
expressly fur strengthening the system, impartini
tone anil yitaltty to tho various organs, removini
such weaknesses anil complaints as tend to under
mine the constitution and which cause a grea
nihl<mdiu3n
amount of suffering if neglected.

Sale of Real Estate.
the
the

on
on

Included In the Assignpremises,
ment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit of credUors,
made Mar. 25, 1872, viz; lot of Land measuring about
100 feet bv 40 feet, with a dweJliug bouse and stable
thereon, being No. 10 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage of
$1824 and accrued interest, the right of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity of redemption, and
taxes for 1871 ami 1872.
April 25, 1872.
HENRY C.
apflBtd

PEABODY Assignee.
Household Furniture at Auction.
SATURDAY, May 25th, at ten o’clock, we
part

35 ftClas

fit,,

Tapiatry Carpet, elegant

Parlor suit in B. W. and hair cloth, French panels,
Marble-top Tables. Lae© Cuatain*. Eengra rings, SitParlor
ting-room Set, B. W. and hair cloth,
Coal Stove, Oval Mirrors, twe Whatnots, Card Table, Ingoain Carpet, Painted Chamber Set and Furniture, Hair Upholstered Spring Bed, Extension Table, Oak Dining Chairs, Crockery and Glass Ware,
Cutlery, Magee Advance Cook Stove, together with
the entire Kitchen Furniture.
All the Furniture in this house is nearly new, and
in as good order as when manufactured.

Seavy

BAILEY

Coasting

A Co., Auctrs.

Schooner

AT AUCTION.

THURSDAY, M»y 23d, at 11 A. M., wa .hall
sell at east side of Widgery’s Wharf the good
schooner ELIZA ELLEN, 81.40 tons, together with
her tackle, apparel and furniture.
ml5td F.a. BAILEY &CO., Anctioners.

ON

The undersigned will Join in the above sale to the
extent of the interest of Charles Bliss and of 0. A C.
Bliss.
LYDIA L. BLISS, Administratrix.
ty On account of the storm the above sale was
]>ostponedto Matnrduy, Uay *35, at 2$ o’clock.

Coasting Schooner
AUCTION!

A

Practice

Large

tact that

treat!.:^nt till it was cured, and that 49 of
every 90 could not be cured without local applications of the proper remedies direct to the
organs, as
medicines by the stomach alone proved worse
than useless.
This discovery, with a gifted intuition
to
detect the fatal and latent complications affecting his patients, is tho reason of his
curing so many who had tried the advertised .medicines and most eminent physicians in this country
and Europe.In his MEDICAL A PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, published in 1899, these subjects are
treated upon tally, and fbr the first time by any physician or author.
Dr. HEATH,
by reouest ami permission of
his i»atients. can present the evidence of those who
hiui suffered from a few months to 39 years
en
treated by as many as 90 professors and physician*;
paying from 919# to 99,990, and pronounced Incurable, who have enjoyed the best of health from one
to 99 years, since his treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not seen one-tenth of our patients.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 119 East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1899, and receives patients
till 9 P. M. daily, and In the evening.

_apr20-eocLS:eow

REFRIGERATORS.
Colten’s Patent Refrigerator is the
Rost Perfect Refrigerator
Rade.
constructed on antirely new and scientific principle. Economy in Ice, perfect dry a.MMpbtrc,
there is no intermingling of taste or smell, but every
article is kept in a state ot purity.
BT Also the best Ice-Pick and Mallet ever made.
Call and see them at

It is

29

MARKET

SQUARE,

NUTTER BROTHERS & 00.
May

20-eod4w

CEMENT

PIPE

MADE BY

J. W. STOCKWELL &

CO.,

been used by us for the last three rears for
Drains and Sewers.
We have found it entirely satisfactory and have no hesitation in recommending it for those purposes.
THE PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Treasurer.

HAS

Portland, April 29,1873.

undersigned are prepared to tarnish Pipes for
Sewers, in almost any quantity if the orders are reThe

early

in the season.
Tho Pill of Pnpilo.,.1 V..O

In

....

mm.-.

.1-

lySee Engineer’s official report for 1871 and 1872.

163

and

Danfortb

PORTLAND,

Street,

ME.

May 1-eod-n 1 aw-lm

Administrator's Sale.

Valuable Lot of Land at Auetiou.
license from the Hon. John A. WatPursuant
erman, Judge of Probate within and for the
of
at
Probate Court
a

Cumberland, granted

County

a

Tuesday

the third
of April, A, D.. 1872, at
Portland, In said county, 1 shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on Saturday, June 15th, 1872,
at three o’clock in the afternoon, a lot of land belonging to Happv Moise. late of Portland, deceased, and
situated ou the
corner of India and Federal
streets in said Portland: said lot being 49 feet on India street, and running back about 183 feet and containing 9000 square feet more or less.
The above described lot contains a
spring of pure
water, and a valuable bank of gravel.
Terms made known at sale.
W. W. THOMAS, JR
Administrator with the will annexed of the estate ol
Happy Morse.

held

tackle, apparel,

furniture,
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
On account of the Htorm the above sale was
posponed to Hatarday, Way J3, at2j o’clock.

mymd

m

Administratrix Sale.
sell at public Auction,
the premleee,
I SHALL
Monday, the 27th day of May next, at 10
A.
on

on

o'clock,
M., the Homestead Farm of Otia Trickey,
late of Westbrook (now Deering),
Said Farm is situated in the tow»e of

Deering and

Cape Elizabeth, on the road leading from Portland to
Buxton, and about four miles from Portland, and
consists of about
thirty-two acres ofland with House,
Barn and out-buildings thereon—three and oneeighth acres of which land with the buildings thereon
has been aet off to the widow of said deceased, as her
dower in said Heal Estate.

The whole of the estate, including
interest, of the widow, will be sold.

the

reversionary

House, its Furniture,
Stock, Farming Utensils, Ac.,
At Auction.

on

®i*Iaw3w-Sat

the “White House," situated about four miles from
Portland, in Westbrook, Me.; the buildings on said
property consist of the bouse containing 29 rooms
aud .lancing hall, pantries, Ac., hue cellar, plenty of
water, heated throughout with Magee Furnace, new
last winter; it la so arranged as to be
easily convert
ed into a double house; large barn well tUleil with
stalls, and other conveniences, Horae aud Wood
Sbeds, lee House containing :to tons of ice. There is
about 7 acres of land in the highest state of cultivation, a good orchard which bore 200 bushels of apples
in 1870; Grape Vines, Small Fruits,
Asparagus Bed,
Ac.

This property for the last five years haa been in the
hands of a gentleman who haa constantly been making improvements, and has spared neither labor ner
money to make this property convenient aud comfortable ; It is in thorough repair, and Is to-day the moat
popular aud best (laying public establishment in the
vicinity of the city of Portland.

Immediately

after the

above,

will be

sold all the

furniture in said house, consisting of Eng. Brussels,
Tatiestry and Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Furniture, B.
W. and green rep and hair-cloth, 3 very large French
plate Mirrors, What-Not, Centra Tables, Painted
Chamber Sets, Toilet Setm, Hair Upholstered Spring
Be.la, Feather Beils, Hair Mattresses, Comforters,
Blankets, Sheets, B. W. extension Tables. Oak Dining Chairs, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated Ware,
Cntleiy, Curtains, Clocks, Safe, Desk,Bar Furniture,
Glasses, Ac., Parlor, Office, Coal ami Wood Stoves,
Magee Cook Stove No. 10, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture. Also 1 Cow, 3 Hogs, Hens and
Chickens, 2 Beach Wagons, 1 Jenny Lind, 1 Sleigh,
trimmed; 1 Pung, 3 single and double Harnesses,
Farm Wagon and Hay Rack, a large assortment ot
Farming Tools, Ac.
K*. BAILEY A CO., Anetlnneera.
May 20-dtd

Valuable Beal Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY. May
three P. M.,
offer the valuable let of land known
ONshall
29th at

“Thaxter Property” next below the

as

we

the

of Middle
on Cross street.
Said lot is 61x% feet, bounded
north by land of H. J. Libby Sc Co.,
by land
westerly
of St. John Smith, southerly
by land recently bought
by said Smith, and westerly by Croes st. Also
the house and lot on Cross street, now
occupied by
James Todd. The house 1£ story. contains 7
rooms,
with ample closets and woodshed; good cellar,
large
brick cistern; water carried to the sink, gas, Jkc. Lot
31x76. The house was built since the lire, Is in
good
order and can be rented for $250.00 per annum. Plan
can be seen at office.
As a matter of investment these are doubtless two
of the best and most centrally located lots to be met
with, situated upon one or the broadest and best
graded streets in the city.
mv22td
F. O. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers,
corner

at Auction.

May 3lst, at 12 o’clock M.,
the property No 2 Linden Court,
ONsellFRIDAY,
street.

we

shall

rear of 47
Said property consists of a one*
and one half story house; 8 rooms; arranged for two
families; good stable, See. Lot contains about 2000 ft.
ofland. This is a
$ood property for a mechanic, or
for investment, and will be sold npon easy terms.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctrs.
my24td

Washington

By JT. S. BAILEY Sc

CO., Ascdsaeen.

Farm in Falmouth at Auction.
shall sell at public auction on Saturday, June
at 3 o’clock p. m., on the premises, the
Farm in West Falmoutn, near Blackstrap BUI, known
as the Rufus Stanley
arfm,containing about one hundred acres in good state of cultivation, well wooded
and watered fin healthy location, and pleasant surroundings. There is on It a good one and one-halt

WE1st,

orchard of about one-hundred trees in bearing. Tku
Farm will be sold without reserve, and for occupancy
or investment is very desirable.
Terms liberal, made known at sale.
my23td

Administrators Sale of Real Estate
At Auction.

J. W. STOCKWELL k CO.,

to

we ahall
the good

together with her

4.n

thou Hand feet of this pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 in, 15 in, 18 ta, 20 in and 24 inch sizes, being used
in 1871.

28

Henry Clay,
and

House, Stable and Lot

THSt

ceived

ON

May 28th, at ten o’clock A. M.,
ON TUESDAY,
shall the well known and desirable property

Specialties by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
a majority of tbcm* suffering with
NERVOUS DEBILITY, Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Piles, Ir'ifumatism, Catarrh, Consumption, diseases
of theS.M, Blood, Heart, Liver, Kidney*, Bladder,
otc., wen aused by Seminal Weakness, and resisted all
in these

startling

Thi bbday May 23d, at 11 A. M„
Bell at east side of Wldgery's wharf,
schooner
about SV tons,

we

to a License from the Hon. John A
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for the
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at nubile autlon
on the premises on
Saturday, June 35th, 1672 at
three o clock, P. M. the one and one-half
storied
dwelling house and lot situated at Morrill's Corner
In Deerlng, on Cedar Street, tiftv-one feet on said
Cedar Street and
runlng back the Portland & Rochester Railroad holding Its
width, containing 12.067 feet
belonging to the estate of the late John Lowery, decerned.
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adm'r
Deerlng May 23, 1872.
lwdew my24d3w!aw-Frl

PURSUANT

HOYT, WHEELER

& BRADLEY

auctioneers.
Nu. 78 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales eyery Tuesday of
Dry deeds, Weelees, Clothing, Carpets,
Fancy deads, Straw deeds A Hate.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Shoes,
Including New York City Made doeda for the
MW48
retail trade.
_ai>j4eod3ro
J. S. BAILEY dc

^ CO., Aactisaesn.

Commission
Guardian’s Sale of Real Estate.

CO,

Merchant*,

—AJfD—

ot

•

to
license from the Hon. Judge
PURSUANT
Probate for Cumberland County, I shall Kill at
AUCTIONEERS
Public Auction,
Saturday, the
the premise.,
a

on

25th day of May next, at 10 o’clock a.ra.. four undivided twenty-first part, of the Homestead of Nathaniel
portion being
Pease, late of Bridgton, deceased; Mid
the share of said estate belonging to Thomas P. and
of said deheirs
and
Chao. T. Pease, minor children
about 18 acres ot
ceased. This Homestead
with
a hooM, stable
land,
cultivated and pasture
situated in said
barn and out-building, thereon,
**
made known at time of sale.
Terms msa
MARy w. PEASE, Guardian of
Thos. P., & Chan. T. Pease.

comi|ri«s

Bridgton, April 17,1872.

FINE

Assignee's

Asrtisaeerts

subscriber will sell at public auction
25th day of May, 1872, ut 3 o’clock, PM.,
THE
the Real Estate

Europe

cod

on

MEN’S FUBNISHING GOODS f

HAII^Klf Ac C’O.,

$•

The White

northerly

CARPET CLEANSING!

the finest imported or manufactured.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., AucUonera.

Terms made known at time of sale.
BHODA B. TRICKEY, Admx.
F- O. BAILEY A CO., Aactie.eere.
Deering, April 24th, 1872.
my22-dtd

PROF. TRIPP’S

Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspond

are

AT

TumM

iw*

ed full

~T.

at 8.

THE

Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. 94
Connecticut Valley 7s.95
New York aud

goods
iay22td

THOUSAND VOICES,

TWENTY

commence

ON

these

my20td_F. O.

the

General

we

York Block nnd Money Market.
New York. May 23—Morning.—Gold at 114.—
Money at 5 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109} @ 110}.
Stocks steady.
State Stock dull and Arm.
The following are the forenoon quot ations of South

of June

It is hardly necessary to state that the preparations
for this great event have required the constant
application for months of the thousands who are to participate in it, and have involved an enormous expenditure ; but the committee feel confident that the
time, labor and expense devoted to the successful development of so noble an enterprise must result in

and collections

do

New

Day

July

concert to

and Gent's Furnishing
Goods at Auction.
FRIDAY, May 24th, at ten o’clock A. M., we
•hall sell a largo ana rtment of Reatly-Mailo
Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Ac. Some ot

consisting

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Fourth of

o’clock;

ONshall sell
the Furniture in house
in
of tine

AT BOSTON.

on

proceeds to be devoted to

Hospital.

Tickets $1.—no reserved seats,
nmckets tube had at Hawes & Cragin’s, Stockbridge's, Gilkey A Co's., Schlatter beck's, Hale’s, and
at the door.

Clothing

Portland at 10 o’clock a. m. stopping at Cumberland
Mills, South Windham and White Rock stations, and
returning after the dance.
Half fare only on all the trains will be received
from those who attend the Picnic and Balt.
Fifty
cents admission to the Ball in the
afternoon, and the
same in tbe evening.
Those who do not briug refreshments, will find the
saloon in the Pavilion amply supplied. The outbuildings and grouuds are now in fine condition, and
this Grand Opening Picnic and Dali promises to be a
brilliant affair, and largely attended.
my24td

And close

28th.

AUCTION SALES.
off at

come

There will be Dancing afternoon and evening iir
Pavilion Hall, Music by Chandler’s Band. In addition to the regular trains, an extra train will leave

BED,
2l8t, 1870.

PATENTED JUNE

tyOne-half of the net
the Maine Geueral

SEBAGO,

On tbe Seventeenth

Band,

Tuesday Evening, May

Doors open at 7
May 22-dtd

SINCE 1848.

sold cheaper than ever before offered in this city.

tes molasses to E
to order.

murn-

PICNIC

France and

The West Virginia
Repub icau State Convention held Thursday in Wheeling passed resolutions endorsing amnesty, civil service, etc., and
instructed the delegates to vote for Grant and
Colfax.

Foreign Imports.

Saturday

Wednesday, May the 29th,

GRAND

SPRING

Portland

CITY HALL,

BALL !

Next

Tenor,

Will give a concert at

On

—

This entertainment will

Stockhridye,
WITH

may23td

ADJUSTABLE

Chamber Seta, Chairs, mattresses, Ac.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

Box Oflise open

Striped Jap. Silk., (beat quality),
'•
‘‘
“

83 ct».
38 ct*.
371-3 eta.
37 1-3 cl..
33 ct..

Will

Hermann Kotzschmar, Ptani.t,

ftnppwrted by Vail UlMk Cmpgiy.
Prices

Barker, Soprano.
Dennett, Ba»so. and

Wm. H.

EVENING, MAY 28,

ln8-

Cary,

ASSISTED BY

MAY 27,

may

JAP. SILKS.

Annie Louise

JACK CADE

not

JAP. SILKS,
JAP. SILKS.

_

Full
TUESDAY

CONCERT!

CARY.

Freights.
New Orleans, May 18.—All the sail room on the
berth for Liverpool has been filled up, and a vessel
put on to-day Is asking $d. The Havre rate is also
looking ujl though Ic Is still the rate. A vessel was
takeu for Grain for Londonderry at 9$d. Oil Cake engaged for Liverpool at 27s 6d F ton by sail. We quote
as follows: By steam—Cotton to
Liverpool $d to Hamburg $d, to St Petersburg via Hamburg U-16d, to New
to Boston $c, to Philadelphia $c; Tobacco to
New York $6; Sugar to New York $4 p hhd; Molasses $1
bbl, Flour 50c, Pork 90c. Corn to Liverpool in bulk 8$ @ 9d, to New York 16c. By sail—
Cotton to Liverpool $d, to Havre $c. to Bremen $c,
to Cronstadt $d, and to Boston $d; Tobacco to Bremen 32s 6d @ 38s, to Havre 32s, to Liverpool 30s;
Pork to New York 76c, Flour 00c, balk Com 8$c;
do to Liverpool 8$d. To Havana by the regular steamers, Flour 50c, Lard $1, Hams $1 28, Tallow $1 25,
Bran 50c, Oafs 40c, Corn 12$c 4> bush, Hay $2, Esculents 50c
bbl.

CART

Miss Nellie

his orlgiual character of the

FBELIUHNARir

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

delivery;

GKANI)

!

JIBBENA1NOSAY.

lands at 23c.

Spanish Ministry.

The crisis in the ministry continues. It is
said several millions of resetas of the secret
fund of the government were used
during the
recent elections for the Cortes.
Sagasta insists
upon tendering his resignation. King Amadeus has called in Zahala for consultation relative to the formation of a new
cabinet, should
the present members insist upon their determination to retire.
The Lust of the Empire.
Pahil, May 23.—The Paris journals generally agree in an expression of opinion that the
debates in the Assembly on
Tuesday and Wedinflicted a crushing blow to the hopes of
nesday
the friends of the Empire.
The Journal lies Debats says the result of the
discussion is a
parliamentary sedan. It is understood the party of the left in the Assembly
after
the close of the impending trial of
will,
Marshal BsTaine, demand the impeachment of
members of the last ministry under the
Empire.
Two Samples of Cable News.
Pairs., Mao 23.—President Thiers has given
permission for the remains of ex-King Louis
Phillippe to be brought from England and interred at Dreux, in the department of Eure ct
Loire.

;|Wbite

HALL.

Joseph Proctor,

Yorkjc,

Th

_ENTERTAINM ENTS.

Tbe Celebrated Actor,

White;

monument was

Central

at

and 7 steam.

bush

-\KW Yobk, May

cess

Lard dull and drooping at 8 75 cash ;8 g7$ seller June.
Bulk maats and Bacon nominal. Cattle active aud
higher at 5 50 @ 6 50.
Live Hogw in fidr demand
and lower at 3 70 @ 4 00.
Freights active and higher: to Buffalo64, per sail,
bush corn,

NEW YORK.

oni<‘8'
fmiiCer°n
Cullen Bryant

-_• 11—

the national faith will permit; commend the
economy of the National Administration and
its reduction of the national debt; favor equal
and exact justice to all; urge mutual concessions to preserve intact the Republican party,
and acknowledge gratitude to the soldiers and
sailors, ami endorse Gen. Grant, believing the
best and highest interests of the country demand the recognition and election of' Gen.
Grant as President and Colfax as Vice President The delegates at large are Courtlandt
Parker, A. G. Cattell, Levi D. Jarrard and J.
W. Jones.

Place

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Kimball.
Hill & als.

Smith.

*5Ut

formally

One of the Twelve.
1872.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

AND

BY TELEGRAPH.

two

Weather Repart, DIay33,13 P. U.
H ymeniai..—The nuptials of Hon.
George F.
Shepley, Judge of the U. S. Circuit Court for
this district, and Miss Ellen
Merrill, took place
at tlie residence of the bride’s mother, No. 51
Winter street, yesterday forenoon, Bishop Nee

the

the acts
ing and

f

sacrifice a custom injurious to others and of doubtful issue for themselves. He closed with a plea for the encouragement of those who had forsaken evil ways
and are endeavoring to lead upright lives.
Dr. Haley, President of the Biddeford Reform Club, spoke nearly half an hour at the
close of Mr. Hubbard’s address, and the meeting adjourned. The Portland Band was pressent and gave some good music, and a collection was taken up for the furtherance of the
reform movement.

interfered materially with the success of Mr.
Murray, for it greatly reduced the size of the
audience and made the ring so soft that riding
almost an impossibility. But the other
was

good

n

cheerfully obey it,

heavy rain of yesterday

were

inspection of the factory.

narrative of personal experiences with a pathos
that is really affecting. He addressed himself
especially to moderate drinkers, and pleaded for
the law of love rather than legal enactments as
a means of
reforming men.
Hon. T. H. Hubbard of Biddeford, followed
Mr. Bryant, speaking about an hour, and

face aDd head very badly. The blood was
flowing profusely, and the condition of the infant was apparently very bad, but the extent of
the injuries we have narrated above. The child
was doing well yesterday, with no indications
of any serious results. The poison of the cat’s
claws had caused the larger wounds to suppurate somewhat, but the others were beginning

parts of the programme

an

animated and effective. Mr. Howe, President
of the Beform Club, presided.
Prayer was offered by the chaplain, Bev. E. P. Thwing; then
Mr. H. M. Bryant of Lewiston, for twelve years
a slave to drink, was introduced.
Mr. Bryant
is an off-hand, energetic speaker, who tells his

its

The Cntcus.—The

the works and

Temperance Meeting at Cite Haul.—City
Hall was only about half filled last evening,
owing to the bad weather. But the spirit of
enthusiasm was present, and the exercises were

An Infant Attacked and Wounded by a
Cat.—On Tuesday, Mrs. Ball, who lives on
Fore street, near India, went into the yard to
hang out some clothes, leaving her twin infants,
ten months old, on the floor in the kitchen.
Presently she heard a scream and running back
discovered one of them thrown backward on
the floor and the cat beside it, scratching and
biting it vigorously. The mother rescued her
child and lound that the cat had tom two large
pieces of skin from the scalp and had scratched

to

are

edges finished,

Hotel.
H. T.

turning

cut into proper
lengths, the clear pieces saved for bottoms,
while those containing knots are used for
box-stuff. The tub bottoms are made of two
or more pieces, with ths
edges glued together.
One of these squares of board is
put into a
lathe and held in place between two iron faces.
The tool-rest is graduated for the different
sizes; the board is cut to shape in a minute, the

the Preble House.
York, Charles Mason,

are

the

planed by machinery,

Bethel, Horace O’Brion, Thomaston, Warren

Percival, Vassalboro,

off,

The truss hoop is
tool removes the

works in a slot in the frame of the lathe. Pushing this forward into the pail the inside is dressed smooth, and at the proper point the workman presses upon a small
lever, a sharp-pointed tool is thrust for vard and the
groove for the
bottom is out. The upper edge is
champered
off, and the pail now goes to the bottomer.
The thin boards for the bottom having been

at

farming community in this State?

not

structure^complete.

half-finished pail and thrusts it into a hollow
iron cylinder upon another lathe, which holds
it ftm. A knife is adjusted
upon a rod which

Bray, New York, E. A. Gibbs, Bridgton,
Ihomas Lombard, Lowell, Otis Bowden and
Ebeu Bowden, Wells, John Berry, Charles Reed
and wife, New York, arc at the
City Hotel.
H. C. Cross, Providence, R. I., E. A. Stowell, Mass., F. G. Hobbs, John Holmes, Boston,
E. B. Rowe, New London,
CL, C. K. Sanborn,

each other; the other two a short distance off.
Can another instanoe of the kind be found in a

new

iron truck with
moulded edge, attatched to the under side of
“Never fixed to the frame of the lathe. While
the pail is revolving rapidly the driver does its
work in an instant and fits the
hoop accurately
and firmlv.
Another worlrman iwaivm .Tin

Hotel Arrivals.—\V. R. Lewis, Albion, J.

New

To the Editor of the Prett:

The meeting of the Washingtonian Reform
Club at City Hall, Wednesday evening, though

a

W.

Spencer,

cut

invention; nothing more than an

terday.

T. P.

Sstksu.

proper form, nearly ready to take its place in
the paiL The staves are then dried in the
open air
for several weeks, then further seasoned under
cover, and finally they go into the kiln for further drying. Next comes the
sorting, and the
staves are taken to a bench, where with machinery they receive the true taper, the edges
are jointed, tongued and
grooved. A boy ‘sets
them up” in a circular frame on the bench before him, binds them firmly with a stout iron
truss hoop, and passes them to a
companion,
who adjusts them on a lathe, between two iron
plates, which press upon the ends and hold the
knocked

former appearance here.
Yarmouth has two cases of small pox; one
very mild case, and the other more decided, but
the. latter patient is improving.
About eight-teuths of an inch of rain fell yes-

are

or

rough surface, a pad of sand-paper smooths the
wood, a hoop is slipped on and driven firmly to
its place by a “driver.” This is a
very simple

early
informed that the sale will be limited by the
number of seats in the hall, so that
every ticket
holder will be ensured a seat. This
precaution
is suggested by the great crush at Miss
Cary’s

Rochester, N. H.,

not

for canned goods, with a capital of
$25,000 invested. The first six months' operations were
not remunerative, but with increased
experience changes took place, and the works
are

Ingraham.

Inhabitants of Harpswell.

vs.

was

ed and are all ready to throw to the hreeze
their new flag ornamented with the names of
S. Grant and James G. Blaine. Our old
Republican friend Hatch is on the war path,
and swears that the name of IT. S. Grant shall
float upon their new banner, and woe to the
coward that shall dare to dim a single
*.

There are living in one neighborhood in this
o%both
branches, so the compauy was divided, the town, and in six houses, twelve persons whose
chemical works were removed to Ligonia
(Cape average ages are eighty-three years, amounting
Elizabeth) and the whole works devoted to the to nine hundred and ninety-six years. Ten of
manufacture of pails, tubs and packing boxes, | the twelve live within one hundred rods of

Superior Court.
MAT

Village is said to be one of the most
thriving villages on our seaboard. Fishing is
the principal business; eight sail of vessels
are owned and controlled in this
village of less
than five hundred inhabitants, viz.: The Dreadnaught, Maggie W. Willard, Fairy Queen,
Ocean Queen, Lilly Dale, Flora Temple, C.
B. Harrington, and Little Sadie. They are all
good staunch vessels, well fitted for the fishing
business. Mr. John Berry and Albert C. Loveit are putting up two nice houses on Main
street, at h cost of $9600 each. Daniel Strout,
Jr., we are informed, has renounced his Democracy and joined the Dried Apple Corps.
The Republicans have their liberty pole erectPoint

manufacture of paper, but is now the property of the Portland Wooden Ware Company.
Duck Pond, the source of the water supply,
lies half a mile above and is about three miles
in area, fed by smaller ponds and springs. The
stream is about ten miles long and empties into the Presumpscot at Pride's Bridge.
The
fall at the mill privilege is 18 feet, and grouped
about it is a little village of some fifteen or
sixteen buildings, almost all of which are the
mills, storehouses and boarding houses of the
Company. The ride from the city in a bright
day is delightful, and a visit to the factory repays the curiosity of one interested in manu-

Advertisement" To-Ony.

Thursday.—Thompson
In progress; will probably
Saturday.

Cape Elisabeth.

TUBS ANB PAILS.

Up in the north corner of the town of Westbrook, about, eight miles from this city, is located a mill privilege known as Duck Pond,
which was, several years ago, improved for the

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

The Manufacture* ef Portland.

my7-law3wTu

Executor’s Sole

of Real Estate.
to a license from the Judge of Probat*) for Cumberland County, I shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on FRIDAY, June 14th,
1872, at three o’clock p. x, the two storied dwelling
house and lot numbered 38 Chestnut st., Portland
belonging to the estate of the late Edward Roinaou,

!

NO. Illl EXCHAltdE STREET.
Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,

_aplltr_GEO.

W.

PARKER,

it. It. HUNT,

Commission

Merchant

and

Auctioneer

\1 O 316 Congress St., will tell every evening a targe
IN assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be told during the day lu lots to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advuucad ou 11
ascription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February U. 1668.

Surchaaers

PURSUANT

deceased.

WM. H. JERR1S, Executor.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.
Portland, May 13, 1872.
1 awtw

Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Prkss Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.
Job

Notice to Tax
you have your
burdens will be

IF

uable.

Payers.

built of Cement Pipe your
and your Real Estate val-

sewers

light,

my21eodlw

For Sale.
PROVISION store—one of the best locations In
A small saleable stock. Sold m ascount of leaving the state.
For particulars
enquire at Jones' Market.370 ConDANIEL JONES.
gress st.
m;«dlw*tfis

A Portland.

——————————p—m

J———

EDUCATIONAL.

POETRY.

North

My Wood Fire.
Crackle away, O yellow pine;
Lift pennon anil flag. O lire.
Laugh with a will, aa you rite and (all,
Or sparkle with crimson Ire.
I read strange tales in your spiral flames.
frames
And your embers are pictures in ashen

back-log

the

SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will

mence
Tuesday, May 48th,
THE
of
der the continued
on

care

™OS. H* MEAD, Sec’y.
North Bndgton, May 7, 1872.
Tu, F&W tje 1

xt

Jules Ch. L.

Boxl866.

The only art their grief to cover,
To hide their shame from every eye,—
Prevent disgust from boiling over,
And make It seemjrlght, Is—to lie.
—Boston Advertiser,

Harvard

20.
A Catalogue, giving information In regard to admission and pecuniar}' aid, will bo sent on application to
Pkof. OniVEB Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.

my4a2m

JAY COOKE & CO.,

Cooke,

charged the Jury briefly, who after a few moretirement, brought in a verdict of
“Guilty of murder in the first degree!”
Of
De-

For

will pay
WM. H.

IF.

AND FLAGS.

jy Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

Wagon, Box and Boal

Advertising!

Covers, Canvass

persons who set fire to the house and barn of
Miss Sarah Jewett, on the 15th and 16th
days of May
J
instant.
Per Order,

49 1-2

to

/Tr(\
-//M-MIA

-T™*-..dlw_

For Sale.
the west end—2 houses, No. 7 and 0 Bramhall
st., containing 9 rooms each; gas, hard and Boft
water; cemented cellar; in good repair and first rate
neighborhood; terms easy.
William L. Femalrf,
I'°r information
apply to Henry
Williams, Junetion of Bmmhnii
T^augTian Sts.
myl7*2w

AT

\

TO PUT

Grood
And

we

OUT TO

-Pant

Makers,

mouth.
subscriber offers for sale the house now owned
and occupied by him, situated on the Freeport
road, Yarmouth; within.convenient distances from
churches, schools, iiost office, dej»ot, &c. Said house
is one and one half stories, with
j»orch and out-buildings, nearly new and just repaired. Lot contains
about one acre
land, with frnit and ornamental
good
trees. Good neighborhood. Terms
easy. For further information applv to
HENRY HUTCHINS, Yarmouth.

THE

will five steady work, at food
prices, until paid for.

GEO. W. RICH & COM m Fore St.
myl6dlw

Let Me Speak Once More!
MATHILJ5 thanking the good people
▼ T
for their kind patronage through
I

of Portland,
the last season, would invite any, and all who are to have any
Mteam, Gas or Water Pining done, to call and
see if I will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to price, style and
of work. I have also
on hand a lot of excellent
Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDONALD, 200 Fore st.,
Foot of Plum st.

1

or Sale or To Lease.
account of poor health, my liouso and
store,
heated throughout by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
ate rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
P. S—All who have demaudb against me will
present them for payment, and persons
owing me will
please call and settle.
eod
mchl9tf

ON

myOdlm_

Livery
HAVING

Stock for Sale.

leased my stable, I

offer for sale my
Horses,
Harnesses, &c., all in good
condition; will be sold low, in lots or single as desired.
Also, one good Hack, with splendid pair of Hack
horses. Apply at
now

Carriages,

Farm

IN

ST.,

good

ap26d&w3w-w!8

THE

THE PEOPLE’S MEDICINE.
OLD DOCTOR GOODHUE’S

HERB

AND

GEORGE

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

The best Spring & Summer JHedicinc
offered to the public.

They

are
care

from the best
Hoots, Herbs, Barks and
Seeds. They invigorate the

great

STOMACH, STIMULATE

THE TORPID

LIVER and
the
BOWELS, Cleanse
Blood of all Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to

&

No. 129 COMMERCIAL
ST.,
Wheremav be found Corn, Out.,
mewl, Feed,
Flour, dec., of the best quality.
mylGeod2w

FOR SALE ON STATE

Stoves and Furnaces.
A

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one in
the rear, on Vernon Court,
together with the lot
on which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.

TWO

fine assortment of

the whole system,

They will RESTORE A
'LOST APPETITE. RELIEVE HEADACHE,COSTIVENESS,
INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an

STOVES,_FtJRNAOES,
Summer Ranges,

t

STATE of the
BLOOD, or the deranged
condition of the Stomach,
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
Read Prof. Hayes’ report

to

Col.

Brodhead,

Commissioner
setts.

State
of Massachu-

following

results: ‘‘This is an officinal Medicinal
preparation, containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and
may be used
as directed
by persons requiring a medicine of this

kind.

Very Respectfully,
DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
_r ,v?m
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Maas.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
SOLD

BY

PORTLAND,

ME.
wl6

HALL’S
UBETMIE SICILIAN

HAIR

RENEWER.
Physicians and Clergymen
Testify

to its merits in

Gray Hair to its
It makes
and glossy
The old in appearance are
again, It is the beBt

restoring

onginai color and promoting its growth.
the hair solt
made

young

H4IR DHESSIIKG
ever

used.

It

removes

"HTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscrib
iir fiL ,, 1 duJl appointed and taken upon him-

“ft

ofAdministrator

of the estate of
CHASE, late of Pikrtlftnd
of
and given
bonds as the law directs. All deceased,
persons having demands upon the estate of said
are
to exhibit the same; and all persons
to 8al°
said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
SAMUEL CHASE, Ar’m’r
ADluAlla

in the

County

Cumberland,

debased

Tennir«l

indebted

Portland, April 2d, 1872.

ap5dSw

Clothing

Cleansed.

n

,i.

nor

o

kIi

sbE£2s&“

Stages

connect at Lancaster, N. H., only 7 miles
with every train to and from
Boston, and after July
L, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northumberland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent livery
teams furnished at reasonable rates for all
points of
interest. Catarrhal Complaints and
Hay Fever immediately relieved. House inside and out being placet in perfect condition, by
painting, papering, &c.
Western Union Telegraph Office
in house.
Mr. B. H. Plaisted, the recent
proprietor, will be
lonnected with the house the
coming season. Perinformation in regard to terms, board,
sons desiring
sc., will ple;ise address the undersigned, until June
at Portland,
Me., and after that date at Jeflerson.
W. P. MERRILL, Proprietor.
Jeflerson, N. H.. May
myl8-2m

v,,r-

SKS"
A* ‘P'Vs18
ar'-ztgrand-son
anrt Turn. Patchcn
Egrln<i ^n^ra!ik
I think intelligent
outfhe problem for rtemMlye»a,‘dl’CncU 10 Cyi,ller

—

BY
,

|,1^UreinMmW
him.
:all to
see

tviuSi

__mayld&wtf--W18

J. M.

my21d4w

Ft

AdPort-

««-

House !

18
_,

now

iSwfnd half "*r flay"
ny22-ood-3m_JAS. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

ATOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber lias
Lm been
appointed and taken upon himself the
rust of Administrator of the estate of

a

duly

BACHELDKR, late of Dcering,
county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
M the
[av directs. All persons having deMhiw?«!the **tate !Jf “W deceased are ro<iuired

THtTneAV-

the

PANTALOON

STUFFS

less;
ow.

L37

_.

Please call ami

i,«i

THIS OFFICE.

BECKETT’S,
MIDDLE
STREET,
of the

worthy the attention
public. Also
oods just received for BUSINESS SUITS and
* flier kinds of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
re

city; now doing a snlendid
satisfactory reasons given for Beilin,
*
For particulars enquire at
iuyUdlm

W. C.

0^“-

BALE 1

BABE chance—A drat

one

Press Oflice.

Boarders

see

thA
all

,

I>27-3w

137

Middle St., Portland, Me.

OF THE

Wo. T.

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
p. m.. Watervilo 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns11:45, Bath 6 p. m., (remaining at Brunswick
*
11:45). Arrives at Portland at I a m
Passengers from Portland for Dovor and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare $5.00. A good line of
Siages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p.m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m

Stages

_

12 00
a

x

Augusta.

J. M. LUNT,
Feb. 14,

and after Monday,
May 20th,
passenger trains leave Portland
w—^^r^ror Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P.
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains M.,
for Boston;
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Lailroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great
halls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
•■JO A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and
Wmmplseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train
making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M„ via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Itailroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standlsh, and No

%tt«agflwwi%a«pSP

A. C. BARKER,
Commercial street.

..

Wanted*
during

the

months.

summer

may7tf

Wanted
Agents
excellent Home Journal

an

i-tid_mjl

Literature and
General Intelligence, only $1,50 a year, published weekly. Five beautiful $2,00 Steel
Engravings
and one of Prang's
prettiest $2,00 Chromos given to
Subscribers. Such inducements are too mucli for the
dullest times. Lady canvassers do
particularly well.
Send for sample copy of the paper and full
particulars, terms, &c., free. Address Riverside Echo,
Portland, Me.
mv3d eod. &w4w
w!9
of

W

A. JN

1000 Cords
Apply

x i±i JD !

Spruce Wood !

to

Wanted.

OOK Agents for a New Work
hy John S. C. Abuott, suited to every family and all classes.
The theme the price—and
renders it the best
style,
b«>k tor canvassers ever published. The field is clear
“o competition. Address at
once, B. B. BUS-

B

SELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.

ap25d&w4w-wl7

Boarders Wanted.
NO. 12 MAPLE STREET.

__my7*3w
A Rood Cook

A taining 1200
principle, namely ,/Aa* of stoppinq the vertical
circulation, accomplished by meanB of two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arnew

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
and
lieateu gases from the furnace on their
smoke,
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

at

No. 33

ap26tf

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of tbis boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated
surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiag facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give ns

a

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dc!8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts,

PARTNER WANTED.
YOUNG

of

man

good

rea-

business hours—to engage in a light and profitable business, which will pay at the rate of $10,000
per annum. Apply to or address GEO. WEBSTER.
34 School st., Room 14, Boston, Mass.

my20dCt

LOST. *25 REWARD.
city, yesterday afternoon, between Albert
Webb's store, Commercial street, and Vaughan’s
Bridge, a Pocket Book, containing about fifty dollars
some notes
this

and bills. The finder will be suitably
leaving the same at the Argus Office.

by
Portland, May 15,1872.

warded

READ

character—one who is

willing to devote hTmself to business during
sonable

IN

*

re-

dlw

Wanted.
girls—one cook, and the other
TWO
_girl. Apply at No. 71 Peering St.
as

second
myl4tf

_AGAIN.

is the season of the
year of all others, that
Dyspeptics suffer all the horrors of indigestion by
eating the more solid and fat meats which very much
derange the digestive organs; thismav be remedied
by the more frequent eating of C. W. BELKNAP
& CO.’S Steam Refined Tnpe, the only article of the
kind now in the market; then digestive organs will
then be set right, and their slumbers will be sw2et
and pleasant as the zephyrs in the
balmy mouth of
June.

THIS

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
^
and Llmington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfreld and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
and Sat-

Thursdays

urdays, returning alternate days,
Centre Waterhoro’ for
Limerick, Parsonsfleld,
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20,1872.
dec!6-tc

dally

B.

ted with good rooms and hoard. Two connected
with Isiard, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklinfebl7tf

254

SAUNDERS,
Congress Street,

rooms

Vessels

At

To

points east.

Wanted.

freight. Coal
Philadelphia to

mar26thdtf_

from New York and
Portland and other

STURDIVANT,
179

Commercial st.

Wanted.
FIRST Calss Tailor to go into the country.
dress C. L. KIMBALL, Bethel, Me.

Ad-

ap25tf

Boarding.

Would inform his friends and the public generally
that he has

located

a

Cooking & Confectionery Establishment
above, where he will at short notice supply Parties, Families and Others, with all the delica-

as

cies of the season. He has attached to hisfeonfeetionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE CREAM and
other refreshments may be obtained at short notice.
Mrs, Saunders will as ever sui>erinteml the Cooking Department and wait upon the saioon.
Thankful to their many friends for the encouragement they have received in the past, they hope to
merit a continuance of the same.
Particnlar attention to furnishing Picnics and Excursion Parties during the season.
my8dlm

in pleasant location, in front of
airy
in want of Plain
Fancy Job Printing
LARGE
Park, with good board;
will find it to their advantage to call
convenient for
THOSE
Wm.M
families
single persons. Also
at the Daily Preas Job
rooms

or

rooms

or

board hy the day for transient
gress, next to corner Pearl St.

on

lodging roomspeople, at 209 Conmy22-tf

Sheriffs Notice.
PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating
Portland who have not been personally notified by
nyself or deputies, on account of our inability to fiud
heir places, are hereby notified that

[n

Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection
Notice is also

law,

without

further notice.

given

ro Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold
Law,” so-called,

be enforced
igainst them when violations are detected.
E. N. PERKY, Sheriff.
Portlan 1, April 4, 1872.
ap5dtf
hat the “Nuisance

Wood/

will

_0®

change Stroet Portland.

Printing Office,

Ex

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
ISABELLA W. BISHOP, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust, by giving bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
upon the
estate of said deceased, arc required to exhibit the
and
all
persons indebted to said estate are callsame;
ed upon to make payment, to
L. EUGENE WEYMOUTH, Ex’tr.
Portland, April 16th, 1872.
ap25-3wd
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
EPHRAIM P. GAMMON, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and I do hereby appoint
Samuel H. Gammon of said Portland, my Agent or
Attorney, within the State of Maine. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
LEONIDAS H. INGRAHAM, of Boston, Mass. Ad’r
or to Samuel H. Gammon, of Portland. A e’ent
Portland, May 7th, £872.
mylld3w

NOTICE

is

NOTICE

applesT
Ofkf k

BBLS.

good.

EASTERN RUSSETS, sound and
sale by

For

SMITH A PHI LB ROOK,
myl5new*lw
12 Market Street.

Monday, Not. 13th,

—^S^foUows:

trains

will

No. 43 Lin

WM. HUSE.

Child for Adoption.
one desiring a
fine, healthy female infant
for adoption can obtain one
by addressing
imy21-d3t*
G. D., Portland Pont Office.

ANY

Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Disof an Inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Portland, Me.
ap30t4w_
eases

8TAGF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
East Baldwin for Sebago and
Brtdgton, dally.
VIA 3.13 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,
At

Raymond

and Naples, dally.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar

Falls and Porter *
daily.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton. daily.
At Fryeburg for Lovell,
daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for
Boston and passengers
by the 1 P. M. from North Concan
take
the
way
Portland steamers arriving
* in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. B.
J* HAMILTON,
Superintendent.
r,
November 8, 1871.
Portland, XT
no9tf

-FOR

ether point In the

GREAT WEST.
Baggage

street>

Portland,

Me.

FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY 0F~CANADA.

sept25dtf_

ALTERATION
WINTER
nggrri'_i_it

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and
n8

f-W

OF

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871.
run as follows:

Vn13 Passenger

train

at

7.30 A. M. Tor

~~~~South Parle, and intermediate stations.
Mail train .stopping at all
stations) for Island

Pond, connecting

Montreal aud the

with night mail train
West, at 1.10 P M

stat~M0pnM.rS°UthPari"
■’

and

for

Quobcc,

'ntennodlato

^rpra^Iontreal>

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8 4* P M

ffff^SleepIng Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that
al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the personrate of
one passenger tor
every *500 additional value.
C■ J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-ostf

Porter,

Ale &

Lager Beer.

SC.
D:

q~q~q q ’qqq

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?

THO.HPION’*

I'O.HADE

BE SOFT

OPT I (TIE,

Dealers
bottle.

in Fancy

Goods.

F. C. WELLS &
CO.,
102 Fulton
Street, New York.

*
r

Porti.mHl’nn^Z

Bosf""

k^stem Kailroatis, and on board Boston
rt»?.e “r
Uuats.
Freight and passengers taken as low as bv
^
any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD ,fc CO.,
htS Commerdal st.
Portland, April It, im.

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 v. ai for NoR^
-FOLK and BALT1MORF.
Steamships

H> ilium Lawrence.’’
William Cram.”
“Georoe Appotd."
"Blackttone.”
William Kennedu.’

"UrClctlan,”
Freight forwarded from Norfolk
Lady of the Lake

1n any other
way. From <26 to f 40 a week
insured. It Is for every
Farmer, Trade
and profession. For^he sick and well. A reliable
book of jiermanent value to every wide-awake
progressive porson. It sells itself. Extra terms. Address F. M. Reed, 139 Eighth st., New York. ap30t4w

Housekeeper,

Quarters

for

Agents

!

PRESENT riven away to every New Agent this
month to sell our New and Beautiful
Map of U.
S.& World for 1872, also, New England Map colored
in townships, counties and states, best ever
published. $100 to $200 a month on these, and our new
Pictorial & Religious Charts & Pictures, largest and
best assortment in New England. Apply for terms
at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pub.
Concord, N. H. or
Box 3827, Boston.
ap30f4w

A

to

Washington
bv7
8

fro™ Norfolk to Petersburg and
„
fomAomnd
by river or rail: and by the Va. * Ten*.
Air Line to all points in I
trginia, Tennessee, Ala0T®r
Bealoard and BoanX"/?11*
in -Vor/4 anil .South Carolina
i.u
f’
J?
*2
??“*"
hv the Ball- dt Ohio B. It. to
and
•
Wasldngton
places West.
Through rates given to South and Wert.

Eri5^fTWarlwl

'V

Fine

it

Passenger

accommoeations.

and Meals to Norfolk #12.58
Fax7Lincludingto Berth
fjoura; Baltimore 815, time 65 hours.
Norfolk, 48 hours. To

time 48

Baltimore,

further information apply to

For

33 Central Whar/, Boston.

_

Maine

Steamship

HEW

v

Co

ARRANGEMENT.

SEMI-WEEKLY

n,

hours.

65

SAMPSON, Agent.

E.

^

MoneyeX^inf8 Z &2LS

Dictionary of Evenr-Day Wants, containing 20,080
Receipts in every Department 01 Human Eflbrt than

Look ! Head

20.

CHARLES

touching

AGENTS EVERYWHERE !

LINK

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until farther notice, run as
follows:
►
Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland
every MONDAY and THI/ltSat 4j P. My and leave Pier 38 E K \p«
Vn»v

acS’mmSio” fof^^X & UiernTt
Halifax, St. John, and all i-urts of Mainp Shtnnnrs
fre,ight t0 th® Steamers as
,hetU!-'lr
<la}'" t,,ey leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage
apply to
Wharf, Portland
t i-'
S’ rier X’ E’ ®
Vork.
May

carly'asl’p5 M°

S-dlf

For

Halifax,

Nova Seothn

WEEKLY LINK.

h

throughout

U. S. A
six inch. Is used bvtheflovernin the Patent office,
use

M

1—J

the

JmLt-1

Washington,
Hment
plicity

D. C.
Its simot construction and the
It
transmits
power
renders it
the best water wheel ever lnvented.
Pamphlet iTee. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

•Of;
k

MD°m,D,0n Wharf’
e.fT,“SlSf,Win4eL
piis*age
State
Cabiu

ap30t4w

_

_AGENTS WANTED

Sf*2fSMh.

*■

direct

5SW2MS?wln^K-Halilhx

Room.

Jith

appIy

At^ntfo\Vd^rf,t,o^rmaM011
Bhpl3tf

FOR

10

.7

»v-

no

^BILLINGS

JOHN POBTEOUS.
Agent.

J Is is IJ

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea.tpar,, Calais

..nd

J.hn, Dig by,

Windsor and Hnlir.,.

H^,U,"'1r*

S]PR1:N'G

flncmnaflH3^!^cng^!rff^T!ouffl^^m^TCw^^^

ARRATOKMENT

TWO TRIPS PER
WEEK !
On and

after MONDAY, March
Ote Steamer New England
aI,d the Steamer
Meld'
is?pt'JE'
New

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time yon ro out?
ltenovate those you have with
JOCVEN’g INODOROUS KID GLOVE
cleaner.
It win make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Uemiino.
Sold by r nggists and Dealers In
Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New Yor*.

WHY

Brunswick,

aarae'diy1"*
{.{JESS

m'

oVkk

feeelved

mch!3

Jr°“

For

PL’ KM-B &

_ll'lt’_173 Middle 8t„

lt.

WILIIB
UpSUira.

Abner P. nuiman,er Cape Elliuhvih

—••
-«aswss:
iv:. it may concern.
wnom

all THROAT and LUNUDisHOARSENESS and ULCEIWTION of the
are
relieved and statements
Immediately
ire
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relict
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years' standing.
iorm,

T>E itknownthat
onthetwentT-nin‘h day of April,

of aaid Cape
Kii/nh.uP'l,^!’ Abncr p; Hillman,
rt. D
|by hi ?0rld«*l of that date, by him
a?d “fltnowledged. conveye.1 to
meyiolS?a,’<if^e?
““AElizabeth,
Stro,ut. ‘b«n of aaidCaj*
l>f >ork' certain real

Caution.
Dontt be deceived by worthless
imitations.
inly Wells s Carbolic Tarlets. Price 25 et. Get
n«i
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt
J0f- agent
N
''
5°le
for the U.S. Send {hr
Circular
Sold by Druggists Price 25 cents a
Bo*.

now

e!th"2SK£f>uu‘£Elizabeth,

estate altnated In aaid
and bounded
Cape
and deaenbed aa follows, viz:
at the south westerly corner of land ot
Aquiia Jewett and running sixteen mis on the road
leading from Stroudwater to Long Creek Mills, to the
north corner of land of Levi
thence by land
of said Skillen south easterly seventy-five rods to
Rocky Point; thence following the course of Long
Creek River at low water, to the south westerly corner of land of Aquita Jewett; thence by said Jewett’s
land north westerly to first mentioned bounds. Said
deoil being recorded in Cumberland ss. Registry of
Deeds. Book :m, Page 457. to which reference is hereby made. Said Mortgage having been made as aforesaid to secure the pay meat of certain notes therein
AlescrltM.il, and as the conditions of said mortgage
claim a foreclosure of
have been broken. 1
the
same unil give this notice for that purpose accord iim
^
to the Statute* In such cases mads and provided
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, 1872
Fri
JOHN A.
my7dlawJw

Beginning

<Y

Skillen;

CQ^

NETTING,

hereby

Hltf.

iff. HOOPER £■ sovs.
Send ler price-list.
Baltimore, Hd
dly

_Je_

mylSeodlw

no

Notice of Foreclosure of
Ulortguee
STATE OF MAINE, Co. or
Ccmberlaxp aa:

THROAT

DRAIN.
| HE-£tTHY

oi

a

Patterns of Garments

a

partly by reason ofitsCEMENTPIP

3 p

ANDBUTTERICK'S

TABLETS,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,

at

Sew ing Machines

TABLETS present the Aeid in combination with other efficient
THESE
remedies, in popular
for the Cure of

TWINES AND

‘-eng Wharf. Boaton,

ELIAS HOWE

toughs, Cold* and Hunwnen.

^^or^hyVV.F. PHILLIPS.

*

comm'ariou

"Intestines,

rapidly with Stencil and Key Check
Catalogues, samples and ftill particuS. Spencer, Brattleboro, Vt, myl8f4w

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

4

Line.

l».r..oeose halt the rate

made

M.

until

Freight lot the West hv the Penn. R R. an,i
no
by connecting Nnea foi nanled tree el
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage tpply to
WIIITNUE *
8AR.PMN, Agent.,
rw l.ong
Ju23-ly
Whnrt.

Is strengthening and
nourishing. Like nutricious food taken Into the stomach, It assimilates and
diffuses itself through the
circulation, giving» vigor
«.
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the
nerves, acts dion
the
secretive
rectly
organs, and, by its powerful
.Tonic and restoring effects, produces
healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular,
18
my
14w

free.

eailing

Le*Te«aoh port ptwj
W<-dnegdaT*8a'ur’a

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrubeba

lars

of

£»R<)JTCBBS. W"'

25th

Steamship

It is a South American
which, according to
Die medical and scientific periodicals of London anil
Paris, possesses the Most Powkrfu
Tonic properties known to Materia Medica, and is well
known in its native country as having wonderful curative qualities, and has been long used as a
specific
in all cases of Impurities of the Blood,
Derangement
of the Liver and Spleen, Tumors, Dropsy. Poverty

MONEY
Outfits.

daye

PHTLA DELPHI A

powerful Tonic, sjiecially adapted for use In
Spring, when the Languid and Debilitated system
needs strength and vitality; it will give
vigor to the
feeble, strength to the weak, animation to the dejected, activity to the sluggish, rest to the weary, quiet
to the nervous, and health to the infirm.

Organs.

ia t

on

B O » 1- O JN

a

Weakness if the

Pike

Connecting at Eaatport with ateamer
for
St. Andrews and Calais, and with N. B QUEEN
& c. Railway for Woodstock aud Houlton.
St- “obn wi0> ‘he steamer EM
for Digby and
thence by rail to
Annapolis,
Windsor and Halifax and
with the E. & N. A Railwayftir Shedlac and Intermeiliate stations

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated
Family Bible containing over 450 fine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ol
charge. Address National Publishing Co., Phila., Pa

Blood, Debility,
nf„,he
Uterine or urinary

Cant S H

leave Railroad Wharf, foot "i
St., every Jw<n
Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 pp m
“•»
for Eaatport and St John.
lea1® St' Jolm an,i Export on the

State

__ap26dlm

q q q q q q q
DO

I !

Chemistry.
preserved

It

FIELD & CD., 34 Court ftqnnrr.
Bocton, is prepared to furnish Porter, Ale,
and Piatt’s Lager Beer in halves and
quarter barrels,
also in quaits, pints, and } pints bottles in
quantities of one dozen and upwards. Sent by Express C
O.

Steamer

HOUGHTON,

^

Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Santa Paris and Lewiston, at
8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at

Trip April

Alex Parnham
Jr.. Master, will leave Atlantic
-Wharf foot of India St„ Portland
'every Wednesday, at 6 o’clock A
I.
M„ for Waldoboro,
at Boothbay and Round
Pond. Even- Saturday at 7 A. M„ for
Damariscotta
touching at Boothbay and Hodgsdon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
at 8 A. M and Damariscotta
every Monthly at 9 A
M„ touching at intermetliato landings,
connecting
R ats at
B.*ton& Maine and Eastern Railroads,
In
P'>rtland in season for pussengors to take arriving
the aftern<»nn train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston A

plant,

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office "
or
‘best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
and
obtain
Depot
prices, and see the saving in
lime and distance.
checked through and
Portland to
D. H. BLANCHARD S, nppo. Preble Chieigo.
House,
war

Try It

!

bor contains from 10 to >0 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
A year’s numevery new discovery in
bers contain 832 pages and several hundred engravThousands
of
Volumes
are
for bindings,
ing and reference. The practical receipts are weM
worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms, $3
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be had ol
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the Scientific
American the week they Issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
page.9, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or conseming Patents, MUNN
A Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7th Sts, vvasninpxon, u. u,
myuT-tw

Is

—

OALIFO RNIA,
Or any

Paper

Scientif c America* is the cheapest, and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every nuni-

JURUBEBA!~

Railway

Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock, touch!
landings, arriving at Poit-

-'

The

hy purchasing ticket* via the

Trunk

ami

22nd

The

myl8f.4w

$5.00 SAVED
Grand

jHMitr-

First

popular

The Best

and

t'iehel^ay

The Steamer CITY OF RICHC‘ Kui>y. »H1 leave
R»ilro»'J Wharf, foot of State *t.,
o

Steamer

“

A. M.
P. M.
:
Leave ^Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M.
from
wUI *“ frelght trains with
passenger car
al

!

Waldoboro and Damariscotta !

ap30f4w

More

R

ing at the above named
land at 3 o’clock P. M.

The most
medicine fw nervous troubles
of ail other ailments.) is
IKJDD’S NERVINE, and Invlgorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

(the source

O

TRIPS PER WEEK.

L

HEALTH

run as

!

Woodl

D and SO FI **OOD lor sale at
-In street. Also Dry Edging?.

Marks,

KEWEDY'S HEMLOCROINTMENT.
The
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
ana Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach. Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores. Ulrers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,

UGDENSBURG R. B.

and after

J.further notice,
C

niy_20-lw

€.

&

iUnlLAflll

as

X

HA

Luniugton, daily.

A word to the wise is sufficient.
Traders in the country will please take notice that
we have constantly on hand a
supply of the very best
gouned Tripe in the market.
No trader in the
country should be without It, especially In the Siirine.
C. W. BELKKfAP & CO.

Boarders Wanted.
T>ERMANENT or transient boarders accommoda-

A

Stages

water.

$50007

$5000.

A

engraving of a Steam Boiler confeet or heating surface, built upon a

an

power.

FOREST PAPER CO.,
Yarmouth, Me.

my 16dA-w d2w wlm w20

AT

rilHE above is

I

O

DIGESTION;

possible

»

good girls to go into the country—to do genwork

RAILROAD^

Spring Arrangement.

to

office.

1«tf

sTl

N

For further particulars inquire of Boss & Stuvdirant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, U. nLhWIS* last and greatest work
! eral Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

DIO

up30t4w

TO

General Superintendent.

1872._
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

wanted7

TWO
eral house
at this

Boston.

Guilford, Abbott, Mouson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
theNight Express from Portland.
Tnraugn itcKcw arc som ra rortiana ior noniron.
aDd St* John» for
and t0 Halifax for

FOUR H JRSE WAGON—Axle to be 21 inch.

Apply

the 8.15 a. m. train for
Fare to Portland *5.00: to

for

myl7tf

131

Dexter with

Portland and
Boston $6.50.

on

‘-ConventLife Unveiled” by Edith O’Gorman
A brave, true book. One lady
made $35 in a week. Conn. Pub. Co. Hartford Ct

m.

Bangor 7

LI

o'clock
inst., for Bangor, (or ns
at Rock lam l,
touching
ru!
^..l*******)
Camden, Lincoln vi lie. Belfast, Sears port, Sandyy
Point, Bucksport, Win ter port and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
W
and

IjtOR
Escaped Nun.

a. m.

wick
until

Nr

commencing Monday,

Agents Wanted

p.

Wanted.

my9d2w

p.

it)

OUR

Trains Du at Portland.
Wo. t. Leaves Augustaat 5:45a. m.. Bath 6:45.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
Wo. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, Watorville 10:45, Augusta 11:45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readfleld ll:4o, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
Wo. 9. Loaves Augusta at 3 p.
m., Baths, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via
Danville) 5. Arrives at |
Portland 6:45
m.

with pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurAlso lodging rooms and table board.
Transient boarders accommodated at No. 23 Mayo st.

them.

W. C. BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.

Augusta 8:15

A

THREE

*1 jl

or, My Jolly Vriend’a Secret.
It is by odds the most taking and salable book in the
field. 1 It is on a vitally important subject. 2 It Is
by America's most popular writer on health. 3 It is,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the people are
eager
for such a book, and will urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms, Ac., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 Sjhixd St., Bruton. Mass.
ap30t4w

Wo. Itf. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

BOARD
nished.

ONE
Apply

Portland, May 15, 1*72.

Monday. Wednesday
JAU|9te£j££'every
Friday Evenings, at 10

QiihtlsETS

Agents,

rush for

■«Arrangement of Trains.
^

Cunnectingat

myl8d3t

>f any violation of the

—AT—

for

the

1

,'dSL

a«%iiss

Wo. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. tn. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

7:10 and

Rockland,

for

"frorfarttarp^ticuly.

edneaday

lvnox and Lincoln railroad for
Damarlscotta,
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5U0,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and
Mattawamkeag.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

of High street,
Ear-Drop. Thu
IN findervicinity
will be suitably rewarded by leaving at

.la the delicate t>4 re freshing
\fr.gr«nee of genuine Fnrlea
•A'lM ^sT\C«lo*ee Water, ul le
to

■

RAILROAD.

at 7:00

o'clock,

I N S I T> K

■lEg r^^hidUpemwW.

the

OFFICE OF

Lost!

LIQUORS.

open for Bummer and transient
is ,t,e nearest hotel to the
&
K. Depot. Itooms
ventilated. Terms front
l’eT Week * transicnt tw0

MASS.,

junl4dlyr

my8d2w

THOMPSON * CO.

HSMowSl1 ^Kdensburglt.
[•SH'lli1®.well

my4eod&w

/dm’r

Immediately,

ten

;YMnhH?L‘’’Si“dgwk'k,8u

M?;.hLIC!9,?S:ril!
SuslesS 8°a

bQfft

Arrives
8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
J :00. (there
connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Pamartscotta,
Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Augnsta 10:30 a. m.
Wo. *. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readlield 3
:B0, Kendall's Mills5:10.
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Haas.

svoat, Pant anu Vest makers; also one good pressAO man, by JOHN
ROBERTS, Gorliam, Me.

North Cornway, N. II.

Spring and Summer campaign. Agents wanted
everywhere. Lady canvassers will find it just the

Peering,

Wanted

ALL

Washington

he

m

_may22- dlw

THIS widely known and popular Sumresort will be reopened June tilth,
IJJhLjifor the season of 1872.

and best book, by that populor writer
T. S. ARTHUR.
His long contemplated
companion t« Ten Nights
in n Bar Room. Nearly 400 pages, finely illustrated and beautifully bound. Every page of thrillng interest. Coming at just the time to receive an
mmensesale. No other book will sell like it during

n

Board
ily.

□sLsmmer

Last

book for them. Particulars and terms free.
H. A. McKENNJEy &
CO., Publishers,
ond. Me.

AIHIREYK,

Mountains,

gentleman who may

EH RE YEARS IN A MAN TRAP.

lr«f.

Gentleman and wife in a private famAddress, A. B. C. press office.

for

ft

CHASE,

F.

I? Leaves Portland
at Lewiston via Danville

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection,.and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Wanted.

il^Leve.ni,ng,<’

.a.

W"t Harbor l'>l.
Deacrt.l MUlhrldge, Jonesnort and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
an l Thursday
mornings, at 8 o’clock, tuuchtn" at the
al«i»e named landings.
Harbor from June
25t.i to Sept. 19th, iu t0^..at
addition to her usual landings
**** *lle wil1 ,eat0 M»chlasport at
of
Inquire of Ross & Sturdl.
▼ant, 179 Commercial street, or
CYRUB STURDIVANT,

B

express train.

"•

reproductive system,

A
_my22d3t*

MILLS,

“GLEN HOUSE/'
White
Jf. II.

aSMSISS
Me® charge w.^V^eeH’SSnAcl?,,,ng
of Geo.
,0
®

Wanted.

r,!'i

Agent.

disorders of Liver andStomaeh, Headache, Dyspepsia, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mrif.'Sm

ifax.

HAS

CAPABLE COOK at No. 63 State street.

ROSS &

Lite of the Gardiner notel.lbe Maine Hotel at Damand Columbian House, Bath,
g&~A good LI very Stable is connected with the
douse.
mr34dtt

it

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

my23d3t

t,t,„.

triscolta,

PROPRIETOR

RallrHa‘l "'harf, Portland,
every Tuesday
at

Cure

Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Kailway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

by mail.mch26d3m

on

AT

fKNDALL’S

a

great

K25JF" ni”".** He.rr? Play,

17^1872^

FAIRFIELD HOME,

m30’

class p.n.v
4
Dressmaking Establishment for saL-^n^of “the
lest locations in the

STREET

years ago or

five year old stallion of

horses in a bard contested race of fire heats:
Sept. 6th,
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won in
three straight heats distancing five horses in
2:40,
l :43$, 2:42;
28th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
lifth heat iu 2:42$ without a break; and the otter to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best public
record qf the best blooded and gamest trotting stallion
In the world remains unaccepted to this day, and
hough claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced bis
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
hat in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says in his
book he. was the best stallion that had
yet ap[►eared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
M. Patchen’s record, two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
Mauds first on the list of seventeen that have beat
are fourth on the list with eleven
oof and1Clays
to make it more
binding Long Island
standssecond.fifieen of his posterityhav*-

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
ap20tf
Near the Park.
__

PEARL

champion

LLrTfN1871 ■ will make the season at Maine Hotel,
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high,
A t 1. blood bay with black points, aud has a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised in Maine, not private record, but public as follows:
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six

man-

prompt

tion.

The

grandeur.
^uminit
house.

MARY

and Repaired at short notice,
O11 Cleansed
of S001^ dyed in
thorough
Clothing for sale,
All ^^““d-kand
1
U rccelvc
and faithful attena

KING WILLIAM.

in

Dandruff and all Scurvy
ocn vy
Eruptions. It does not stain the skin.
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free
by mail.
Beware of the numerous preparations which
arc
sold upon our reputation.
K-p* CO.
Nashua, N. H. Proprietors
For H?[jL
sale by all druggists.
my7eod&eow d
eow w wl9
2m

self the If

Ibis famous summer resort, situated on the side
of
Mt. Starr King, commands an
uninterrupted and
magnificent, view of White. Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr
King regarded this spot as unsurpassed in loveliness and
Trains on the Summit Railroad, and the
and Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the

Sept.

•J* W. PERKINS & CO.,
apl7d eod &w6m

■

or

CAPT. DEERINO,

25.

—TO—

at

Dr. It. J. JOURDAIN,

the woman who was seen to pick
up the purse
Oak street, near comer of
Spring street, on
Wednesday noon, will return it to 35 Spring streot
Blie will be rewarded; otherwise she will hear further from the owner.

IF

„?AM*SALBXASBBB,

Trains From Portland.
Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
«, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augnsta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives

Lost.

H.

The undersignod for
twenty years past
Superintendent and Treasurer of Telegraphs at Portland, Me., has purchased the above named house.

Fore at., (between Plum and Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reasonable rales. Grates and
linings for the various
kinds of stores.
myll<12w
199

State St., Boston.
Josiah A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root anil Herb Bitters, from Flint &
Gold A wait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with

N.

ally

May

Retnm Tickets on favorable terms
enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

jn2dly

Supt. P. S. & P. R. B.

nmm

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Haliock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Haliock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted person-

man as
as to

SUITABLY recommended, is wanted
Freest.,byC. W. Goddard.

JEFFERSON,

Hair,

Sat

Freight

£j|§|§Spl87?meIU:ihg

THE

clerk, that can furnish good
character, &c., at 330 Congress
st.my23tf

WATJMBEK HOUSE,

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

No. 20

the

Possession given immediately,
mh2-dtl

Just received and for sale by

IMPURE

STREET^

the

sleeping car

MAINE CENTRAL

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

Wanted.

going

CO.,

beautifying

CALABRIA,

Passengers

ap22dtf

ARRANGEMENT.

aP22t»

dec* deod&eowd-weow-ly

COMPETENT COOK, at 387 Congress street.
A _may22eodtf

Island Falls, Aroostook County,

Maine, containing some 100 acres of land, 25 acres
improved; a good frame barn 40x40 feet, in good condition. Said tarin is well located, one end
being on
the shores of “Pleasant Pond,” a beautiful sheet of
water which abounds with trout, and other fish. The
form is near mills and schools, and the Northern
Aroostook Railroad will run near thiB farm. The
tide of emigration is setting towards Aroostook this
year. This is a rare clianco for any one who is thinkto Aroostook, for I will sell the farm at
ing of
a bargain ir applied to soon.
Apply to CHAS. H. KELLOGG, Gorham, Ma.
Or to J. W. KELLOGG.
Sherman Mills, Aroostook County, Me.
w20
myl7d&w*lw

Have removed to

erer

prepared with

WYER

for sale in

FARM

Dry

REMOVAL!

BITTERS

KLI.HU HASTY. Portland.

J.

for

PREPARED BY
C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,

18.

E W I STO N,

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.
tExpress.
ttRuns Monday, Wednesday and Friday only.
Tka Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.
N. B.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

of seven
same to a
resoonsible party; rent to be paid by board of one
person. Address, or apply to JOSEPH REED, Real
Estate Agent 174 Middle st.
my21dlw*

A

an
no superior.

DR.

Wanted.
GENTLEMEN having a nice house
rooms (unfurnished), wishes to let the

Ho For Aroostock

Portland
Dock and Warehouse Co. have
leased their docks and other
property in Capo
Elizabeth to M. J. Bnrke for one year from
May 1st,
1872, to May 1st, 1873.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
Pres. P. D. Dock & Warehouse Co.
Portland, May 9, 1872.
mylOdl2t

_

For Sale.

New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal
Station;
contains 120 acres good land, large
orchard, ami
great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.

WOT. PARKER.

has

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

YOUNG
reference

elegant dressing

As

(nnllltt1

F. M. KNIGHT,
lw
my 18 d

Yarmouth. May 15tli, 1872.

promptness

to Let.

or

House & Land For Sale In Far- I

NOTICE.

POHTliAVD.
by mail promptly attended to.
ap20d MWtSrF eod 3m

THE

Will be sold low and on favorable
Apply to W. H, JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
3w
may2sn

Sewing Machines
>i

Agent.

termB.

No. 123 Commercial st.

myl5*2w

Street,!

Furnished Room

Ae’t

For Sale.
A fine building lot 120 feet
front, 160 feet deep—on
Grove street.

CHARLES SAWYER & CO.,

ni>

4

Wanted.

mp9*3w

to

504 CONGRESS

All orders

ROOT

freight, apply

r_.

without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
WITH
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

easy. Good
per cent interest. Apply to
Real Estate & Loan Agent
6

and
on
the
of tho late
rotter The lot contains 8000
square feet. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan

master, having part of
?er. '.“re0 engaged will sail as above; for

on

•Pullman

years,

Maelilas.

The fevorite Steamer

NEW

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #3<t
CURRENCY.
booked to ali parts of the United States.
Drafts Issued on Great Britain
aud Ireland for El
and upwards. For
and Cabin passage apply
at the Company's Office, 8, State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.

M.

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and
gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The
comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are rtiose
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and
ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it. your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.

Xo be Let,

conven-

Eligible Property lor Sale.
One Hundred Dollars.
centrally located house
Free
large lot
THEstreet,
homestead
Judge

Marr,

rooms, Sebago
31 LINCOLN

noltt

myl8*2w

Regular Packet Une for Philadelphia.
regular packet Schooner Helen
A
,,The Nickerson

Aleo
49 Frank-

or

NEW

my22-tf

tl

Passengers

Portsmontb for Portland tlO.OO A. M., 110.40 A.
11
.'J,2.'?8 R t5.30 P. M„ ttt 8.00 P M,*10.10 P. M

turn the
hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
LAYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitnde for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR

floor.

whole
part ot the block oi Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.

House No. 20 Bramhall st; 12 finished
rooms;
Gas, plenty of Water &c. One of the best locations m the city. Inquire of J. I.
BARBOUR, on
the premises, or of Win. H.
Jerris, Real Estate

let.

Exchange

•_aug23

than 12

JEKRIS,

ADV ANCING

May

Sat.

•tpid, additional.

ttt«.OOPMM.S8-1B

sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

to

Summer Arraugemeut.

Passage Money .deluding fkre from Boston to N York,
Cabin, $80, $ 100, $ 130 gold—according to accumraodnSteerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Parle, $15

PasBeuger trains leave Portland dalhisy for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun©xcepted) at •1.10A. M. t6.15 A.
A' M"
M.,
l.eave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., 18.30 A.
^.mi5P. M., 13. OOP. M„ 1 tt6.00 P. M. *&00P. M.
Buldeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.2£0 P.

Vigor,

BILLITON, Agent
link

Desert and

Commencing Monday, April 99d, 1879.

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

Let,

to let, containing?
HpENEMENr
JL water. For particolara
call at

For Sale.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR., Mayor.

REWARD.

Posters, Transparencies, Ac.
tfTfnu

To

40x80

myll*.tw

8<>n or

H24SP

Awnings, Verandahs,

more

second

on

SPRING

M.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

tion.

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Apply at ihe Merchants National Bank.
ivlEtl

two

Hair

Ayer’s

Public Auc-

floor with board.

third
oc28tf

st.

House & Lot for $2,500.

THE

REWARD in offered for a^J
better REMEDY
than^^
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALtdb^SAM, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Sore_^2
Throat, Croup, Bronchitis. Soreness of
Lungs, Asthma, Whooping Cough, and all
fcy diseases of a like nature. More than is.- JF*
000 bottles sold and not a failure yet.
The following are a few of the names of
jy those who have used this RemedyMrs. ■**=■
Gov. Cony; Mrs. Hon. James W. Bradbury:
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor; Mrs. Col.
lyThoinas S. Lang; Hon. J. J. Eveleth. JiRi
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of

TENTS

one room on

no

Hou«e«, Lota nod Parma for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen oi this city: Hon. Goo. F.
SheDley, Hon.A.W R. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin King*Hon.
Nathan
Jr..
Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

above reward will be paid bv the’eity of Portland for the detection and conviction
of the per-

KOnn
fftJUUU

Yacht & Boat Sails,

j.

room

BATAVIA,

Motion.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

Mt.

appointed to sail
YORK.
JAVA Wed., May 15.
CHINA, Wed. May 22.

V ■V|-rljigiili—»

are

T">LEASANT tront

re-

powers

I,.
■ TNIDB

Steamers

(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

eodly

Xo Let

Eeal Estate and Loan Agent.

Oil

astonishing curative

fits, will be rented on tavorable ttr,ms.
first class housea in
every respect, conaiuing 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
andgebngo water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
un<on St.
sept6
luete

JERRIS,

Portland. Nov 1.1870.

and its

mchSOtf

$100 Gold, According to
Steerage, $30

PROM

«

S. R. CLEMENT.
•_
,ass Houses to Let.
ir ISOT sold
I• F
previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
bnck block of tour, on the corner ot
Neil and o?W
Pine

aj»3tf

IVM. 0.

uo28

Possession given
aI’ntt

To Let.
St., recently occupied by

ker, Portland.

everywhere.

*be pr°Pri#tOT Wl8hC9

°ft>

or

ient for two

ty 4I»

LEAVITT,

Bamt/Wi11
“

be sold at

Jod^efe^Sr1
immediately.

Deerlng.

PREMISES

the above reward for the detection and
conviction of the person or persons who set fire to
and
Barn> on the evening of the 15tli and
?iY
10tb of May,
SARAH JEWETT.

manufacturer of

near

No. 94 Green
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Par-

DISCOVERY ! I™11* pay

A.

Sale

Annlv to
aplltf

To Let,
rilHE West Gorham House, occupied for the last
A seven years by Jedediah
Graflam, Esq All or
part of the Fumituin ol the house can
bTbought at a

Munjoy; house
Btory,
A
Five Hundred Dollars good
LOCATED families;
Sebago water; lot
ft;
neighborhood. Terms
investment

B.

Rev. Dr. Ricker; Rev. E. E.
Gy Martin; Rev. C. F. Penney; Rev. G. W.
Quin by; Rev. Wra.A. Drew; Rev. H. F.
Wood; Col. F. M. Drew, Scc’y of State; Hon.
tyJ. T. Woodard, State Librarian* Col. Geo.
W. Stanley, President First Nat. Bank; S.
W. Lane, See. Senate; Warren L.
Alden,
iy*and 10,000 othersf too numerous to mention
Price 35 cents per bottle. For Sale bv all
Druggists and Medicine Dealers. Sample
lybottle and Circulars free. F. W. KINS-«Arj
MAN. Proprietor, Augnsta, Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.
|jyAgents for Maine.
eod-iw

VI-RY.

Exchange St.

W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

4mayd3w

REWARD J

GREAT

Hill;

House to Let.

D^fyi

my22q3w

Kent’s

YER^c™veniePt

feet on Prospect St., and 114 teet deep,
containing between 30 and 40 applo trees, grafted
fruit, and yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of
apples. This place presents one of the finest views
in the town. Apply to

Bonds

Physicians,

to Let.

Z.0.1.1 /e 11'cn t bouse of 10 rooms.
BUUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

Preparation, endorsed by the most

attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinueneeof Urine, Chront< Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin

for small family, Sebago Water,
about five minutes walk from City
Hall.
my22tf
Wm. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.

It is 270

ap27

__

C.

Tenements

A Standard
liable

P.

low rates.
Cork Har.

Currency

*Accommodatlon.
tFast Express.

FOXP

mcl,27_

Suburban House Lot for
Sale tn

For Rent.

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sum,
days at 7 P. M. Fare #1.50. Freight taken at

Accommodation.

baggage

niar28|ltf_MMiddle street.

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

LUSTE

Calling at Queenstown,

Cabiu, $80 &

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

STORE
»;SCoUP,ed

For Sale.
No 10 Tyng street. Inquire of GEO. T
MEANS, 178 Congress st., or J. C. PROCTER,
Exchange st.
my9d2w

A Nice

bv3 Hovt
3

Commercial st., corner of Union
M- Small. Suitable for
or and
by,P®or«e
riuur
Grain, and
heavy Grocery Trade
Double counting room in 2d
story. For terms sdPlyt°
EDWARD

HOUSE

93

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
6? Exchange Street.

fendant’s counsel, however, was
naturally
curious to know how the jury could have
found that verdict, and so,
walking up to
one of the most
intelligent of the twelve, he
said to him, “How on earth did
you find that
verdict? on what evidence did you base it?”
“Oh!” said the juryman; “thar wa’nt
nothing in the evidence that teched him; but,
you see, the law was so-strongEditor's Drower, in Harper's
Magazine far
June.

A

Co.,

treet.

ATLANTIC WHARF,

Boston.

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives im Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3 30t P M
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and
checked.
t ir~Freight trains between Portland and Boston

O.,

^_146 Commercial

No. 167

Central depot. Is arranged for
be sold cheap for cash. Enquire
EDWIN THOMPSON.
my23*lm TT*S

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.
Principal and Interest paid at American Exchange
Bank, flew York, January and July, by State
Treasurer.
These bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they especially commend themselves to
.Savings Banks and Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for
by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

ments’

oc-

HE Store 92 Middle street, now
occupied
Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCKS. & FOX,

__

Maine
two families. Will
on the premises of

Treas.

ILLINOIS

Registered Coupon

T

Congress, (west of
sqr. ft. of land, with
sold cheap; terms very

ONTwo minutes walk from korBe carB;

15th St.

Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of
gold, currency or approved securities, which the traveler can thus make available in
any part of the world.
Letters can be obtained through our
correspondents,
banks and bankers throughout the United States and
Canada as well as at our offices,
mylleow 7t

horrible nature of the crime of
of
murder.
These
extracts
he
read
to the jury in his speech the next
morning,
quoting also freely from the Old Testament
as to the
proper disposition to be made of the
murderer, and closed up in a perfect con
flagration of English adjectives in giving his
own notions as to the indiscribable heinousness of the crime of murder.
The court then

B.

Washington,

McCulloch &

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell,
Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
by all Druggists everywhere.
dec9d&wevery3dw ly

For Rent.

House for Sale.
Woodford St., Woodford’B Corner, Deerlng.

Lombard Street, LONDON.
Foreign Travel.

41

morning. Meanwhile our attorney-general
spent a good portion of the night in ransacking the books for “bloody cases,” more especially those in which the judges had indulged in a vast deal of rhetoric in their
descriptions of the

A.

WALL STREET.

Opp. U. S.

JanlCtf

on

house and stable. Will be
easy. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93
myl5d3w

MEW YORK,

Jay

desirable lot

LARGE

A State,) containing 15,000

South 3d St.

by

for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business.
Gas
Water and all modern conveniences. Annlv to
A. E. STEVENS & L

For Sale.

Banker.,

114

M., 3.30t, 3.45*, 0.U01
Returning *7.30, t8.30
*3.00, 8.00* (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15 A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M.,3.45*P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,0.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.

i..

No. 149

Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centre,19} miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely In_istitnte situated here, where all
“children anu youth’* in town are admitted/ree, and
can obtain a claaical education.
Said farm contains
55 acres clay loam land, well adapted for grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons liay. Never-failing brook in pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 fruit trees, half young.
Two story
House aud ell, finished throughout; Barn40x56, nearly new. well finished with cellar full size, cistern in
same.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres of wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected it applied for soon. For terms apply on the ipremises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
wl5
April 8th, 1872.
ap9deodlw& wtf

febl9

Philadelphia,

fe8r-^4nSSA-

Sold

Store,
Commercial st., recently
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler: suita-

st.

*6.15. *9.10
(express) P.M.
A. M., *12.15,

CITY

Having commodious Cabin and State Room ac
soinmudatlons, will run alternately, leaving

DIRECT FRO.H BOSTON
SAMARIA, Tnes. May 14. SIBERIA. Tues June 4
PALMYRA. Tues. May 21 HECLA, Tow J,,ne u
OLYMPUS, Tues. May 28 SAMARIA.Tuei.JuSe 18
TRLIPOffeat. June 1. PALM YKA.Tues June 25
FF“Pa»*engerB embark at the Cunard Wharf East

KlflWBSISHIwoii, Portland, TOT Boston.

BROOKS

FOREST
|

Steamera appointed to Bail

Trains leave P. S. & P. It. R. Sta-

,___-_

JOHN

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Arrangement, April 99, 1879.

SUPERIOR SEA-ttOIMM
STEAMERS

OLIVER,

MAIL ATEAMEB1

1

Spring

Ulcers and
in the Bones,

prepared

CUNARD
*

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

ble

University!

No. 20

an-

resneets
W H*

mylltf

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange Street.
information cheerfrilly furnished at
wl5
islt
upCd&w

CAPTAIN A. S.

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks* Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A.M.,
and 3.43 P.M.
£lF“Prlvate parties can b« accommodated by ai*I*h mg to the Captain on board,
fare down and back 25
cents, children half price.
I ortiand, Apnl
1, 1872.
apl

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

f|p*Reliable
times.

»

I,

e^C-mTHE

x r r to s s,

Sk

^'^*5wei»t,

ceration and uterine disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.

or

Peak’. I.laud MlcauibaaiCampaay.

CALIFORNIA

pfJSSfffSSSand

Sores, Rheumatism\ Neuralgia
Pain
Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhtea arising from internal ul-

trorm,

Let!

To

Exchange

93

has II) rooms, all the modern

Cahoon Block.

Jerris,

to be

Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,

Farm for Sale.

begin Sept.

Young.

cars;

once.

my20dtf

school is open to all persons of all denominarjIHIS
X Uions, and the next term will

Law.—You have

trial was at once granted.

oc4dly

steam

pliances, stable, &c., and is first class in all
Apply to Chas. E. Morrill, near premises,

Houses for Sale.
Tyng Street and Ingraham Lane;

removed at
IjlOOT

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

thousands of readers (writes a correspondent at Nashville, Tennssee) who appreciate a
good thing at the expense even of that “bulwark of our liberties,” the trial by
jury. The
Hon. N.-B-, for many years before the
war, and at present, our highly respected circuit judge, while perhaps as good a nisi
prim
judge as has ever worn the judicial ermine,
is at the same time one of the most genial of
men.
No one enjoys or can tell a good story
better than he. This one I think w ell worthy
preservation in your treasury of good things,
the Editor’s Drawer. Not many years ago,
the judge says, a man was on trial at Waynesborough, in this State, on a charge of
murder. The evidence for the State in—of
itself fatally defective—the defendant on his
part, by the testimony of several unimpeachable witnesses, established a perfect “alibi.”
The judge and every one else
supposed the
prosecuting attorney would thereupon give
the
case.
But
up
no; he was an obstinate
lellow, whom the defendant’s counsel had
made mad, an<J, moreover, he “had no use
for” the defendant any way, and
argue the
case he would. Court
adjourned till the next

course a new

of

and

cat s

May ll-d3w

PROF.

SMITH.|
When great conventions stoop to Greeley
And do not dare to praise Free
Trade,
How stop Reformers swearing freely
About the way that they’re
betrayed.

of the

Morazain,

st.

To Let.
Morrill's Corner, Deering—A genteel brick
dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse

on

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient bouse in the
city, are prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
I reuch language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.

Parody.

my21-dtf

two

a

Teacher of the French Language.

OLD

A

TAYLOR,
176 Commercial

FOR BOSTON.

the West, South and North*
f ^i »may obtain through Tickets
"■
by the best asd most reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

blood. Internal derangements
expelled
ore the determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
anil whose substance they disease and destroy
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Hose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, hinqfrom the

be

PLEASANT Double House on Franklin st ar
ranged for two families, and plenty of Sebaeo
*
Kent $200 each; for key call on
L.

For Peaks’ Island.

Travelers for

Eruptions of the Bkin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should

v-'

rr

To Let

buy good
story House in good order.
WILL
Good lot centrally located,
Pleasant street*
AT
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Inquire of

FROM PARIS,

light'

Q -T PARIS st., up stairs, with Sebago Water
O I Rent $10 a month. Stable iu the rear, $2 a
month. Also a cheap and pleasant rent at Ferry VilH. A. JONES/
lage, C. E.
1 Galt Block.
my21dtf

$3500

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

Then grandfather rubbed his hands and smiled,
But ills thoughts were far away;
I think he saw in the fitful
The ghost of that Christmas Day;
While a vanished face came back, to see
The dear old man, and the fire, and me.

The Strength

be obtained.

PROCURE TICKETS

Passenger Ticket Agency!

which
system,
undermine health and Battle into troublesome disorders.

House to Let.

ed. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and
bet ween 3 and 5 P. M. For further partfculars enMATTOCKS & FOX,
quire of
marlt-dtf
88 Middle Street.
Argus copy.

STEAMERS.

OLD

a

makes positive cure of a
series of complaints, which
are always
afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
I the blood, purges out the
'lurking hniuors in the

THE

Brackett and Bramball streets, recently occupied by J. H. J. Thayer. Good cellar, good well of water, garden, gas throughout.
Terms to suit purchaser, not over $5U0 down requir-

STEAMERS.

AT THK

medicine that cures
real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

To Let!

of

CORNER

A
is

my33*lwttf

upper part of a two-story house, containing
six finished rooms, with plenty of hard and sou
water.
Enquire on the premises, No. 254 Lafavette
st.
T. WILLIAMS.
my22eod2w*

Bargain

a

RAILROADS.

FOE PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

annul

8ep24tt

House For Sale at

Competent Assistants will be employed in the varidepartments.
Text Books furnished by the Principal at
city prices,
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for self-

And the old farm-house was new.
We had both just taken our marriage vow—
1 don’t see such women as Hetty, now.”

In

R.DAVIfl&CO.,
Rral Estate Sc mortgage Brokers*

ous

boarding can

prepared to lonu money

art*

ST^A few Boarders also wanted.

GEO.

satisfaction.

He paused, and his wintry lipH grew red,
And his eyes wore summer s blue,
“It was the night I brought Hetty home,

GULLIVER

comun-

Whose
may be

snow.

Loan Ul

Trom $100 to any amonni
desired, on Ural
mortgage* in Portland, Cape Elizabeth) Westbrook. or Decring. Parties deairoua ol building can also be acconunodated with lonna.

EDMUND W. WRIGHT, A. M.,
success and popularity ae a Teacher thus far
regarded as a sufficient indication of future

cane.

day

BY

1874,

to

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

A Convenient Tenement of Five
Rooms at No. 4 Locust St.

cIiimu

Bridgton Academy.

’Twas a Christmas
-I was twenty-on#—
And my freedom suit was
new';
Breeches and smalls, with a sky-blue vest,
And a buckle In either shoe.
The buckles were silver—no sham in them—
The same that I
gave to your brother Jem.”

A Convention-al

%Ve

May 15,287L_my

on

“The fire Is a cheery sight;
I made one fifty odd year ago
With a mighty
out of

$20,000

_MEDICAL.

TO J.ET.

s

BULLETIN.

will begin, May 48th, 1874,
the instruction of M. D. M. Elliot, a
highly sucoessful and exi»crienced teacher.
Board and rooms at Boarding House as usual.
J \S. M. BATES, Sec’y of Trustees.
16 every3d td
Yarmouth,

sweetest. O heart of oak,
Though you break as your songs ascend;
Your forest blood is a kingly kind—
It warms the foe and the friend.
Do you miss the winds that were wont to play
Through your glorious branches, day by day?

TO LEI.

Yarmouth Academy. ®eo. it. Diiylfi A €«

Summer term
rjlllE
X under

Sing your

the other side,
Grandfather sits
And smiles at the ruddy light;
He croons, as he leans on his knotted

HEAL ESTATE.

i

A

GOOD Gate

STKOL’T.
Saw For Sale.
Saw, nearly new
Fn„„i..

I A .Ire. LITTLEKiELD*
I .nU Maple atreeu.

WlisoN1

|a3jTeoatf

<•

0rvadJ
Yurk

